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Abstract: The aim of this study is to determine whether Spanish-like gender agreement causes
interference in speakers of Papiamentu (a Western Romance-lexified creole language) who
also speak Spanish. Papiamentu and Spanish are highly cognate languages in terms of their
lexicons. However, Papiamentu lacks grammatical gender assignment and agreement, leading to
cognate words with major morpho-syntactic differences. A total of 41 participants with different
linguistic profiles (Papiamentu-dominant, Dutch-dominant, Spanish-dominant, and Spanish heritage
speaker-Papiamentu bilinguals) listened to 82 Papiamentu sentences, of which 40 contained a
Spanish-like gender-agreeing element on the Determiner, Adjective, or Determiner + Adjective and
with half of the experimental items marked with overtly masculine (i.e., -o) or feminine (i.e., -a) gender
morphology. Participants performed a forced-choice acceptability task and were asked to repeat each
sentence. Results showed that Spanish-dominant speakers experienced the greatest interference of
Spanish gender features in Papiamentu. This suggests that in cases where speakers must suppress
gender in their second language (L2), this is not easy to do. This is especially the case in highly
cognate languages that differ in whether they realize gender features.
Keywords: grammatical gender; interference; cognates; Papiamentu; Spanish

1. Introduction
Grammatical differences between languages often result in difficulties in second language
(L2) acquisition and bilingual strategies in language contact (e.g., Hopp 2013; Muysken 2013).
This cross-linguistic interference is likely to occur in the case of highly cognate languages due
to increased lexical and semantic overlap. The current study examines what happens when speakers
of a morphologically rich language (Spanish) also speak a highly cognate language that lacks a
morphological feature (Papiamentu). We examine this issue through gender agreement due to it being
a well-studied morpho-syntactic element in first language (L1) and L2 acquisition (Montrul 2004). Its
difficulty for L2 speakers who speak languages that lack gender agreement is also well-documented
(e.g., Eddington 2002; Grüter et al. 2012; Montrul et al. 2008).
Papiamentu is an Iberian-lexifier creole language spoken on the islands of Aruba, Bonaire, and
Curaçao (former Dutch Antilles) and in the Netherlands. The total number of Papiamentu speakers
is approximately 200,000. Papiamentu speakers in Curaçao are highly multilingual, often speaking
Papiamentu, Dutch, English, and Spanish to varying degrees. Despite the variety of languages present
on the islands, Papiamentu is the first language of more than 80% of the population on the Caribbean
islands (Kester 2011).
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1.1. The Nominal Domain in Spanish and Papiamentu
Grammatically speaking, Spanish nouns are either masculine or feminine. Although the gender
distribution between masculine and feminine nouns is roughly half, masculine is characterized as the
default or unmarked gender (Harris 1991). Most Spanish nouns and adjectives mark grammatical
gender in canonical endings such as -o for masculine and -a for feminine. Spanish determiners and
adjectives agree with the noun in gender and number, with most adjectives following the noun. Unlike
Spanish, Papiamentu has no gender distinction but the relative position of Papiamentu adjectives with
respect to the noun is like Spanish. Adjectives in Papiamentu are invariant typically ending in -o or
-u. Examples (1) and (2) illustrate the lexical and word order similarities between Spanish (a) and
Papiamentu (b).
1.

a.
b.

2.

a.
b.

Lafem mesafem redondafem
EØ mesaØ rondóØ
The table round
‘The round table’
Elmasc patomasc blancomasc
EØ patuØ blankuØ
The duck white
‘The white duck’

1.2. Gender Interference in Palenquero-Spanish Speakers
Lipski (2015) investigated whether Spanish-Palenquero bilinguals accept and/or reproduce
Spanish gender agreement in Palenquero. Palenquero is a Spanish-based Afro-Colombian creole
language spoken in San Basilio de Palenque, Colombia. Palenquero and Spanish share largely cognate
lexicons while Palenquero morpho-syntax is what Lipski describes as a subset of Spanish (i.e., it lacks
grammatical gender).
To determine whether Spanish-like feminine gender agreement could be observed in Palenquero,
Lipski (2015) first used a picture-describing task. He tests 10 first language (L1) Palenquero speakers,
10 Palenquero heritage speakers, 10 L2 Palenquero speakers, and 4 Palenquero language instruction
teachers. The results confirm his hypotheses that Spanish gender agreement cannot be fully suppressed
by L2 Palenquero speakers, who introduce some Spanish-like feminine gender agreement in Palenquero
determiners and adjectives modifying nouns whose Spanish cognates are grammatically feminine. In
contrast, L1 speakers and the metalinguistically sensitive Palenquero language teachers exhibit little
Spanish-like feminine agreement. Nonetheless, the high activation level of Spanish prompted by the
large number of cognates results in some carryover of gender agreement. Heritage speakers show
greater inter-speaker variability.
Lipski additionally utilizes an acceptability task in which participants listen to stimuli and state
whether the utterance is “good” Palenquero or not. Afterwards, they repeat each sentence exactly as
they have heard it, regardless of their own intuitions on the acceptability of the sentence. Here, 12 L1
Palenquero speakers, 12 heritage Palenquero speakers, 15 L2 Palenquero speakers, and 6 Palenquero
language teachers are tested. Results show that L1 speakers and teachers pattern together in accepting
about half of the feminine gender-agreement stimuli. Heritage and L2 speakers, on the other hand,
display an acceptance level of around 75%. As Lipski predicted, L1 speakers change many feminine
endings in -a to the well-formed Palenquero gender-invariant -o while L2 speakers rarely do, thus
demonstrating Spanish interference due to acceptance of Spanish-like gender agreement. Palenquero
language teachers behave like L1 speakers when modifiers are immediately adjacent to the head noun
but more like heritage speakers for predicate adjectives. Lipski suggests that even though the teachers
are metalinguistically aware, Palenquero is not their dominant language.
In a more recent study, Lipski (2017) examines the tradeoff between the on-line construction of
modifier-noun gender agreement and the automatization of agreement. In this study, he focuses on L1
Spanish speakers who are acquiring L2 Palenquero. When switching from the gender-agreeing L1
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to the gender-less L2, the persistence or absence of gender agreement in cognate items is an indirect
measure of the cost differential between producing morpho-syntactic agreement and suppressing the
carryover of obligatory agreement to the L2. To test this, Lipski conducts a number recall + repetition
experiment and a speeded translation task. The results reveal the strong influence of L1 Spanish
gender agreement on L2 Palenquero. Furthermore, heritage Palenquero speakers’ retention of gender
agreement falls between L1 and L2 speakers.
Taken together, the results of Lipski’s (2015, 2017) studies suggest that “less” is not always
preferred to “more”. Lipski posits that the appearance of Spanish-like gender agreement in the L2
and heritage Palenquero speakers may be due to the failure to inhibit cognate Spanish items and the
corresponding syntactic projections responsible for gender agreement.
1.3. Current Study: Spanish Grammatical Gender Interference in Papiamentu
The current study extends Lipski (2015, 2017) to Papiamentu-Spanish multilinguals1 . We test if
dominant Papiamentu speakers—speakers born into Papiamentu-speaking families and raised on the
islands who are also exposed to Spanish—accept and/or reproduce Spanish-like gender agreement
in Papiamentu. Following Lipski, we hypothesize that dominant Papiamentu speakers will reject
Spanish gender agreement in Papiamentu sentences. In contrast, Spanish heritage speakers, who have
been raised and schooled in a Papiamentu-majority environment but whose home language is Spanish,
and Spanish-dominant L2 speakers of Papiamentu who immigrated to the islands after puberty, are
predicted to accept more sentences that contain Spanish-like gender agreement.
We additionally include a group of dominant Dutch speakers whose families immigrated from
the Netherlands but who are brought up on the islands (and who are also exposed to Spanish) to test
whether the presence of grammatical gender in the L1 more generally may lead to gender agreement
interference. Like Spanish, Dutch has a two-way gender system which distinguishes between common
gender (nouns that are preceded by the Dutch article de) and neuter gender (nouns that are preceded
by the Dutch article het). These two gender categories are distributed unequally as the common gender
comprises around 75% of all Dutch nouns (Pablos et al. 2019). The Dutch gender system is more
opaque, and the distinction between common and neuter gender in Dutch is neutralized in the plural
form (preceded by the Dutch article de).
Despite the experimental design and linguistic similarities between the two language pairs, our
study is different from Lipski’s (2015) study in several ways. First, most participants in Lipski’s
experiments were dominant Spanish speakers acquiring L2 Palenquero in a sociopolitical context in
which Spanish is the prestige, government-sanctioned language and in which formal education is
conducted. In our Papiamentu-Spanish study, Spanish remains primarily a minority language with
environmental presence on the media and through tourism and is supplemented with formal education
in public schools from eighth grade in Curaçao, partly due to close geographic proximity to Venezuela.
Thus, this study allows us to examine the directionality of cross-linguistic effects of morpho-syntactic
transfer in cognate languages and to compare the role of environmental factors.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants
Forty-one participants were tested in Curaçao during the period of June–August 2018. The
participants were divided into four different categories, illustrated in (3):

1

We refer to our participants as multilinguals because the residents on the island are regularly exposed to Dutch, English,
Papiamentu, and Spanish to varying degrees, with the dominant or preferred language often intersecting with racial identity
(Kester 2011). For further group characteristics and an extended discussion on Dutch grammatical gender, we refer the
reader to the text and Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials.
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Dutch Dominant (n = 7)
Papiamentu Dominant (n = 22)
Spanish Dominant (n = 6)
Heritage Spanish (HS) Papiamentu (n = 6)

This group division was determined by the responses of a linguistic background questionnaire
based on (1) self-reported Spanish and Papiamentu proficiency, (2) the age of acquisition of Spanish and
Papiamentu, (3) the language spoken at home and the language spoken at school, and (4) the country of
birth (see Table S1 in Supplementary Materials). Participants in the Dutch-dominant group were born
in Curaçao, learned Papiamentu at a young age, and speak Dutch at home as the dominant language.
Additionally, most participants in this group lived in the Netherlands when the experiment took place
and thus are primarily exposed to Dutch. The Papiamentu-dominant group consists of L1 Papiamentu
speakers that learned Papiamentu at a young age and grew up in households where Papiamentu was
the dominant language. Most of the participants in this group are multilingual and learned Spanish in
primary school. Two participants in this group were exposed to Spanish under the age of two. For
the Spanish-dominant group, participants were born in a Spanish-speaking country, speak Spanish
at home, and were exposed to Papiamentu as adults. Finally, the Spanish HS-Papiamentu group
includes participants who were either born in a Spanish-speaking country or in Curaçao and learned
Papiamentu in primary school. Their home language was reported to be Spanish. All participants of
this group moved to Curaçao at a young age and still live in Curaçao today.
2.2. Materials
Eighty-two Papiamentu sentences were created, of which 382 contained a Spanish-like
gender-agreeing element either on the determiner (n = 8), the adjective (n = 12), or both (n = 18).
Out of these 38 manipulated sentences, 18 contained combinations of adjectives and/or determiners
whose Spanish cognates are feminine (e.g., adjectives and/or determiners ending in –a). The other
twenty sentences contained Spanish-like masculine gender-agreement (e.g., adjectives or plural
determiners ending in –o(s)). The remaining 42 filler sentences were Papiamentu sentences with
no gender manipulations (i.e., “correct” Papiamentu sentences). Two native Papiamentu speakers
from Curaçao verified if the manipulated stimuli were correct Papiamentu sentences, apart from the
experimentally manipulated target determiners and/or adjectives. All sentences were recorded by
a Papiamentu-Spanish male speaker. After the recordings, the items were shortened with PRAAT
software (version 5.3.16; Boersma and Weenink 2012). The entire list of 82 stimuli was randomized in
Excel using the (=RAND) function, and four different lists were created. All stimuli were loaded on a
laptop, and headphones with a built-in microphone were used to record responses. Two examples of
stimuli that were used in the experiment, containing a masculine and feminine Spanish gender-agreeing
element, are provided below in (5):
5.

a.

b.

2

Spanish-like feminine gender agreement3 :
Example stimulus:
Lafem pluma blankafem ta
suave
Papiamentu Equivalent: E
pluma blanku
ta
suave
det feather white
TAM soft
‘The white feather is soft’
Spanish-like masculine gender agreement:
Example stimulus:
E paranan chikitomasc ta
kanta bunito4
Papiamentu Equivalent:
E paranan chikitu
ta
kanta bunita
det bird-PL small
TAM sing beautiful
‘The small birds are singing beautifully’

The original dataset had 40 experimental stimuli, but we subsequently discovered incorrect coding on 2 sentences and
removed these from analyses.
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As shown in (5), the manipulated adjectives and determiners occurred in different positions in the
sentence (i.e., post-nominal and predicate adjectives were included). Tables 1 and 2 provide a more
detailed overview of the distribution of the gendered adjectives and determiners, respectively.
Table 1. Examples of experimentally-manipulated adjectives.
Adjective Endings

Feminine -a
(-o in PAP 1 )

Feminine -a
(-u in PAP)

Masculine -o
(-a in PAP)

Masculine -o
(-u in PAP)

Example stimulus
Papiamentu
Spanish equivalent
English translation

rondá
rondó
redondo/a
‘round’

chikita
chikitu
pequeño/a
‘small’

delegó
delegá
delgado/a
‘thin’

blanko
blanku
blanco/a
‘white’

1

PAP = Papiamentu.

Table 2. Examples of experimentally-manipulated determiners.

Determiners

Masculine
Singular el 1
(e in PAP)

Feminine
Singular la/una
(e/un in PAP)

Masculine
Plural los
(e in PAP)

Feminine
Plural las
(e in PAP)

Example stimulus
Papiamentu
Spanish equivalent
English translation

el aros
e aros
el arroz
‘the rice’

una kara
un kara
una cara
‘a face’

los piskánan
e piskánan
los peces/pescados
‘the fish (plural)’

las islanan
e islanan
las islas
‘the islands’

1

Spanish indefinite determiner un was not used because of its cognate status with Papiamentu.

2.3. Procedure
The experiment followed the Ethics Code for linguistic research in the faculty of Humanities at
Leiden University, which approved its implementation. Participants were instructed that they would
listen to 82 Papiamentu sentences over noise-cancelling headphones. Each sentence was immediately
followed by a short “beep” sound. Upon hearing the beep, all participants were asked to indicate
if the sentence was correct Papiamentu5 by responding with “yes” or “no” within two seconds (i.e.,
acceptability judgment task) and to repeat the Papiamentu sentence exactly as they heard it (i.e.,
sentence repetition task). All answers outside of this time window were not used for the analysis,
and the instructions were given in English or Dutch (i.e., languages in which the second author could
provide instructions). All 41 participants completed the task without any objection and all answers
were digitally recorded. After completing both tasks, all participants completed a language history
questionnaire and signed a consent form giving permission to use all recorded data. Participants
had the option to complete all forms in Spanish or Papiamentu (languages in which all participants
were literate).
3. Results
We report on the results for accuracy for the acceptability judgment task: for experimental trials,
the expected response is ‘no’. First, we analyzed the unchanged Papiamentu filler items in which
the expected response is ‘yes’ to ensure that participants were not randomly selecting answers. One
participant from the Papiamentu-dominant group was removed from this analysis and all subsequent
analyses for having scored only about half correct (45%) on filler trials. For the remaining 40 participants,

3
4

5

For glosses, det = determiner, TAM = tense-aspect-mood particle, and PL = plural.
A reviewer rightly points out that bonito is an adverb derived from an adjective and would not show gender agreement
in Spanish. This is the only experimental sentence with such characteristics. For a list of experimental sentences, see
Appendix A.
For this experiment, ‘correct’ Papiamentu means that the participants would consider the Papiamentu sentence to be a
grammatically well-formed sentence when speaking to another Papiamentu speaker.

expected response is ‘yes’ to ensure that participants were not randomly selecting answers. One
participant from the Papiamentu-dominant group was removed from this analysis and all
subsequent analyses for having scored only about half correct (45%) on filler trials. For the remaining
40 participants, the Dutch-dominant group correctly identified 93% (range: 76–100%); the
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Papiamentu-dominant
group correctly identified 90% (range: 73–100%); the Spanish-dominant
correctly identified 89% (range: 80–95%); and the Heritage Spanish-Papiamentu group correctly
identified
88% (range: 88–100%)
of filleridentified
items. Thus,
all remaining
participants
show high accuracy
the Dutch-dominant
group correctly
93% (range:
76–100%);
the Papiamentu-dominant
on identifying
correct
Papiamentu
sentences.
group correctly
identified
90% (range:
73–100%); the Spanish-dominant group correctly identified
89%the
(range:
andwe
theconducted
Heritage Spanish-Papiamentu
group correctly identified
For
main80–95%);
analysis,
a 3 × 2 × 4 repeated-measures
ANOVA88%
in R(range:
(v. 3.5.1) in
88–100%)
of
filler
items.
Thus,
all
remaining
participants
show
high
accuracy
on
identifying
correct
which the dependent variable is the proportion of correctly identifying experimental items as not
Papiamentu sentences.
well-formed,
with the within-subjects factors Condition (Adjective, Determiner, Determiner +
For the main analysis, we conducted a 3 × 2 × 4 repeated-measures ANOVA in R (v. 3.5.1)
Adjective) and Gender (Masculine, Feminine) and the between-subjects factor Group (Dutchin which the dependent variable is the proportion of correctly identifying experimental items as
dominant,
Papiamentu-dominant,
Spanish-dominant,
Heritage
Spanish-Papiamentu).
The+dataset
not well-formed,
with the within-subjects
factors Condition
(Adjective,
Determiner, Determiner
consisted
of
1558
tokens
out
of
a
possible
1640
tokens.
The
omnibus
model
revealed
a
main
effect for
Adjective) and Gender (Masculine, Feminine) and the between-subjects factor Group (Dutch-dominant,
Condition
(F[2,72] = 10.17, pSpanish-dominant,
< 0.001), a mainHeritage
effect for
Gender (F[1,36] = 20.37,
p < 0.001),
and
Papiamentu-dominant,
Spanish-Papiamentu).
The dataset
consisted
of a main
tokens (F[3,
out of36]
a possible
model
revealed aan
main
effect for Condition
effect 1558
for Group
= 29.29,1640
p < tokens.
0.001). The
Theomnibus
model also
confirmed
interaction
between Group
(F[2,72]
=
10.17,
p
<
0.001),
a
main
effect
for
Gender
(F[1,36]
=
20.37,
p
<
0.001),
and
a
main
effect for(F[6,72]
and Condition (F[6,72] = 5.79, p < 0.001) and a 3-way Condition x Gender x Group interaction
Group (F[3, 36] = 29.29, p < 0.001). The model also confirmed an interaction between Group and
= 5.44, p < 0.001). Due to the 3-way interaction, we conducted separate 3 × 2 repeated-measures
Condition (F[6,72] = 5.79, p < 0.001) and a 3-way Condition x Gender x Group interaction (F[6,72]
ANOVAs per group.
= 5.44, p < 0.001). Due to the 3-way interaction, we conducted separate 3 × 2 repeated-measures
ANOVAs per group.

3.1. Dutch-Dominant Group

3.1. Dutch-Dominant Group

For the Dutch-dominant group (n = 7), the statistical model revealed a main effect for Condition
For the Dutch-dominant group (n = 7), the statistical model revealed a main effect for Condition
(F[2,12] = 5.4,
p = 0.021) and a main effect for Gender (F[1,6] = 12.43, p = 0.012). There was no significant
(F[2,12] = 5.4, p = 0.021) and a main effect for Gender (F[1,6] = 12.43, p = 0.012). There was no significant
interaction between the two variables. As illustrated in Figure 1, this group was least accurate with
interaction between the two variables. As illustrated in Figure 1, this group was least accurate with the
the determiner
andleast
least
accurate
on masculine-marked
determinercondition
condition and
accurate
on masculine-marked
trials. trials.

Figure 1. Mean proportion accuracy for the Dutch-dominant group. Error bars represent +/− 1 Standard

Figure 1. Mean proportion accuracy for the Dutch-dominant group. Error bars represent +/- 1
Error of the Mean. Condition is plotted on the horizontal axis. Adj = adjective, Det = determiner, Det +
Standard
Error of the Mean. Condition is plotted on the horizontal axis. Adj = adjective, Det =
Adj = determiner + adjective, M = masculine, F = feminine.
determiner, Det + Adj = determiner + adjective, M = masculine, F = feminine.
3.2. L1 Papiamentu-Dominant Group
For the Papiamentu-dominant group (n = 21), the statistical model revealed a main effect for
Condition (F[2,40] = 11.83, p < 0.001), a main effect for Gender (F[1, 20] = 19.14, p < 0.001), and a
significant interaction between Condition and Gender (F[2,40] = 3.86, p = 0.029). Due to the interaction,
we conducted pairwise comparisons corrected for multiple comparisons using Tukey’s test. In

For the Papiamentu-dominant group (n = 21), the statistical model revealed a main effect for
Condition (F[2,40] = 11.83, p < 0.001), a main effect for Gender (F[1, 20] = 19.14, p < 0.001), and a
significant interaction between Condition and Gender (F[2,40] = 3.86, p = 0.029). Due to the interaction,
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determiners,
adjectives,
or within
determiners
adjectives),
difference between
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(e.g.,the
feminine-marked
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adjectives
was
significant +
(difference
0.18,
t = 4.639,
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vs. masculine-marked
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adjectives,
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difference
between
femininesignificantrejecting
(differencetrials
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= 4.639,the
p <adjective
0.001), was
indicating
that and
this masculine-marked
group was moreadjectives
accurate was
on correctly
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indicating
that
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group
was
more
accurate
on
correctly
rejecting
trials
in
which
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overtly marked with Spanish-like feminine agreement. Among contrasts of the same gender
type but
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marked
with
Spanish-like
feminine
agreement.
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of
the
same
gender
type
but
across conditions, the difference between masculine-marked determiners and adjectives was
across conditions, the difference between masculine-marked determiners and adjectives was significant
significant (difference = 0.16, t = 4.128, p = 0.001) as well as the difference between masculine-marked
(difference = 0.16, t = 4.128, p = 0.001) as well as the difference between masculine-marked Determiner +
Determiner
+ Adjective trials and masculine-marked adjectives (difference = 0.174, t = 4.478, p = 0.001).
Adjective trials and masculine-marked adjectives (difference = 0.174, t = 4.478, p = 0.001). In both cases,
In both
theofrejection
of Spanish-like
masculine-marked
was
than the
thecases,
rejection
Spanish-like
masculine-marked
adjectives was lessadjectives
accurate than
theless
otheraccurate
conditions.
other conditions.
All other
were(ps
not> significant
(ps >are
0.19).
Thein
results
All other contrasts
werecontrasts
not significant
0.19). The results
plotted
Figureare
2. plotted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Mean proportion accuracy for the Papiamentu-dominant group. Error bars represent +/−

Figure 2. Mean proportion accuracy for the Papiamentu-dominant group. Error bars represent +/- 1
1 Standard Error of the Mean. Condition is plotted on the horizontal axis. Adj = adjective, Det =
Standard
Error of
Mean.
Condition
is plotted
on the horizontal
axis. Adj = adjective, Det =
determiner,
Detthe
+ Adj
= determiner
+ adjective,
M = masculine,
F = feminine.
determiner, Det + Adj = determiner + adjective, M = masculine, F = feminine.
3.3. Spanish-Dominant Group

3.3. Spanish-Dominant
Group
For the Spanish-dominant
group (n = 6), the model revealed a main effect for Condition (F[2,10] =
4.147, p = 0.049) and a significant interaction between Condition and Gender (F[2,10] = 18.296, p < 0.001).

For
the Spanish-dominant group (n = 6), the model revealed a main effect for Condition (F[2,10]
No main effect was detected for Gender. We again conducted pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s test.
= 4.147,
p =the
0.049)
andbetween
a significant
interactiondeterminers
between Condition
and
(F[2,10]
= 18.296,
p<
Only
contrast
masculine-marked
and adjectives
wasGender
significant
(difference
=
0.001).−0.494,
No main
effect
detected
for Gender.
again
conducted pairwise
t = −3.25,
p =was
0.031).
This contrast
indicates We
that the
Spanish-dominant
group wascomparisons
less accurate using
in rejecting
Spanish-like
masculine-marked
when manipulated
on the determiner
and more
Tukey’s
test. Only
the contrast
betweenfeatures
masculine-marked
determiners
and adjectives
was
accurate
with
masculine-marked
adjectives.
All
other
contrasts
were
not
significant
(ps
>
0.35).
Results
significant (difference = −0.494, t = −3.25, p = 0.031). This contrast indicates that the Spanish-dominant
plotted
in Figure 3.in rejecting Spanish-like masculine-marked features when manipulated on
groupare
was
less accurate
the determiner and more accurate with masculine-marked adjectives. All other contrasts were not
significant (ps > 0.35). Results are plotted in Figure 3.
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4. Discussion

4. Discussion
Most L2 acquisition studies that focus on how grammatical gender is acquired by speakers of a
non-gendered language have shown that acquisition of gender assignment and agreement is difficult.
Most L2 acquisition studies that focus on how grammatical gender is acquired by speakers of a
Similar to Lipski (2015), we have shown that this difficulty is bidirectional. That is, in cases where the
non-gendered language have shown that acquisition of gender assignment and agreement is difficult.
L2 speaker must suppress gender, gender interference can happen. This is especially the case in
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4. Discussion
Most L2 acquisition studies that focus on how grammatical gender is acquired by speakers of a
non-gendered language have shown that acquisition of gender assignment and agreement is difficult.
Similar to Lipski (2015), we have shown that this difficulty is bidirectional. That is, in cases where
the L2 speaker must suppress gender, gender interference can happen. This is especially the case in
highly cognate languages that differ in whether they encode grammatical gender. Spanish-dominant
speakers experienced the greatest interference of Spanish gender features in Papiamentu. However,
the Dutch-dominant group also scored lower in rejecting Spanish gender features as compared to
Papiamentu-dominant and Spanish HS-Papiamentu groups, possibly indicating that the presence of
gender in Dutch also played a role (Sabourin and Stowe 2008). At the same time, Spanish HSs were
better than Spanish-dominant speakers at suppressing gender interference. This suggests that going
from a dominant language with gender to a language without gender is harder than suppressing
gender from a less-dominant language.
Regarding interference according to word type (determiners and adjectives), the general tendency
is to experience more interference with Determiners as compared to Adjectives (Dutch-dominant,
Spanish-dominant, Heritage Spanish-Papiamentu). Speculatively, this difference may be due to the
salience of determiners vs. adjectives as adjectives are also lexical (i.e., semantic) elements. From a
syntactic point of view, determiners typically introduce the phrases in which they appear and have a
fixed position. Abney (1987) posited in his “DP hypothesis” that the head of a nominal phrase is a
determiner, D, rather than a noun (N). Under this account, determiners do not occupy the Specifier
position of the NP. Instead, the determiner is the head of the DP. Attributive adjectives, on the other
hand, have a more flexible order and are dependent on the noun, usually being treated as adjuncts.
As for interference related to gender (masculine vs. feminine), the results generally point towards
greater interference on words marked with a Spanish masculine feature (-o) compared to Spanish
feminine (-a), the exception being feminine-marked adjectives in the Spanish group. This was not
surprising given the status of feminine as marked gender in Spanish and masculine as default (Harris
1991). In other words, the surfacing of feminine-marked morphemes is likely to be more salient and,
subsequently, more easily rejected by our participants.
Moving away from the phenomenon under investigation, we see an interesting parallel with the
current results and our own prior research on code-switching between gendered and non-gendered
languages and the use of the analogical criterion vs. the default gender strategy. Across different
language pairs and bilingual communities, the analogical criterion strategy (i.e., transfer of gender
assignment to non-gendered language) seems to be absent from speakers who are not Spanish L1
speakers (cf. (Bellamy et al. 2018) for Purepecha-Spanish bilinguals), while L1 Spanish speakers seem
more likely to follow the analogical criterion (see (Liceras et al. 2008) for Spanish-English or (Munarriz
et al. 2019) for Basque-Spanish). At the same time, certain bilingual communities may also settle on
specific code-switching patterns. For example, Valdés Kroff (2016) observed that Spanish-English
bilinguals in Miami tend to use masculine as default, and Królikowska et al. (2019) compared the
gender assignment patterns of four Spanish-English bilingual populations and observed that the more
the bilinguals engaged in code-switching, the greater the tendency to assign the default masculine
gender to mixed nominal constructions. Thus, the observed differences in gender assignment strategies
across communities and language pairs may be due to a combination of proficiency and environmental
factors, which we believe are factors that also play a greater role in the current study and should more
explicitly be addressed in future studies.
We especially acknowledge that proficiency in Papiamentu may have played a role in our current
results. It is perhaps not surprising that those groups who arguably have the highest proficiency in
Papiamentu (Papiamentu-dominant and Heritage Spanish-Papiamentu) are least likely to experience
gender interference, although we predicted greater interference for the latter group. Nevertheless, The
Dutch-dominant group experienced greater interference despite their arguably weaker proficiency
in Spanish. One speculative account for this finding is due to the presence of grammatical gender
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in Dutch, even though the system is quite different (see Supplementary Materials). However, both
Spanish and Dutch have binary gender systems, and both have default genders (masculine in Spanish,
common in Dutch). Finally, one limitation of the current study are the small sample sizes for three
of our groups. We are currently collecting data from a population of Papiamentu speakers in the
Netherlands (where Spanish is not common) to test whether Spanish gender interference would be
reduced. However, this may in turn augment possible Dutch gender interference.
What is noteworthy is that we observe a similar entrenchment effect of L1 Spanish gender
across (i) code-switching studies in different bilingual populations, (ii) Lipski’s (2015, 2017) studies on
Palenquero-Spanish, and (iii) our current study on Papiamentu-Spanish. The state of the research to
date calls for further studies to be able to determine both the theoretical and empirical implications of
our findings.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2226-471X/4/4/78/s1,
Dutch Grammatical Gender, Table S1: Participant group characteristics from the Language History Questionnaire.
Author Contributions: Conceptualization, J.R.V.K., F.R. and M.C.P.C.; Methodology, J.R.V.K., F.R. and M.C.P.C.;
Software, J.R.V.K., F.R. and M.C.P.C.; Validation, J.R.V.K., F.R. and M.C.P.C.; Formal Analysis, J.R.V.K.; Investigation,
F.R.; Resources, F.R. and M.C.P.C.; Data Curation, F.R.; Writing-Original Draft Preparation, J.R.V.K., F.R. and
M.C.P.C.; Writing-Review & Editing, J.R.V.K., F.R. and M.C.P.C.; Visualization, J.R.V.K.; Supervision, M.C.P.C.;
Project Administration, J.R.V.K., F.R. and M.C.P.C.; Funding Acquisition, N/A.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Appendix A
Table A1. Experimental materials used in the study.
Stimuli

Condition

Translation

Gender

Mi amigunan tin un banjo koró 1 .
E kamisa tin hopi boton koró.
E mucha a disidí ku nos mester traha una pisina
rondá di e buraku.
El kurason a kuminsá bati masha lihé.
El ehérsito semper tabata armó.
Las islanan ta chikita.
Las bentananan habrí ta bunita.
Las bòternan ta será ku un tapa temporal.
Mi primu semper ta bebe biña koró.
Kada djadumingu nos ta bai na misa blanka.
E stranheronan ta bebe serbesnan bon fria.
Las palombanan preta ta kome pan.
Einan mester a bende los piskánan.
E mucha hòmber ta bisti un sombré chikito.
Las baiskelnan tin una kadena korá.
Los brasanan di e señora ta blanko.
La pluma blanka ta suave.
Los kangreunan ta kome e piedra.
E eksibishon tin una pintura preta.
Mi ta stima el aros blanko.
Los paranan chikito ta kanta bunito.
Mi amigu tin una kara rondá.
Los pannan preto no ta dushi.
Mi bisiña tin un kabai preto.
E hembra ta yuda brui los webunan.
Den la kaha korá, e hòmber a haña algun potrèt.

Adj
Adj

M
M

Det
Det + Adj
Det + Adj
Det
Det
Adj
Adj
Adj
Det + Adj
Det
Adj
Det
Det + Adj
Det + Adj
Det
Det + Adj
Det + Adj
Det + Adj
Det + Adj
Det + Adj
Adj
Det
Det + Adj

Una bela blanka a paga durante e seremonia.

Det + Adj

Mi tin un mapa koró di mundu.
Las uñanan di mi bisiña ta preta.

Adj
Det + Adj

My friends have a red bathroom.
The shirt has many red buttons.
The child decided that we had to make a round
swimming pool out of the well.
The heart started beating faster.
The army was always armed.
The islands are small.
The open windows are beautiful.
The bottles are closed with a temporary cork.
My cousin always drinks red wine.
Every Sunday we go to the white church.
The foreigners are drinking nice cold beers.
The black pigeons are eating bread.
They sold the fish.
The boy is wearing a small hat.
The bicycles have a red chain.
The arms of the woman are white.
The white feather is soft.
The crabs are eating the stone.
The exhibition has a black painting.
I love the white rice.
The small birds are singing beautifully.
My friend has a round face.
The black loaves are not delicious.
My neighbor has a black horse.
The female helps breading the eggs.
The man found a picture in the red box.
The white candle went out during
the ceremony.
I have a red world map.
The nails of my neighbor are black.

Det + Adj

F
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
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Table A1. Cont.
Stimuli

Condition

Translation

Gender

Mi a kumpra una mesa rondá.
Los sapatunan tin furu preto.
Nos ta respetá las banderanan komo un
símbolo nashonal.
Las kamisanan blanka ta grandi.
Kòrsou tin hopi playa turístika
Mi ruman tin un kurpa delegó.
Los avionnan ta chikito.
Mi ofisina ta un edifisio koró.
Ayera mi a kumpra kuminda spañá.

Det + Adj
Det + Adj

I bought a round table.
The shoes have black lining.

F
M

Det

We respect the flags as a national symbol.

F

Det + Adj
Adj
Adj
Det + Adj
Adj
Adj

The white shirts are large.
Curaçao has many touristic beaches.
My brother has a skinny body.
The airplanes are small.
My office is a red building.
Yesterday I bought Spanish food.

F
F
M
M
M
F

Items in italics were experimentally manipulated to exhibit Spanish-like gender agreement. Det = Determiner, Adj
= Adjective, M = masculine, F = Feminine.
1
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Abstract: The study of metaphorization processes in scientific texts is essential in terminological
studies and the conceptual representation of specialized knowledge. It is considered to be a prolific
tool in the creation of neologisms. Many cognitive models tried to study metaphorisation processes
by drawing on metaphor and metonymy based on linguistic evidence. However, recent studies have
highlighted the necessity of carrying out empirical tests in order to provide refined results that go
beyond the traditional theories of conceptual metaphor and metonymy. This paper analyzes the
underlying metaphor in the ‘carbon capture and sequestration’ event in both English and Arabic. It
also discusses the influence of English, the lingua franca, in the transfer of the neologism ‘carbon capture
and sequestration’, via translation processes, and its role in the so-called domain loss in the target
language. Results were obtained through a corpus-based contrastive terminological analysis, extracted
from specialized texts in English and Arabic in the subdomain of climate change. Data analysis was
approached from the perspective of Frame-Based Terminology and Conceptual Complexes.
Keywords: translation; corpus analysis; domain loss; frame-based terminology; conceptual complexes

1. Introduction
According to Lakoff’s (1993) Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT), metaphor is considered as
the mapping between two conceptual domains. At the linguistic level, these mappings reflect how
our thoughts are structured metaphorically (Lakoff and Johnson 2003), and how metaphor is deeply
engrained in the human cognitive system (Shuttleworth 2016), as it yields common crosslinguistic
conceptualization patterns (Ureña Gómez-Moreno 2015, p. 258). Additionally, Ruiz de Mendoza (2017,
p. 302) defined metaphor as a mapping of conceptual structure from a source to a target domain.
Interesting research on the use of metaphor in scientific discourse has been carried out by Ureña
Gómez-Moreno (2012) in marine biology; Boquera Matarredona (2005) in civil engineering, Huang
(2005) in medical texts related to AIDS, and Merakchi and Rogers (2013) in the Arabic scientific
discourse. On the basis of CMT, Merakchi and Rogers (2013) confirmed that conceptual metaphors are
used to add coherence to scientific discourse, as they “evoke the knowledge space of a particular source
domain or sets of source domains” (Merakchi and Rogers 2013, p. 345). Bordet (2016) also highlighted
the fact that conceptual construction of scientific neologisms varies across languages, but metaphors
are frequently used. In the context of specialized translation, Merakchi and Rogers (2013) found that
the translation of metaphor in scientific texts is crucial in the intercultural and communicative act.
Translators frequently use them when they insert new and complex concepts in the target language.
However, in an English-Arabic corpus based study in the domain of astronomy and astrophysics,
Merakchi (2017) argued that metaphorical translation is controversial. Sometimes, the original texts try
to facilitate the comprehension of science to laypersons by using shared author-reader experiences.
Nevertheless, these experiences are not necessarily shared with the new target culture audience.
In this case, unless translations are adapted, they may potentially lead to the misunderstanding of
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scientific concepts and endanger cross-linguistic communication (Merakchi 2017, p. 3). However,
this is not an easy situation for translators when they deal with pairs of languages that have not
developed specialized terminologies equally. For instance, Abdullah and Shuttleworth (2013), in their
English-Malay case study, concluded that specialized translation becomes more difficult when it
involves original texts that have new and innovative scientific and technology terms. They also
observed that translating specialized metaphors did pose some challenges in terms of the translation
strategies available in Malay, the target language (Abdullah and Shuttleworth 2013, p. 617). In this
scenario, sometimes translation processes may lead to the standardization of the underlying conceptual
constructions from the source specialized domains, and to domain loss or “epistemicide” in target
languages and cultures (Bordet 2016). In other words, according to Hultgren (2013, p.166), this is the
failing to develop adequate scientific terminology in a national language, especially at conceptual level.
One of the modern approaches that studies the conceptual constructions of specialized texts is the
theory of Frame-Based Terminology (FBT) (Faber 2012). The FBT represents specialized knowledge
by means of hierarchically organized terminological definitions, where each concept is delimited
within a referential conceptual frame that delineates the entities, relations and actions within their
specialized domains. All of this information is extracted with the help of terminological analysis tools
(López-Rodríguez et al. 2010). Ureña Gómez-Moreno et al. (2013, p. 176) showed that the FBT is also
appropriate to reveal the metaphorical relation between domains. Meaning is the result of a dynamic
process, which can be explained by using frames (Ureña Gómez-Moreno et al. 2013, p. 178). Frames
are built by abstracting away conceptual structure from multiple experiences (Ruiz de Mendoza 2017,
p. 302). They are particularly useful to analyze the conceptualization of metaphor at a cognitive level,
as the way we store frame elements (Fes) in our mind is schematic; consequently, when we are faced
with instances of frames, we adapt them to our schematic notions (Ruiz de Mendoza 2017, p. 302). Ruiz
de Mendoza (2017) further indicated that in order to study cognitive models such as metaphor, it is
necessary to refine the linguistic analysis through the study of conceptual complexes, which are defined
as “combinations of cognitive models whose existence can be detected from a careful examination of
the meaning effects of some linguistic expressions” (Ruiz de Mendoza 2017, p. 298).
In this research, an approximation towards the processes of metaphorization in the subdomain
of CLIMATE CHANGE was carried out, with a special focus on the conceptual metaphors and the
effects in domain loss of translation processes from English into Arabic. This case study focused on the
CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION (CCS) event, a knowledge structure created originally
in English on a metaphorical basis, and introduced into the Arabic language via translation processes.
It is a corpus-based case study which applies the principles of FBT in the extraction and codification
of information from specialized texts (Faber 2015), and the notion of conceptual complexes. Reality
is represented through cognitive frames which result from top-down and bottom-up processes. The
aim was to categorize reality at a multidimensional level that facilitates the analysis of semantic and
conceptual information from the corpus of study.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. EcoLexicon and the Environmental Event
The multilingual terminological knowledge base Eco Lexicon (http://ecolexicon.ugr.es/visual/
index_es.html) was developed by the research group Lexicon at the University of Granada. Based on
the FBT, the specialized (sub-) domains of the environment are conceptually represented in the form of
a visual thesaurus, in which each concept is located within a specialized frame that outlines its relation
with other concepts. All related entities and processes in the domain of the environment are delimited
within a general event-frame called the ENVIRONMENTAL EVENT (Figure 1). This macro-template
is conceived as a “dynamic process initiated by a natural or human agent, which affects a patient
and produces a result” (Ureña Gómez-Moreno et al. 2013, p. 177). All sub events taking place in the
environment are specifications of this general macrostructure.
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Figure 1. The ENVIRONMENTAL EVENT (http://ecolexicon.ugr.es/en/aboutecolexicon.htm).

For instance, the process of CLIMATE CHANGE responds to the dynamics found in Figure 1.
A NATURAL AGENT (like the sun) or a HUMAN AGENT causes a NATURAL or ARTIFICIAL PROCESS
of warming, such as the combustion of the fossil fuels which emit heat-trapping gases, which affect
STATES and ENTITIES (climate, atmosphere of the Earth). These states and entities have the semantic
role of PATIENT and, at the same time, provoke different PROCESSES/RESULTS in ENTITIES such
as the sea, glaciers, etc. CLIMATE CHANGE is characterized by a series of attributes like long-term
change (DURATION) and is fought by means of precautionary measures, such as the use of renewable
energy sources. The specific representation of the CLIMATE CHANGE sub event is found in Figure 2,
a conceptual structure that codifies knowledge at a basic level (Montero-Martínez 2008, p. 4).

Figure 2. The CLIMATE CHANGE event.

For this study, a bottom-up process was complemented with a top-down perspective, where
information was extracted from dictionaries and relevant texts in the concrete specialized subdomain.
With respect to the bottom-up process, lexical constructions that evoke the concept CLIMATE CHANGE
were identified, as they are considered access points towards knowledge related to this subdomain in
the corpus of study.
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2.2. Corpus Selection and Description
The selection criteria for the corpus of study coincides with the adequacy criteria established by
Buendía Castro and Gómez-Moreno (2010), related to authority, content and design. Special emphasis
was placed on the following parameters: (1) text authority, the identification of the author or the entity
publishing a text is crucial as the internet contains many resources that are not always reliable; (2) topic,
which in this case study must be related to the subject of climate change; (3) title of the text, which
is indicative of the topic and helps in the searching criteria; (4) availability of full articles and texts,
in order to adequately compile and cite the corpus; (5) impact factor, as it is especially important to
choose journals with scientific quality. The corpora of the study contain specialized, semi-specialized,
and informative texts. For this reason, parameters such as topic, availability of the complete text, and
title were applicable in the selection of the entire corpus; however, the impact factor was taken into
account in the case of specialized texts, and authority was especially important for informative texts.
Following these criteria, three different corpora were compiled: (i) an English comparable corpus,
(ii) an Arabic comparable corpus, (iii) a parallel English-Arabic corpus.
With respect to the English comparable corpus, it was compiled out of the Lexicon English corpus
on the environment, available online in Sketch Engine. A selection of texts concerning climate change
was used (with a total of 240,795 tokens) in order to obtain metaphorically based neologisms in this
domain. Items in this corpus are obtained from academic articles, journals, books, and informative
texts published in online newspapers or magazines. The informative texts were especially useful for
their didactic function and simplified language, since they try to explain complicated scientific research
to laypersons, sometimes through analogy and metaphor.
In relation to the Arabic comparable corpus (160,437 tokens), it was compiled with original texts
in Arabic. However, this was not an easy task because of the scarcity of Arabic resources in comparison
with the English ones, and the fact that it has not always been easy to evaluate the adequacy of the
Arabic texts. For instance, in spite of being extracted from prestigious websites such as universities
and national ministries, some of the texts in the Arabic corpus lack an exact bibliographic description,
and vital elements such as type of text, name of the event in which it was presented, etc. For this
reason, in general, it has not been possible to fulfill the criterion of impact factor in the case of texts
originally written in Arabic. Additionally, in spite of the availability of the full texts, it was not possible
to obtain a machine readable format for Sketch Engine, the corpus analysis tool. Consequently, the
Arabic comparable corpus posed a challenge.
Finally, a parallel corpus was also created with original texts in English (29,430 tokens) and
their translations into Arabic (36,326 tokens). It was adequately aligned by means of the tool
Align documents, founding TRADOS Studio 2015. Texts were extracted from the journal Nature
(http://www.nature.com/), together with their Arabic version; and from Scientific American (https:
//www.scientificamerican.com/), and their translation into Arabic available in Al-Oloom Magazine
(http://www.oloommagazine.com/Home/Default.aspx). Both publications have an elevated h index
according to SJR (Scimago Journal and Country Report) (http://www.scimagojr.com/index.php).
A book on climate change edited by the UNESCO was also included, together with some articles from
Permaculture Research Institute. Finally, relevant texts from the Integrated Regional Information Networks
(IRIN) and their Arabic official translation are found in the corpus.
The complete list of references in the corpus can be found in the following
link:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/x8p8uobk1jaermr/Appendixes_Carbon%20Capture%20and%
20Sequestration%20An%20English%20Arabic%20Terminological%20Case%20Study.pdf?dl=0.
2.3. Candidate Metaphorical Terms and the CARBON CAPTURE and SEQUESTRATION Event
In order to extract useful information related to metaphorization processes, the framework
described in Montero-Martínez (2008) was implemented. It was based on the FBT and allows the
precise identification and characterization of the lexical constructions which form part of an event.
The process was divided into: (a) identification of constructions evoking the frame; (b) description
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of the frame lexical and conceptual profile; (c) specification of the frame relations and attributes;
(d) representation of the frame definitional template. First, the corpus was analyzed in order to obtain
candidate metaphorical terms and the Arabic equivalents. A word list, ordered by frequency, was
generated with the help of Sketch Engine. Afterwards, it was manually analyzed to obtain a series of
metaphorical candidate terms. One of the candidate terms is the lexeme ‘capture’ which appears in the
corpus 52 times, as seen in Table 1.
Table 1. List of words and frequency.

1.
2.

Word

Frequency

capture
captured

43
9

The lexical unit ‘capture’ is defined in the Cambridge Online Dictionary (https://dictionary.cambridge.
org/es/) as “to take someone as a prisoner, or to take something into your possession, especially by
force”. Therefore, it was selected as a metaphorical candidate to study whether, in fact, it entailed a
metaphorization process or not. The contextual analysis showed that ‘capture ’frequently co-appears
with the lexical units ‘sequestration’, ‘storage’, and ‘carbon’, resulting in the term ‘carbon capture and
sequestration’ or ‘carbon capture and storage’(CSS), as shown in Example (1.a), (1.b), (1.c) and (1.d.)
extracted from the English corpus. The fact that the argument carbon is not an animated or material
object indicates that the predicate CAPTURE is used metaphorically in such examples. In other words,
the argument selection carried out by the predicate in this specialized context differs from the selection
described by the Cambridge Dictionary for the predicate CAPTURE in general language. Additionally,
the fact that the lexeme “capture” frequently co-occurs in the corpus with ‘sequestration’ activates a
semantic area within the realm of criminal acts and police action. Further evidence is also found in
concordance (1.c.), where CSS is described as a type of “sequestration technique”.
1.

Examples (1.a), (1.b), (1.c) and (1.d.) show how the CCS appears in context as ‘carbon capture
and sequestration’ or ‘carbon capture and storage’.
a.
b.
c.
d.

“ . . . is one step in the process of carbon capture and sequestration (CCS), and involves . . . ¨
“ . . . Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) is a set of . . . ”
“ . . . sequestration techniques such as carbon capture and storage (CCS) will be able to
reduce the . . . ”
“ . . . systems or bioenergy coupled with carbon capture and sequestration setups. This
poses an . . . ”

The lexical constructions related to the term CCS represent the lexical formalization of the
CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION event. These related units help in the identification of
the conceptual profile of the frame, as they represent the concepts which are part of it. For example,
some of the contexts retrieved from the corpus in relation to the lexical profile of the event are (2), (3),
and (4). They show some key lexical constructions in italics which were further analyzed in order to
understand the conceptual dynamics of the CCS event.
2.

3.

Carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) is a set of technologies that can greatly reduce carbon
dioxide emissions from new and existing coal- and gas-fired power plants, industrial processes,
and other stationary sources of carbon dioxide.
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS). A suite of technologies exists that allows for CO2 from the
combustion or gasification of coal and other fossil fuels to be captured rather than released to
the atmosphere. Once captured, CO2 from fossil fuel use can be injected into and permanently
sequestered in underground geologic formations.
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It is a three-step process that includes the capture of carbon dioxide from power plants or industrial
sources; transport of the captured and compressed carbon dioxide (usually in pipelines); and
underground injection and geologic sequestration, or permanent storage, of that carbon dioxide
in rock formations that contain tiny openings or pores that trap and hold the carbon dioxide.

This information was also enriched with a top-down approach, where some units were extracted
from specialized resources, such as dictionaries, encyclopedias, etc. For instance, The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change report of 2005 (Bert et al. 2005, p. 3) defines the terminological variant
carbon capture and storage (CCS) as “a process consisting of the separation of CO2 from industrial and
energy-related sources, transport to a storage location and long-term isolation from the atmosphere. This
report considers CCS as an option in the portfolio of mitigation actions for stabilization of atmospheric
greenhouse gas concentrations” [sic].Thus, Figure 3 shows the conceptual representation of the CCS
event, defined as the process (PROCESS) to capture (PROCESS) the carbon dioxide (PATIENT) produced
by the human activity (AGENT) of combustion of fossil fuel (PROCESS);to transport (PROCESS)
and, finally, to storage it (PROCESS) permanently (DURATION), in geological formations or in deep
sea-beds (ENTITY), in order to prevent it from reaching the atmosphere (PATIENT), and, consequently,
mitigate climate change (PROCESS).The event presents its own specificity in terms of the entities and
processes that take part in CCS (for instance, transportation of CO2 to a storage place); however, it can
be seen that the scheme of the event also responds to the more general conceptual configuration found
in Figures 1 and 2, the CLIMATE CHANGE and the ENVIRONMENTAL EVENT, correspondingly.
This way, definitional templates are established and systematically applied in FBT to all concepts
related to a common area of meaning.

Figure 3. The CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION event.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Metaphorical Projection of CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION in English
The contextual analysis of the lexical units which formalize the concept CARBON CAPTURE
AND SEQUESTRATION in the English corpus reflects how this process is conceptualized in discourse.
For instance, examples (5) and (6) give the following information:
5.

6.

( . . . ) we would employ a method that is receiving increasing attention: capturing carbon dioxide
and storing, or sequestering, it underground rather than releasing it into the atmosphere. Nothing
says that CO2 must be emitted into the air (Socolow 2005a, p. 50).
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), a suite of technologies exists that allows for CO2 from the
combustion or gasification of coal and other fossil fuels to be captured rather than released to the
atmosphere (Smith 2011, p. 28).

In this case, the CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION process is described as an action
of police seizure and capture of a criminal, to judge them properly and decide whether they are guilty
or not; and if declared guilty, imprison them for a determined period of time. This police action can be
conceptualized as a frame, in which we find elements such as those in Table 2.
Table 2. Frame elements of POLICE SEIZURE frame.
POLICE SEIZURE Frame
Capture (PROCESS)
Imprisonment (PROCESS)
Transportation (PROCESS)
Liberation (PROCESS)
Police (ENTITY) (AGENT)
Criminal (ENTITY) (PATIENT)
Judge (ENTITY) (AGENT)
Crime (PROCESS)
Duration (ATTRIBUTE: TIME)
Prison (ENTITY) (LOCATION)
Victim(ENTITY) (PATIENT)
Police Car (ENTITY) (INSTRUMENT)

Some of the Frame Elements (FEs) that appear in Table 3 are used metaphorically in discourse to
conceptualize the CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE phenomenon, resulting in a metaphorical
frame, as can be seen in Table 3. The structure and logic of the CCS target frame determines the nature
of the source (POLICE SEIZURE), which needs to have elements that correspond to the target in a
significant way (Ruiz de Mendoza 2017, p. 302). For example, the mapping between the FEs in Table 3
shows that CO2 is conceptualized as a CRIMINAL agent who harms the Atmosphere/Earth-System
(VICTIM) by provoking Global Warming/Climate-Change (CRIMES). Therefore, Carbon Capture
(CAPTURE) and Transportation (TRANSPORT) are carried out by scientists (POLICE), taking CO2
(CRIMINAL) to deep sea-beds or underground (PRISON), by means of pipelines (POLICE CARS).
However, to refine the results of this analysis, it is important to go a step further and analyze how
frame complexes are exploited metaphorically and metonymically. For instance, example 7 shows that
two FEs of POLICE SEIZURE (i.e., PRISON and CRIMINAL) have been metaphorically used in the
CCS frame. In the common frame of police seizure, we usually see the police chasing the criminal and
putting them in jail where there are usually many security measures to prevent the prisoners from
escaping. However, in example 7, there is an unusual development of the frame POLICE SEIZURE,
that is, a different development from what is usual or expected. Here, the imprisonment of the criminal
requires special measures to prevent him/her from escaping from prison (prevent it from migrating
upward), and harm society. This scenario happens when the criminal tries to break out of jail using
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unusual escaping techniques. For this reason, when the criminal shows any signs of disobedience,
special measures are taken to prevent them from escaping from prison. One of these measures is
keeping the location of prison away from society (a mile or more beneath the surface), or isolating the
criminal in special cells with enhanced security (porous rock; impermeable, non-porous layers of rock).
Such description leads to think of a very dangerous prisoner (CO2) in case of escaping. Furthermore,
at the same time, it entails a metonymic shift from these elements to the quality of DANGEROUSNESS
of the CRIMINAL. More specifically, the allusion to special measures to prevent the criminal from
escaping activates the quality of dangerousness. A case of target-in-source metonymy is found in
which the whole stands for the part; the CRIMINAL (CO2) stands for the quality of its dangerousness.
Table 3.
Mapping between the frames POLICE SEIZURE and CARBON CAPTURE
AND SEQUESTRATION.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

7.

FEs of POLICE SEIZURE

FEs of CARBON CAPTURE AND
SEQUESTRATION

Capture (PROCESS)
Imprisonment (PROCESS)
Transportation (PROCESS)
Liberation (PROCESS)
Police (ENTITY) (AGENT)
Criminal (ENTITY) (PATIENT)
Crime (PROCESS)
Duration (ATTRIBUTE: TIME)
Prison (ENTITY) (LOCATION)
Victim(ENTITY) (PATIENT)
Police Car (ENTITY) INSTRUMENT)
Criminal (AGENT)

Carbon Capture
Storage/Sequestration
Transportation
Release
Scientist
Carbon-Dioxide
Global Warming/Climate-Change
Duration (Temporary/Permanent)
Underground/Sea-Bed
Atmosphere/Earth-System
Pipelines
CO2

Underground injection and geologic sequestration (also referred to as storage) of the CO2 into
deep underground rock formations. These formations are often a mile or more beneath the surface and
consist of porous rock that holds the CO2. Overlying these formations are impermeable, non-porous
layers of rock that trap the CO2and prevent it from migrating upward (Socolow 2005a, p. 50).

3.2. Metaphorical Projection of CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION in Arabic
In order to analyze whether the CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION process is
metaphorically projected in Arabic as well, the first step was to identify the terms used to
make reference to this concept. The parallel corpus showed that carbon capture is equivalent

to ‘ àñK. QºË@ AJ.Jk@’ [ihtiba:s al-karbwn]1 [carbon imprisonment]2 and ‘ àñK. QºË@ áK Qm'’[takhzi:n al-karbwn]
[carbon storage]. Meanwhile, the comparable corpus led to the identification of the terms

YJ» @ ùKAJK PAj.Jk@’[ihtija:z thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al-karbwn] [carbon dioxide imprisonment]
and ‘ àñK. QºË@ PAj.Jk@’ [ihtija:z al-karbwn] [carbon imprisonment], with a frequency of 58 for
‘ àñK. QºË@ YJ» @ ùKAJK PAj.Jk@’[ihtija:z thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al-karbwn] [imprisonment of carbon dioxide] and a
frequency of twofor ‘ àñK. QºË@ Qm.k’ [hajz al-karbwn] [carbon imprisonment]. Examples such as (8) were

‘ àñK. QºË@

identified in which the use of the term can be observed.

1
2

Transliteration is provided in italics between square brackets. Transliteration symbols can be found in Appendix A.
Translation into English between square brackets.
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 YJËñK HA¢m
 é¯A¢Ë@
 × áÓ àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ ùKAJK H AKAªJ.K@ Qm.k áK. ©Òm.' à@ áºÖß éJ j.K@Q@ éÖ ß .
úæË@
 ñ£ H@
 Ñj®ËAK ÉÒªK
 Q¯ AîEQmÌ éJ k. ñËñJm.Ì '@ HA
 JK ñºJË@ ú¯ ½Ë X YªK. AîD®kð
è Yë ÑîD à@ áºÖßð . éÊK
.






Ì
Q
Ì
YªK .ø ñm. '@ ¬CªË@ ú¯ àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ ùKAJK »QK èXAK P áÓ Ym '@ ú¯ ñÒÊÓ É¾. éJj.K@QB@
èXAK Pð é¯A¢Ë@
 HA¢m
  úæË@
 é®Ê¾Ë@ é®jJÖÏ @ HA
 × ú¯ àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ ùKAJK úÎ« ÈñmÌ '@ ¬YîD
 KA® JË@
 ú¯ èQmÌ '@
hAm.' ú¯ éJ AB@ ÉÓ@ñªË@ áÓ PB@ i¢Ë AîE. Qå I.Jj.JË àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ ùKAJK á®k
.

Ì
Q
. éKQkð àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ ùKAJK Qj.m ø .ºË@ ©K PAÖ Ï @
(Socolow 2005b)
8.

[thammata istra:ti:jya yumkin an tajmac bayn inbica:tha:t thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al karbwn min mahata:t
tawli:d atta:qa allati: tac mal bilfahm wahaqniha: bac d dha:likfi: attakwi:na:t al-jiywlwjyya
likhazniha: fatara:t tawi:la. Wayumkin an tus’him ha:dhih al-istra:tyjyya bishakl malmu:s fi:
alhadd min zya:dat thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al karbwn fi: al-ghila:f al-jawwy. Tuc add al-taqa:na:t
al-munkhafidat al-kulfaallati: tastahdif al-husu:l c ala: thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al karbwn fi: mahatta:t
al-ta:qa wa zya:dat al-khibra fi: haqn thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al karbwn litajannub tasarrubihi li:sat’h
al-ard min al-c awa:mil al-asa:syya fi: naja:h al-masha:ri:c al-kubra: lihajz thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al
karbwn wakhaznih] [There is a strategy that consists of the imprisonment of carbon dioxide
emissions from coal power plants and its injection afterwards in geological formations to store it
fora long period of time. This strategy may noticeably help in the reduction of the concentration
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. It is a low cost technology which aims at obtaining carbon
dioxide from energy generation stations. It also aims at increasing the expertise in carbon dioxide
injection to avoid infiltrations. These two objectives are considered the main elements for the
success of big projects to imprison and storage carbon dioxide].

In fragment 8, it can be observed that CCS is also described in terms of an anthropomorphic
activity, which has the act of police seizure and capture of a criminal as a source domain (i.e.,
‘imprisonments of carbon dioxide emissions’, ‘to imprison carbon dioxide and storage it’). Examples
in Table 4 show some of the similarities found in the lexical constructions of CCS in English
and Arabic in relation to the FEs of POLICE SEIZURE listed in Tables 2 and 3. For instance,
in example 1, the FEs Capture, Criminal and Imprisonment are evoked by expressions such as

‘ éJK Qm' ð àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ ùKAJK PAj.Jk@” [ihtija:z thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al-karbwn watakhzi:nih] [capture and
sequestration of carbon dioxide], and ’ éÊ¯ð

àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ ùKAJK Qå @‘’ [asr thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al-karbwn

wafasluh] [imprisonment of carbon dioxide and its separation]. Additionally, in example 3,
expressions such as ‘PñjË@ ½ÊK ú¯ èQm.k ð úGñK. QºË@ PAªË@ AJÓ@” [imtisa:s al-ga:z al-karbwny wahajzih
fi: tilka al-sukhu:r] [the absorption of the carbonic gas and its imprisonment in those rocks] activate
FEs such as Imprisonment, Capture, Criminal, and Prison; while example 4 shows expressions such

as ‘ àñK. QºË@ éJjK” [tanhiyat al-karbwn] [the isolation of carbon] and‘ àñK. QºË@ È Q«’ [c azl al-karbwn] [the
insulation of carbon], evoking FEs such as Imprisonment and Criminal, etc.
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Table 4. Metaphoriclexical projection of CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION in English
and Arabic.
Fes Police Seizure

Lexical Constructions in English and Arabic

éÊ¯ð
1.

2.

3.

4.

‘capture and sequestration of carbon dioxide”’
àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ ùKAJK Qå @‘;‘ éJK Qm' ð àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ ùKAJK

PAj.Jk@’

[asrthuna:?i: ?uksi:d al-karbwnwafasluh]; [ihtija:zthuna:?i:
?uksi:d al-karbwnwatakhzi:nih]
[imprisonment of carbon dioxide and its separation;
imprisonment of carbon dioxide and its storage]
‘the sequestration of greenhouse gases such ascarbondioxide’

 PA« AJ.Jk@’
‘ àñK. QºË@ YJ»@ úGAK AÒJBð éJJ¯YË@ H@
[ihtiba:s gha:za:t al-dafy?a wala:siyama: thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al-karbwn]
[the confinement of global greenhouse gases, above all, carbon dioxide]
‘storing captured carbon dioxide underground’
‘PñjË@ ½ÊK ú¯ èQm.k ð úGñK. QºË@ PAªË@ AJÓ@’
[imtisa:s al-ga:z al-karbwny wahajzih fi: tilka al-sukhu:r]
[the absorption of the carbonic gas and its imprisonment in those rocks]
‘carbon sequestration’

‘ àñK. QºË@ È Q«’; ‘ àñK. QºË@ éJjK’

[tanhiyat al-karbwn]; [c azl al-karbwn]
[the isolation of carbon]; [the insulation of carbon]

Capture—Criminal—
Imprisonment

Criminal—Imprisonment

Imprisonment—Capture—
Criminal-Prison

Imprisonment—Criminal

In sum, the implementation of the methodology described in Montero-Martínez (2008) helped in
the creation of the CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION event, defining it as a technique
or method of climate change mitigation, which consists of capturing the emitted carbon dioxide
and storing it underground, instead of leaving it in the atmosphere. Corpus and manual analysis
allowed the identification of the metaphorical term ‘Carbon capture and sequestration’ and its Arabic
equivalent ‘ àñK. QºË@PAj.Jk@” [ihtija:z al-karbwn] [imprisonment of Carbon]. Such methodology implies
that a mapping between the conceptual categories (entities, processes, and attributes) in the CCS
frame and the FEs found in POLICE SEIZURE has been established. Consequently, the principles
of frame-based analysis were applied in order to identify the frame elements, and establish the
correspondence between them. The results of the analysis suggest that the English term ‘carbon
capture and sequestration’ was created on a metaphorical basis, and that the Arabic term ‘ àñK. QºË@PAj.Jk@”
[ihtija:z al-karbwn] [imprisonment of carbon] was created as a result of the transfer from English into
Arabic via translation processes.
Frequency searches with Google operators “site: .edu”, filtering documents in websites of
universities and research institutions, and exact matches for the English terms ‘carbon capture
and sequestration’ (freq. 16700) and ‘carbon capture and storage’ (freq. 37,100) were carried out.
In Arabic, the same operators retrieved only a frequency of five for each of the variants studied,

YJ» @ ùKAJKPAj.Jk@’ [ihtija:z thuna:?i: ?uksi:d al-karbwn] [imprisonment of carbon dioxide] and
‘ àñK. QºË@PAj.Jk@’ [ihtija:z al-karbwn] [imprisonment of carbon]. However, queries for only exact matches of
‘ àñK. QºË@

these Arabic terms gave frequencies of 4300 and 6540, respectively. The enormous difference between
the frequencies obtained in Arabic, with and without site filter.edu, is due to several factors. The first
is that university and research institutions in Arab countries have hardly any presence in the domain
.edu on the Internet. The second is that there is a lack of indexation of documents written in Arabic
language, something already noted in the description of the comparable corpus in Arabic. Therefore,
to see the presence of these metaphorical terms, it was necessary to make less demanding searches
with regards to the sites hosting the reference documents. In short, it can be concluded that both the
original English terms and their Arabic translations have a significant presence in specialized and
semi-specialized discourse, judging by the frequency figures obtained.
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4. Conclusions
In this study, the principles and methodology of the FBT have been applied in order to analyze
metaphorization processes in the subdomain of CLIMATE CHANGE, in both English and Arabic. The
results of the analysis suggest that metaphorization is a useful method in the creation of new terms in
the field of climate change (Haddad and Montero-Martínez 2019). Very frequently, terms and concepts
are borrowed from English in order to create terminological neologisms in many languages, Arabic
amongst them. In this case study, the frame-based analysis demonstrates that the term ‘carbon capture
and sequestration’ is originally constructed on a metaphorical basis. As a matter of fact, the creation
of the term ‘ àñK. QºË@ PAj.Jk@’ [ihtija:z al-karbwn] [imprisonment of carbon] in Arabic results from the
transmission of the metaphorical frame originally used in English. The analysis showed similarities
in the lexical formalizations of the concept CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION in both
English and Arabic, and the metaphorical projection of the frame POLICE SEIZURE was found in both
languages. Additionally, the analysis of conceptual complexes showed how frame complexes were
exploited metaphorically and metonymically.
The direct influence of English in the conceptualization of this phenomenon led to the
standardization in Arabic of the conceptual constructions found in the English metaphorical source
domain. Some authors have argued that this results from the failing to create new terms and concepts
in a national language (Hultgren 2013), something that impoverishes conceptual systems and prevents
the growth of scientific languages at cultural and conceptual levels (Bordet 2016). When domain
loss in the target language and culture occurs (Bordet 2016), some give a negative assessment of the
solutions applied in the process of transferring knowledge from one language to another, either by the
translators or by the experts themselves. Nevertheless, Montero-Martínez et al. (2001, p. 692) argued
that, in the case of scientific and technical translation, the use of loans in the transfer of terms may
also act as a fertilizer of communication techniques in other languages and, in many cases, it is more
adequate than the creation of artificial and new terminology in the native language. In the current
stage of development of the scientific Arabic language, this is probably the case. Experts in all fields
of knowledge, especially in science and technology, learn about new concepts and terminology in
specialized journals and conferences, where English is most of the times the language of communication.
Thus, in order to facilitate the common understanding of scientific concepts, they frequently tend to use
common cross-linguistic conceptualization patterns found in metaphorical and metonymic terms (Ureña
Gómez-Moreno 2015), a fact that was also observed in the comparable Arabic corpus with original
texts written by experts. In the case of the parallel corpus, translators also used the same metaphorical
patterns found in the original English texts. Many times the translator’s choice was determined by the
resources used for terminological documentation, which very frequently included the specialized papers,
conference proceedings and reports published by the experts in the field. As seen in the frequency
searches carried out with Google operators to refine document quality, the terms carbon capture and
sequestration, carbon capture and storage, and the Arabic loans ‘ àñK. QºË@ AJ.Jk@’ [ihtiba:s al-karbwn]



[carbon imprisonment] and ‘ àñK. QºË@ áK Qm'’ [takhzi:n al-karbwn] [carbon storage] are considerably used
in discourse. Therefore, it seems that the use of conceptualization patterns and conceptual metaphors
shared by English and Arabic helps climate change experts in the Arabic world to communicate and
illustrate specialized concepts (Haddad and Montero-Martínez 2019) to diverse audiences.
Consequently, this case study showed that the analysis carried out within the framework of FBT
and the notion of conceptual complexes is an adequate approach to the study of metaphor-based
neologisms in scientific discourse. On the one hand, it allowed identifying the conceptual structure
underlying the carbon capture and sequestration event, as well as the identification of the lexical
profile of the frame and the establishment of the definitional template for the concepts formalizing
the CCS event. All this information is essential to further process the lexical profile of CCS, identified
in the study. To describe the terms in Eco Lexicon, where the subdomains of the environment are
conceptually represented in the form of a visual thesaurus, each concept is located within a specialized
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frame that outlines its relation with other concepts. On the other hand, the observation that the climate
change discourse in Arabic borrows from the conceptual patterns found in English seems to confirm
that languages lagging behind in the production of scientific texts, which is the case of Arabic, also use
this strategy instead of creating pure neologisms, that is, terms not based on previous patterns coming
from a source language. However, these preliminary results obtained from this case study need to be
tested with a larger quantitative and qualitative study in order to determine if pure neologisms are
coexisting with “borrowed” ones. This would have implications in the field of translation training in
the Arabic language.
Author Contributions: For research articles with several authors, a short paragraph specifying their individual
contributions must be provided. The following statements should be used “conceptualization, A.H. and S.M.;
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draft preparation, A.H. and S.M.; writing—review and editing, A.H. and S.M.; visualization, A.H. and S.M..;
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Table A1 provides the transliteration symbols for Arabic vowels and consonants.
Table
Table A1.
A1. Arabic
Arabic transliteration
transliteration symbols.
symbols.

Arabic Alphabet
ء
ﺙ
ﺝ
ﺡ
ﺥ
ﺫ
ﺯ
ﺵ
ﺹ
ﺽ
ﻁ
ﻅ
ﻉ
ﻍ
ﻕ
َﻭ
ﻱ
َ
َ ()ﻓﺘﺤﺔ
()ﺿﻤﺔ
ِ ()ﻛﺴﺮﺓ
ﻯ/ﻣﺪ ﻁﻮﻳﻞ ﺍ
ﺿﻤﺔ ﻁﻮﻳﻠﺔ ﻭ
ﻛﺴﺮﺓ ﻁﻮﻳﻠﺔ ﻱ
Diphthongs
()ﺃﺻﻮﺍﺕ ﻋﻠﺔ ﻣﺮﻛﺒﺔ

Symbol
ʔ
th
j
h
kh
dh
z
sh
s
d
t
TH
c

gh
q
w
y
a
u
i
a:
u:
i:
aw
ay

References
(Abdullah and Shuttleworth 2013) Abdullah Sharmini, and Mark Shuttleworth. 2013. Metaphors in the
translation of English technical texts into Malay: A preliminary study. Journal of Asian Scientific Research 3:
608–29.
(Bert et al. 2005) Bert, Metz, Davidson Ogunlade, Heleen de Coninck, Manuela Loos, and Leo Meyer, eds. 2005.
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Abstract: This paper complements previous research into the late Modern English scientific writing
uses of the adverbs possibly and perhaps as manifestations of either subjectivity or intersubjectivity,
as presented in the Coruña Corpus of English Scientific Writing. In order to have a better understanding
of the uses of these adverbs as markers of tentativeness, we will explore their syntagmatic relations
with modal verbs. It is widely assumed that scientific discourse has an objective nature, although
it has been questioned by its use of hedging and other expressions of stance. In the present study,
we will assess how modal verbs accompanying these stance adverbs modulate the expression of
tentativeness. The use of stance adverbs shows authorial presence and a covert interaction with the
reader. The paper examines different degrees of hesitancy depending on the type of modal verb
accompanying these adverbs. The analysis has been carried out on four subcorpora of the Coruña
Corpus of English Scientific Writing. Our findings will be presented from a more general to a more
detailed account for each of the forms under investigation and interpreted taking into account the
variables ‘date of publication’ and ‘genre’ for the text, and ‘sex’ for the author.
Keywords: modals; late Modern English scientific writing; Coruña Corpus

1. Introduction
This paper aims to complement previous research into the uses of the adverbs possibly and perhaps
as manifestations of either subjectivity or intersubjectivity, looking specifically at late Modern English
scientific writing, as presented in the Coruña Corpus of English Scientific Writing.
In the current study, we will be using the same material. However, in order to go a step further,
we will explore the syntagmatic relations of these two adverbs and their accompanying modal verbs.
Although it is widely assumed that scientific English has shifted from author-centered to object-centered
(Atkinson 1998), the presumably objective nature of scientific discourse has in fact been questioned,
with the use of hedging (Hyland 1998) and other elements expressing stance (Moskowich and Crespo
2014; Alonso Almeida and Inés 2016; Dossena 2017) cited as evidence here. In the present study,
we will continue our description of late Modern English scientific writing by assessing how the modal
verbs accompanying these stance adverbs can modulate the expression of tentativeness. Perhaps and
possibly both indicate an author’s desire to show tentativeness and uncertainty, as well as being devices
that seek the reading public’s involvement in the presentation of content (Seoane Posse 2016). The use
of stance adverbs of this kind not only shows authorial presence, but also demonstrates a covert
interaction with the reader, which makes these texts more engaging for the latter.
We will consider how different shades of meaning and degrees of tentativeness/hesitancy arise
depending on the type of modal verb accompanying these two adverbs. To this end, Section 1 will
introduce our research questions, and will also deal with a number of considerations that seem to be
necessary in order to carry out our analysis. Section 2 provides a description of the linguistic material
to be used in the analysis: four subcorpora of the Coruña Corpus of English Scientific Writing: Corpus of
Languages 2019, 4, 57; doi:10.3390/languages4030057
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English Texts on Astronomy (CETA), Corpus of English Philosophy Texts (CEPhiT), Corpus of History English
Texts (CHET), and Corpus of English Life Sciences Texts (CELiST); this section also includes information
on the analysis itself. The findings will be set out in Section 3, from a more general to a more detailed
account for each of the forms under investigation. In Section 4, we will interpret and discuss the results
in the light of the following variables: time of publication, sex of the author, and genre or discursive
format of texts. Finally, some conclusions will be offered in Section 5.
2. Previous Considerations and Research Questions
Those engaged in the study of scientific writing in English and its evolution generally accept
that there has been a broad shift from an author-centered perspective to one that focuses on the object
described or studied. Atkinson’s work on the Philosophical Transactions (Atkinson 1998) seems to prove
this beyond doubt. However, such a claim does not mean that, after three centuries of evolution,
present-day scientific writing is entirely dry and objective; indeed, it has been shown that it contains
hedging (Hyland 1998) and expressions of stance in different forms (Moskowich and Crespo 2014;
Alonso Almeida and Inés 2016; Dossena 2017).
Our first approach to the use of possibly and perhaps as stance adverbs (in a paper presented at the
annual AESLA Conference in 2018) involved an analysis of authorial presence and subjectivity in late
Modern scientific discourse. In that paper, we concluded that these adverbs were more often used
to express subjectivity than intersubjectivity, and that such use increased over time. In the current
paper, we aim to go one step further, asking whether the syntagmatic relations of these adverbs with
modal verbs also exhibit traces of tentativeness; this was understood to be one of the manifestations of
author subjectivity.
Our starting point will be the definitions for perhaps and possibly in the Oxford English Dictionary
(OED henceforth). Thus, perhaps is defined as: “Expressing a hypothetical, contingent, conjectural,
or uncertain possibility: it may be (that); maybe, possibly” (OED). We also know that its origin is
Germanic. In turn, possibly originates from Romance, and is defined as: “In a possible manner; in
accordance with what can or may exist, occur, be done, etc.; within the range of possibility; by any
existing power or means, in any possible way. Chiefly, now only, used as an intensifier of can or
could” (OED).
Moreover, as Álvarez-Gil (2019, p. 49) has argued, possibly indicates “a low level of authorial
commitment to text content by presenting information with doubts and hesitancy”. He argued
that the authors combine this form with may, might, and could to indicate different levels of
likeliness of the events to be true. This combination of the modal and possibly may mean
either that the author lacks the necessary evidence for the conclusion presented, or it may be a
negative politeness strategy to avoid imposition. The use of this adverb suggests the authors’
need to protect their public image rather than a real evaluation of the state of affairs. That is,
even if they rely on solid ground to assert a particular conclusion, it possibly adds an extra
rhetorical effect to enhance the epistemic meaning as realized by the accompanying modals.
(Álvarez-Gil 2019, p. 70)
It also seems in order to offer the meanings of modal verbs in present-day English (see Table 1
below) according to Quirk (1985), bearing in mind that such meanings do not differ extensively from
the ones to be found in the late Modern English period (Millward and Mary 2011).
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Table 1. Meaning of modal verbs (according to Quirk 1985).
Modal Verb

Meaning

Paraphrasis

May

epistemic possibility
“It denotes the possibility of a given proposition’s being or becoming true.”

Might

epistemic possibility, but more tentative than may

Can/could

possibility (future possibility)

Shall

prediction, volition (with first person)

Should

obligation

Will/would

prediction, volition

perhaps or possibly

it is possible + inf clause

These meanings are present in the use of modals in late Modern scientific texts, as can be seen in
the following examples from the Coruña Corpus of English Scientific Writing:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

which take place in the maturation of the ovum may <perhaps> be most conveniently displayed
by following the history of a... (Balfour 1880, p. 55)
so different from what man at first imagines it may <perhaps> have startled them but in this
view there is nothing (Whewell 1858, p. 38)
of secretions that they are the greatest arguments that could <possibly> be urged for the truth of
it nothing does more (Keill 1717, p. 132)
causes and effects of several phenomena which future ages may <possibly> discover most of
these birds of passage never fail to (Hughes 1750, p. 76)

Although it might be thought that the definitions and uses provided cannot be applied to our
findings for late Modern English, given that there is a gap of two centuries between the material in our
study and Quirk et al.’s work, the meanings of modals do not seem to have changed, at least in terms
of their frequency of occurrence (Leech 2004).
The following section will present the linguistic material for our survey and the methodology used.
3. Corpus Material and Methodology
The material used for the present study (see Table 2 below) has been taken from the Coruña Corpus
of English Scientific Writing (CC). More specifically, we have used four subcorpora: Corpus of English
Texts on Astronomy (CETA), Corpus of English Philosophy Texts (CEPhiT), Corpus of History English Texts
(CHET) and Corpus of English Life Sciences Texts (CELiST). Two of these represent disciplines pertaining
to the so-called soft sciences, while the other two represent the hard sciences.
Table 2. Word count per subcorpus.
Subcorpus

Discipline

Words

CETA
CHET
CEPhiT
CELiST
Total

Astronomy
History
Philosophy
Life Sciences

409,909
404,424
401,129
400,305
1,615,767

Since sex of the author is one of the variables we will be using, the distribution of words by
male and female authors in our material is displayed in Figure 1 below. This distribution reflects the
situation of scientific text production in the Modern period:
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If the time shall ever arrive, when the facts of natural history are given, without admixture
with fable, the world will be more rapidly and satisfactorily advanced in improvement than can
<possibly> be hoped for (Godman 1828, p. 29)
rational horizon does not amount to a few seconds or <perhaps> not so much as one second of a
minute and (Long 1742, p. 64)
bodies have not so far been satisfactorily observed it is <perhaps> possible that the part removed
in the formation of the (Balfour 1880, p. 63)

The Coruña Corpus Tool was used to search for all the tokens of the adverbs under survey in the
subcorpora. Given that we were interested in looking into the behavior of such adverbs with different
types of modals, it was necessary to manually disambiguate each case. This involved a close reading
of all the hits, which had previously been collected in a spreadsheet (MS Excel for Mac, version 16.24).
Then, the examples that were to be used in the analysis were enriched through the addition of fields
including information on the author, his or her sex, the year of publication of the text in question,
and the genre to which it belonged.
4. Findings and Discussion of Results
The data will be presented here from the more general to the more specific. Starting with the
general findings for the adverbs (as set out in Table 3 below), we can see that their use in the four
disciplines certainly differs. Totals for the raw numbers have been normalized as a means of making
comparisons clearer.
Table 3. Frequency of possibly and perhaps in the subcorpora.
Raw Figures
Forms
Possibly
Perhaps

CHET
20
76

CEPhiT
46
212

Total (NF/10,000)

CETA
24
64

CELiST
25
117

Total
115
469

3.61
0.71
2.90

This analysis of the adverbs is enhanced when the accompanying modal verbs are taken into
account. Table 4 shows in raw numbers that may, with the meaning of possibility, is the most frequent
modal verb in all the disciplines apart from History, where might is found most often. May, as shown
in Table 5, repeatedly occurs in combination with perhaps, which can be interpreted as a reinforcement
of the uncertainty that accompanies “the possibility of something becoming true”. This form of
strengthening might be taken as the conscious presence of the author, who thus manifests his/her
attitude toward a particular statement.
Table 4. Adverbs and accompanying modal verbs.

may
might
can
could
shall
should
will
would
TOTAL (modals/subcorpus)

CELiST
31
6
9
2
0
0
3
3
54

CEPhiT
37
14
26
11
3
2
13
9
115

CETA
20
0
9
7
8
0
2
4
50

CHET
6
9
3
6
0
0
0
0
24

TOTAL
94
29
47
26
11
2
18
16
243

Note: Pink colour has been used to highlight the most frequent results; blue colour highlights the least frequent results.
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Table 5. Perhaps and accompanying modal verbs.

may
might
can
could
shall
should
will
would
TOTAL

CELiST
24
6
3
0
0
0
3
3
39

CEPhiT
32
10
3
0
3
2
13
9
72

CETA
15
0
0
0
1
0
1
4
21

CHET
4
7
2
0
0
0
0
0
13

TOTAL
75
23
8
0
4
2
17
16
145

It is also interesting to note that it is in the History discipline that the lowest number of modal
verbs with the two adverbs in question are found. This is surprising, in that History, together with
Philosophy, represents the so-called soft sciences, where more authorial presence is expected to be
found (Hyland 2005); such disciplines are considered to be more prone to subjectivity than those of the
hard sciences.
Curiously, as set out in Table 5 below, may is more frequently used in combination with perhaps in
Philosophy texts, which are more amenable to the inclusion of the expression of feelings, opinions,
or ideas; however, it is also found in CELiST, as a representative of the hard sciences, which is an
unexpected finding.
As for the form possibly, we have found that, although occasionally used with other modal verbs, it
occurs most frequently with can and could to express the certainty of a possibility (Crespo forthcoming).
Table 6 below displays this information in some detail for each subcorpus.
Table 6. Possibly and accompanying modals.

May
Might
Can
Could
Shall
Should
Will
Would
TOTAL

CELiST

CEPhiT

CETA

CHET

TOTAL

7
0
6
2
0
0
0
0
15

5
4
23
11
0
0
0
0
43

5
0
9
7
0
0
1
0
22

2
2
1
6
0
0
0
0
11

19
6
39
26
0
0
1
0
91

Once again, History is the discipline that exhibits the fewest cases of modals + possibly, which
might account for the assertiveness and scant authorial presence in these texts. The collocation modal
+ stance adverb does not seem to be a mechanism to manifest the author’s value judgement or stance
on a narrated event or fact.
We believe, along with Biber (1991), that scientific English contains more variation than traditionally
believed. Therefore, we have decided to interpret our findings in the light of three extralinguistic
variables that have proved very useful in other pieces of research carried out with the CC (Monaco 2016;
Puente-Castelo 2017): the date of publication of a text, the sex of the author, and the communicative
format of the piece. Each of these variables will be discussed in what follows.
4.1. Adverbs, Modals, and Time
As noted above, we have used data from two subperiods—the 18th and the 19th centuries, for all
subcorpora, and we have found different behaviors in possibly and perhaps over these two centuries.
As Tables 7 and 8 show, there is an increase in the use of perhaps of 36.86% from the 18th century
(with 198 tokens) to the 19th (with 271).
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Table 7. Use of perhaps in time.
Period
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4.2. Adverbs, Modals, and Sex
Our expectations regarding the adverbs under discussion here in terms of the sex of the author
were that women would probably use them more, as a means of mitigating their claims. Normalized
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On closer inspection, and taking the two adverbs separately, the same pattern is replicated, in
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that both possibly and perhaps are used less often by women. This is illustrated in Figure 5, as well as
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4.3. Adverbs, Modals, and Communicative Formats
Previous research (Crespo and Moskowich 2016; Moskowich 2017) has shown that both subject
matter and communicative format or genre exert a great influence on linguistic choice. The genres
included in the CC cover different degrees of formality and proximity to the oral register. Thus, we
find samples extracted from Lectures, Dialogues, and Letters (speech-based genres) and others such as
Textbooks, Treatises, or Travelogues, which are typically written to be read. We have analyzed the
behavior of perhaps and possibly separately, since although the OED gives a very similar meaning for
both, which might imply similar kinds of use, the results for the previous variables have led us to prefer
a separate analysis, this as a means of seeing whether they would also behave differently or not here.
Thus, the adverb perhaps was taken first, and a search was made for all those instances in
which it was accompanied by modal verbs in the 12 different genres represented in our material.
Figure 6 illustrates the very varied distribution that we found. On the one hand, Essay (2.19 nf)
and Lecture (1.45 nf) are the two formats that contain the highest number of occurrences of perhaps
when accompanied by a modal verb. It is to be noted that both formats are close to orality, in that
lectures are conceived of as pieces of writing to be read out, and essays were originally the reports
of the public demonstrations of experiments. Such characteristics of these formats may explain the
preference for an adverb of Germanic origin such as perhaps. On the other hand, from the 12 genres,
four contained no instances of these constructions, this being the case with Dictionary, Catalogue,
Travelogue, and Biography. Curiously, these are discipline-specific genres, in that Biography and
Languages 2019,
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All the results presented above—both those of a general nature and those in which the three
different extralinguistic variables have been considered—seem to contradict what we know about
modal verbs, their meanings, and their uses.
5. Conclusions
Our survey of the occurrence of possibly and perhaps with modal verbs has shown that all the
verbs under study are recorded in our material. However, clearly different distributions with the
two adverbs have been found: perhaps occurs more frequently in constructions with may, whereas
possibly tends to appear with can and could more often.
As in previous research, we have found that perhaps is more abundant in our material than
possibly. We have also seen that it is more frequently used in oral-like formats, which may be due to its
etymology, in that Germanic words are often considered more appropriate for less formal registers.
For the same reason, we have seen that possibly, of Romance (ultimately Latin) origin, appears more
frequently in formats addressed to a specialized reading public, such as Articles.
Incidentally, our study also reveals that, contrary to the OED’s definition of possibly (“Chiefly, now
only, used as an intensifier of can or could”), the word was already used with this intensifier function
as early as the 18th century, at least in scientific writing. The question of whether this is due to its
etymological provenance (and perhaps not felt by speakers to be so naturally their own), and also what
kind of behavior these adverbs may have in non-scientific writing, must be left for future research.
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Abstract: This research aims at examining the communicative acts (CA) performed by Grade
5 emergent trilingual pupils in the Basque Autonomous Community (BAC) in northern Spain
when interacting in the English classroom. Likewise, it examines translanguaging practices when
performing CA to analyze whether pupils deploy similar linguistic resources (LR) regardless of the
CA they enact. Moreover, it investigates whether pupils from different sociolinguistic contexts behave
similarly. Preliminary results suggest that Grade 5 pupils taking part in this study enact CA related
to inviting elaboration or reasoning, expressing or inviting ideas, guiding direction of dialogue or
activity, positioning and coordination, and showing understanding by using LR coming from different
linguistic systems (mostly English and Basque) when interacting in the English classroom across
sociolinguistic areas.
Keywords: spontaneous translanguaging; discourse practices; language acquisition

1. Introduction
Translanguaging is a relatively new term that was first used by Cen Williams in 1994 in
Wales concerning a pedagogical strategy observed in the Welsh classrooms. Baker (2011) defined
translanguaging as a process to make meaning, shape experiences, acquire understanding and
knowledge through the use of two languages, and Cenoz and Gorter (2017) drew the difference between
pedagogical and spontaneous translanguaging. This paper focuses on spontaneous translanguaging
and examines the discursive practices (Cenoz and Gorter 2017) of emergent trilinguals in the English
classroom, because as Canagarajah (2011) states, research is needed to investigate how multilingual
speakers combine codes in their discursive practices. Moreover, these trilingual pupils have three
languages in the curriculum: Basque, Spanish, and English, and their schools are situated in two
different sociolinguistic areas. Therefore, this paper considers the social context to better understand
these pupils’ discursive practices, because as Cenoz and Gorter (2019, p. 133) claim, “the social
context is crucial when discussing translanguaging, particularly in communities that involved minority
languages”.
Cenoz and Gorter (2017) analyzed translanguaging in the context of minority regional languages
and examined whether it could be a threat or an opportunity for minority languages. They state that
spontaneous translanguaging is common practice in the case of bilingual speakers. Nevertheless, they
claim that people involved in the maintenance of these regional languages may fear that their language
will lose prominence and they advocate to soften borders between languages in a sustainable way.
Linguistic separation, they assert (Cenoz and Gorter 2019), may have benefited minority languages in
the past, but today that separation may be counterproductive, because as Gorter et al. (2014, p. 217)
affirm, “Basque, Spanish and English reinforce each other”. Five principles have been suggested
Languages 2019, 4, 60; doi:10.3390/languages4030060
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by Cenoz and Gorter (2017) for promoting sustainable translanguaging in school contexts in which
minority languages are used; creating breathing spaces for the minority language; fostering the use of
the minority language in translanguaging practices; developing metalinguistic awareness through the
use of the emergent multilinguals’ entire linguistic repertoire; reinforcing language awareness; and
linking spontaneous translanguaging to pedagogical tasks.
Nonetheless, as Otheguy and García (2019, p. 10) claim, educators who foster a translanguaging
pedagogy realize that named languages are socio-cultural constructions; but they also recognize
that “named languages do not correspond to a psycholinguistic reality of dual systems”. That is,
bilinguals have access to their whole linguistic repertoire in communicative situations in which the use
of linguistic features is not restricted to named languages. On the contrary, bilinguals need to monitor
the selection of linguistic features when the interlocutor does not share their linguistic repertoire, as
in the case of a monolingual speaker, or in situations in which strict language separation is required.
Hence, as Otheguy et al. (2015, p. 297) claim, translanguaging focuses on the individual, it views the
speaker from the inside, whereas named languages adopt “the view from the outside”.
Concerning research conducted on translanguaging, positive results have been highlighted as
regards language learning opportunities and metalinguistic (Fuller 2015; St. John 2018; Rosiers 2018).
Fuller (2015) examined the discursive practices of nine-year-old students enrolled in a German–English
bilingual school placed in Berlin. She found that the children’s choices to deploy bilingual discourse
were personal choices with interactional motivations; when they played the role of good students, they
used English, the language of the classroom. Nonetheless, they knew that German was the language
of the wider community, and that its status as a symbol of youth culture was more powerful; so they
often used it for creating solidarity with their classmates. St. John (2018) studied the multilingual
interactions among subject teachers, newly arrived Somali pupils, and mother tongue tutors in oral
examinations in Sweden, and found that translanguaging is a situated practice and language choice
and its use depends on both the communicative situation and the participants’ idiolects. Therefore,
it should be analyzed within an interactional framework. Rosiers (2018) investigated the interactional
engagement of primary pupils with their linguistic repertoire in two multilingual Belgian schools and
claimed that translanguaging practices are influenced by factors such as the topic, the group, as well as
cognitive and linguistic factors.
Considering all the above-mentioned studies, it is evident that further research is necessary to find
out how emergent multilinguals use their linguistic repertoire in their classrooms, because as Wei (2015,
p. 196) asserts, translanguaging can have an important impact on “the development of identity, social
relationships and values amongst their users”. Moreover, studies that examine spontaneous practices
in classrooms where three languages are included in the curriculum, and one of them is a regional
minority language are needed, and that is precisely the main goal of this study. This research aims at
examining the communicative acts (CA) performed by emergent trilingual pupils in the BAC when
interacting in the English classroom. Likewise, it examines translanguaging practices to study whether
pupils deploy similar linguistic resources (LR) regardless of the CA they enact. Moreover, it investigates
whether pupils from different sociolinguistic contexts behave similarly, because, as mentioned above,
the social context may have an impact on translanguaging practices (Cenoz and Gorter 2019).
Regarding the aforementioned literature, this study raises the following questions:
1.
2.
3.

Which CA do emergent trilingual pupils perform when communicating in the English classroom?
Do they use similar LR regardless of the CA being performed?
Does the sociolinguistic area make a difference?

2. Materials and Methods
The BAC is a bilingual community with Basque and Spanish as co-official languages and this
study was conducted in two schools; School A located in Araba (Spanish sociolinguist area) and School
B in Gipuzkoa (Basque sociolinguistic area). Both schools follow a D linguistic model, with Basque as
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the main language of instruction and Spanish and English taught as a subject. It must be clarified that
this is part of an ongoing study we are carrying out with 153 Grade 5 pupils. Nonetheless, for the
purpose of this study, fourteen pupils have been randomly selected, as depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. Participants.
School A
(Spanish Area)

School B
(Basque Area)
S1
S2
S3

Grade 5 (n:6)

S4
S5

Grade 5 (n:6)

S6

S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26

Participants.

Fourteen Grade 5 emergent trilingual pupils from two different sociolinguistic areas took part in
this study. Six pupils were randomly selected in the Spanish sociolinguistic area and eight pupils in
the Basque area.
All participants are Basque and Spanish bilinguals and English is an L3 and they all started
learning English at the age of four. It is an ethnographic case study (Gay et al. 2006) in which these
fourteen emergent trilingual pupils were observed in the English classroom during the school year
2016/2017, and their spontaneous interactions were audio-recorded. Altogether, 25 h and 48 min of
study were analyzed; 13 h and 14 min in School A and 12 h and 33 min in School B.
Data collected were transcribed and analyzed using the SEDA scheme (Hennessy et al. 2016),
which was previously adapted to take into account the particular context of study. This scheme is a
tool used to examine the CA enacted in classroom dialogue, which are grouped into clusters according
to the function of the act. A CA is defined by Hennessy et al. (2016, p. 20) as “the minimum number of
utterances or actions needed to reflect its function”.
Based on the research work conducted by these authors, the CA performed by the fourteen
participants were identified. Subsequently, the CA were coded and clustered, taking into account
the communicative function fulfilled. Afterwards, the translanguaging practices observed in the
CA were detected and categorized following this code: LR1 (Basque); LR2 (Spanish); LR3 (English);
LR4 (Basque/Spanish); LR5 (Basque/English); LR6 (Spanish/English); LR7 (Other/English); and LR8
(Basque/Spanish/English). Finally, data corresponding to each sociolinguistic area were detected and
analyzed separately in order to compare and contrast the results.
3. Results
3.1. Results Concerning Research Question One and Two
Regarding the first research question, Grade 5 pupils articulated 4523 utterances and enacted 4365
CA, which were coded, clustered, and analyzed, as Table 2 shows.
Table 2 depicts that these participants mostly performed CA to focus the dialogue on key aspects
of the activity (G5), 12%. They also uttered CA to state (dis)agreement or position (P6), 11.1% or
propose solution (P3), 11%. Similarly, they enacted CA to ask for elaboration or clarification (I6), 9.8%.
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Table 2. Performed communicative acts (CA).
CA PERFORMED
Cluster

I

R

B

E

G

P

C

RD

EE

Invite
elaboration or
reasoning

Make
reasoning
explicit

Build on ideas

Express or
invite ideas

Guide direction
of dialogue or
activity

Positioning and
coordination

Connect

Reflect on
dialogue or
activity

Express
emotions

Interactional Function

FREQUENCY

PERCENTAGE

I1

Ask for explanation or justification of another’s contribution

7

0.2%

I2

Invite build on/elaboration/(Dis)agreement/evaluation of
another’s contribution or view

30

0.7%

I3

Invite possibility thinking based on another’s contribution

5

0.1%

I4

Ask for explanation or justification

58

1.3%

I5

Invite possibility thinking or prediction

4

0.1%

I6

Ask for elaboration or clarification

427

9.8%

R1

Explain or justify another’s contribution

13

0.3%

R2

Explain or justify own contribution

17

0.4%

R3

Speculate or predict on the basis of another’s contribution

39

0.9%

R4

Speculate or predict

72

1.6%

B1

Build on/Explain/clarify other’s contribution

72

1.6%

B2

Clarify/elaborate own contribution

74

1.7%

B3

Synthesize ideas

7

0.2%

E1

Invite opinion/beliefs/ideas

229

5.2%

E2

Make other (relevant) contribution

279

6.4%

G1

Encourage dialogue

56

1.3%

G2

Propose action or activity

237

5.4%

G3

Introduce authoritative perspective

8

0.2%

G4

Provide informative feedback

57

1.3%

G5

Focus the dialogue on key aspects of the activity (guiding)

523

12.0%

G6

Allow thinking time

4

0.1%

G7

organization of group activities

P1

Synthesize ideas

P2

Compare/evaluate alternative views

21

0.5%

P3

Propose solution

480

11.0%

P4

Acknowledge shift in position

1

0.0%

P5

Challenge viewpoint

5

0.1%

P6

State (dis)agreement/position

485

11.1%
0.1%

201

4.6%

4

0.1%

P7

Gap of knowledge

4

C1

Refer back to prior contributions

1

0.0%

C2

Make learning trajectory explicit

0

0.0%

C3

Link learning with other contexts

0

0.0%

C4

Invite inquiry beyond the lesson

0

0.0%

RD1 Talk about talk

0

0.0%

RD2 Reflect on learning process/purpose/value

0

0.0%

RD3 Invite reflection about process/purpose/value of learning

0

0.0%

EE1 Happiness

19

0.4%

EE2 Excitement

73

1.7%

EE3 Gratitude

7

0.2%

EE4 Expectation/hope

16

0.4%

EE5 Astonishment

81

1.9%

EE6 Dubious

43

1.0%

EE7 Tedium

18

0.4%

EE8 Irritation

26

0.6%

EE9 Frustration

78

1.8%

EE10 Anger

28

0.6%
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Table 2. Cont.
CA PERFORMED
Cluster

FREQUENCY

Interactional Function

PERCENTAGE

CU

Check understanding

78

1.8%

SU

Show understanding

227

5.2%

AH

Ask for help

39

0.9%

AP

Ask for permission

41

0.9%

Apr Ask for participation
NRC

Non Relevant Contribution
TOTAL:

22

0.5%

149

3.4%

4365

100%

Performed CA.

Concerning the second research question, Table 3 below displays the most common CA enacted
by all the participants and the resources they used. It is evident that English resources (LR3) are by far
the most common means used to perform the CA in the English classroom: I6 (208 utterances), E1 (89
utterances), E2 (138 utterances), G2 (63 utterances), G5 (333 utterances), G7 (52 utterances), P3 (374
utterances), P6 (271 utterances), and SU (158 utterances).
Table 3. Linguistic resources (LR) used in the most frequently performed CA.
CA Performed
Cluster
I

Invite
elaboration or
reasoning

E

Express or invite
ideas

G

Guide direction
of dialogue or
activity

P

Positioning and
coordination
SU

Interactional Function

LR Used
LR1

LR2

LR3

LR4

LR5

LR6

LR7

LR8

-

104

19

208

22

30

28

0

9

7

I6

Ask for elaboration or clarification

E1

Invite opinion/beliefs/ideas

44

31

89

24

17

20

0

2

2

E2

Make other (relevant) contribution

47

22

138

21

17

25

0

5

4

G2

Propose action or activity

77

30

63

35

10

12

0

10

0

G5

Focus the dialogue on key aspects of
the activity (guiding)

49

18

333

28

28

52

0

9

6

G7

Organization of group activities

68

16

52

34

12

16

0

2

0

P3

Propose solution

25

15

374

7

17

33

0

6

3

P6

State (dis)agreement/position

101

40

271

24

27

19

0

2

0

Show understanding

12

26

158

3

6

10

0

0

12

LR used in the most frequently performed CA.

Nonetheless, Basque resources (LR1) were used more often than English resources (LR3) to
propose action or activity (G2), 77 utterances. Basque means were also frequently observed when
participants asked for elaboration or clarification (I6), 104 utterances or stated (dis)agreement/position
(P6), 101 utterance, although they frequently used English means for those CA. When showing
understanding (SU), even though they deployed English means (LR3) more often, Spanish resources
(LR2) were frequently observed, 26 utterances. Participants also made use of Spanish and English
resources (LR6) when focusing the dialogue on key aspects of the activity (G5), 52 utterances, or when
proposing a solution (P3), 33 utterances, although the use of English was predominant. Finally,
the number of Basque, Spanish, and English means (LR8) were rather low, but they were observed
in eight out of nine most frequent CA: I6 (9 utterances), E1 (2 utterances), E2 (5 utterances), G2 (10
utterances), G5 (9 utterances), G7 (2 utterances), P3 (6 utterances), P6 (2 utterances).
Here is a sample interaction (Table 4) to exemplify the aforementioned CA performed and the use
of LR:
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Table 4. Sample interaction.
26. S3-Then pour, ze pour da botatzea [because pour means spill]
27. S1-Eta gero [and then]?
28. S3-Take one::::
A ver [let’s see], . . . the monkeys . . . coma, daisy’s petal, no daisy’s petal no . . .
29. S-And . . .
30. S1-Y ponemos [and we write ] and, and. Bai zer da koma bat:::[Yes because it is a comma]
31. S2-A ver [Let’s see ] . . . all the monkeys . . . . On a spoon . . . venga [come on]! on a spoon
Spoon, he dicho [I said], spoon . . . on a spoon, comma, two centiliters, comma . . .
32. S1-E two centilits [centilitres] of
33. S2-Spoon!
34. S1-Bai [yes], spoon.
Two centilits [centilitres] . . . dos centilitros [two centilitres].

P3
I6
P3
P3

LR5
LR1
LR3
LR6

E2
P3
G3
I6
P3
P6
B2

LR8
LR6
LR6
LR3
LR3
LR5
LR6

Sample interaction.

3.2. Results Concerning Research Question Three
In order to analyze the impact sociolinguistic area could have on the performance of CA, utterances
from each area were identified: 2408 in School A and 2115 in School B. A total amount of 2318 CA in
School A and 1970 in School B were detected, coded, and clustered. Table 5 below displays a summary
of the most frequently enacted CA in each sociolinguistic area:
Table 5. Most frequently performed CA in each sociolinguistic area.
CA Performed in School A
Cluster

Interactional Function

I

Invite elaboration or
reasoning

G

Guide direction of
dialogue or activity

P

Positioning and
coordination

Frequency

Percentage

I6

Ask for elaboration or clarification

226

9.7%

G2

Propose action or activity

141

6.1%

G5

Focus the dialogue on key aspects
of the activity (guiding)

263

11.3%

P3

Propose solution

263

11.3%

P6

State (dis)agreement/position

223

9.6%

CA performed in School B
I

Invite elaboration or
reasoning

I6

Ask for elaboration or clarification

201

10.2%

E

Express or invite
ideas

E2

Make other (relevant) contribution

182

9.2%

G

Guide direction of
dialogue or activity

G5

Focus the dialogue on key aspects
of the activity (guiding)

260

13.2%

P

Positioning and
coordination

P3

Propose solution

217

11%

P6

State (dis)agreement/position

262

13.3%

Most frequently performed CA in each sociolinguistic area.

Results show that participants in both sociolinguistic areas performed similar CA when interacting
in the English classroom. However, in the Spanish sociolinguist area (School A), participants mostly
enacted CA to focus the dialogue on key aspects of the activity (G5), 11.3%, or to propose solutions
(P3), 11.3%. Nonetheless, pupils from the Basque sociolinguistic area (School B) enacted more CA to
make contributions (E2), 9.2%. The frequency was also higher in School B when enacting CA to state
(dis)agreement/position (P6), 13.3%, or focusing the dialogue on key aspect of the activity (G5), 13.2%.
Therefore, the impact of the sociolinguistic area cannot be confirmed.
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Concerning LR identified when performing the five most frequent CA, Table 6 below depicts
that participants in the Spanish sociolinguistic area mostly used English resources (LR3), except for
proposing actions or activity (G2), CA which were pupils frequently performed in Basque (LR1).
Nonetheless, pupils from the Basque sociolinguistic area mostly deployed English resources (LR3) in
the enacted five CA. However, it can also be observed that the use of Basque resources (LR1) in both
areas is more frequent than the use of Spanish ones (LR2), even in the Spanish sociolinguistic area.
Therefore, the impact of the sociolinguistic area cannot be confirmed.
Table 6. LR used in the most frequently performed CA in each sociolinguistic area.
CA Performed School A
Cluster

I

Invite elaboration or
reasoning

G

Guide direction of
dialogue or activity

P

LR Used

Interactional Function

Positioning and
coordination

LR1

LR2

LR3

LR4

LR5

LR6

LR7

LR8

-

I6

Ask for elaboration or clarification

66

17

100

13

10

14

0

3

3

G2

Propose action or activity

48

25

23

30

6

5

0

4

0

G5

Focusing the dialogue on key aspects
of the activity (guiding)

15

10

189

9

11

26

0

2

1

P3

Propose solution

19

10

181

5

13

27

0

6

2

P6

State (dis)agreement/position

63

31

82

18

14

12

0

2

1

CA performed School B
I

Invite elaboration or
reasoning

I6

Ask for elaboration or clarification

38

2

108

9

20

14

0

6

4

E

Express or invite
ideas

E2

Make other (relevant) contribution

31

12

91

12

10

21

0

2

3

Guide direction of
dialogue or activity

G5

Focusing the dialogue on key aspects
of the activity (guiding)

34

8

144

19

17

26

0

7

5

P3

Propose solution

6

5

193

2

4

6

0

0

1

P6

State (dis)agreement/position

38

9

189

6

13

7

0

0

0

G5
P

Positioning and
coordination

LR used in the most frequently performed CA in each sociolinguistic area.

Here are two sample interactions (Tables 7 and 8) to exemplify the aforementioned use of CA and
the LR deployed:
Table 7. Example from School A.
340. S3-Zuek jaten badituzue txuriak . . . niri eman una de cada . . . porque si no yo me quedo sin txuri.
[If you it the white ones . . . give one of each . . . because the other way I won’t have white]

P3

LR4

341. S1-Si uno no come . . . [If one of us don’t eat . . . ]

G5

LR2

342. S2-A ver . . . nahastu behar ditugu . . . [let’s see . . . we have to mix them]

G7

LR4

343. S3-Zuek jan behar dituzue hau eta hau . . . [you have to eat this and this]

G5

LR1

344. S1-A ver . . . bat jaten du . . . bi hau, a ver, bi jaten du bi con leche . . . eta [Let’s see . . . you eat
one . . . second this. Let’s see . . . she eats two with milk . . . and] one, one.

G7

LR8

345. S3-A ver, zuk jango duzu hau eta Maiderrek hau . . . Orduan nik ez dudanez jaten txuria. [Let’s
see, you will eat this and Maider this . . . So, as I don’t eat White . . . ]

G7

LR4

346. S2-Nik ez dut jaten [I don’t eat] black.

E1

LR5

347. S3-Pues hori . . . nik ez dudanez jaten txuria, eman behar didazue bat de [So that . . . as I don’t
eat White, you have to give me a piece of] black . . . -

G2

LR8

Example from School A.
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Table 8. Example from School B.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.

S26-And the cauldron we?-.-No . . .
S19- . . . and put it in the caldron . . .
S22-Pour it ez [no]!
S20-Zer eingo deu [what are we going to do]?
S22-Simmer and mix with . . .
S21-Simmer?-The ingredients are into the caldron.
S22-And simmer it-Punto [dot]. Meanwhile . . . -Meanwhile . . .
S20-A ver [let’s see] . . . in daikeu [we can do] . . . Mix together in a bowl . . . a dragon head . . .
S19- . . . and a bit of . . .
S22-Jarri daikeu [we can put] dry . . .
S20-Mix together . . . mix together.
S19-TH, T, H, E [in Basque]
S22-R

I6
P3
P6
I6
P3
I6
P3
G5
P3
P3
P3
E2
E2

LR3
LR3
LR5
LR1
LR3
LR3
LR5
LR8
LR3
LR5
LR3
LR1
LR3

Example from School B.

4. Discussion
The aim of the present study was twofold: on the one hand, to examine the communicative acts
(CA) performed and the linguistic resources (LR) used by Grade 5 emergent trilingual pupils in the
BAC while interacting in the English classroom. Also, on the other hand, to investigate the possible
impact the sociolinguist area could have on the use of linguistic resources.
Addressing our first research question, the analysis suggests that participants in this study mostly
performed CA concerning inviting elaboration or reasoning, expressing or inviting ideas, guiding
direction of dialogue or activity, positioning and coordination, and showing understanding. All these
CA are closely related to the type of activities performed in the English classroom and the patterns of
interaction involved in such activities. Looking at our classroom data and observations carried out
throughout the academic year 2016/2017, it can be said that the pupils had plenty of opportunities for
meaningful interaction with their peers due to the great amount of activities done in groups, small
groups, and whole class activities in which pupils needed to organize themselves, negotiate meaning,
and take a stance in order to perform the task. This pedagogical approach seems to be suitable in order
to observe the translanguaging practices of these emergent trilinguals, as can be seen in the following
paragraph. As Otheguy and García (2019) state, bilinguals, in this case emergent trilinguals, have
access to their whole linguistic repertoire in communicative situations in which the use of linguistic
features is not restricted to named languages. These were exactly the communicative situations created
in the English classroom. Rosiers (2018) and St. John (2018) also found that translanguaging practices
should be analyzed in an interactional framework, because factors such as communicative situations,
the topic, the group, as well as cognitive and linguistic features, may impact such practices.
Turning to the second research question, it was observed that pupils used similar linguistic
resources (LR) regardless of the communicative acts (CA) being performed. These emergent trilinguals
deployed English resources (LR3) more often than Basque (LR1) or Spanish ones (LR2) in the English
classroom. Likewise, as reported by other researchers concerning bilingual students (Baker 2011;
Cenoz 2017; García 2017; García-Mateus and Palmer 2017; Lewis et al. 2012), participants in the study
frequently used linguistic resources coming from two systems, in this study, Basque and Spanish,
in order to make meaning, share ideas, acquire understanding, and knowledge. Hence, this study
confirms that spontaneous translanguaging is common practice in bilingual speakers, in our case,
emergent trilingual speakers, as Cenoz and Gorter (2017) affirm. Equally, it reinforces the idea put
forward by Wei (2015, p. 180), in the sense that translanguaging is not merely a combination of
linguistic structures, “but also a creative strategy by the language user”.
Results also showed that participants tended to deploy resources from Basque when they asked
for elaboration or clarification, stated (dis)agreement or position, or when they proposed an action
or activity. It seems that due to the status of Basque in both schools, as it is the main language of
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instruction, participants could have acquired more resources in that language than the ones developed
in Spanish or English. Likewise, these emergent trilingual pupils deployed Spanish means (LR2) more
often than Basque ones (LR1) when showing understanding, focusing the dialogue on key aspects of
the activity, or when they proposed a solution. This tendency may be related to the fact that Basque
is the main language of instruction in both schools, and Spanish and English are taught as subjects.
Nonetheless, further research is needed to find out the possible impact of individual differences.
It may well be that the home language of these emergent trilingual pupils and the use of Basque
and Spanish resources in the different language domains have an impact on the use of their whole
linguistic repertoire.
Finally, concerning the third and last research question, a comparison between both sociolinguistic
areas suggest that pupils from both schools performed similar CA related to inviting elaboration or
reasoning, guiding direction of dialogue or activity, and positioning and coordination. However, in the
Basque sociolinguistic area, CA related to expressing or inviting ideas are also frequent. Our finding
also reveals that the use of linguistic resources (LR) was similar in both sociolinguist areas. It seems
that the possible impact of the sociolinguist area in the translanguaging practices of these Grade 5
emergent trilingual pupils cannot be confirmed. This could be due to the fact that the main language
of instruction in both schools is Basque. In addition, the use of the same material during the English
lessons could have an impact in the CA enacted by participants in both areas, as they followed the same
methodology and they had similar classroom and task organization. Nevertheless, as aforementioned,
individual differences should be analyzed to fine-tune these results.
Given the limited size of our sample, it is evident that further research is needed to study how these
emergent trilingual pupils in the BAC communicate spontaneously to make themselves understood
in the English classroom over the academic year. The present study is only an exploratory study in
which fourteen pupils from two different sociolinguistic areas were randomly selected, observed, and
recorded, with the aim of examining the enacted CA and LR used in the English classroom. In that
line, the ongoing longitudinal study we are conducting will help us contribute to this field of research.
As researchers such as Lewis et al. (2012) claim, a sociolinguistic approach is also needed in this field
of research. Equally, Cenoz and Gorter (2017) highlight the possible impact of the social context when
studying translanguaging practices.
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Abstract: Using corpus methods, this study explores the role of Language Policy (LP) documents in the
internationalisation process of Spanish universities. It aims at understanding how non-Anglophone
universities integrate English and local languages in the functions of education, research, and
administration. Content analysis was used for the identification of key themes, and discourse analysis
examined how those themes were textually expressed. Consistent with previous literature, this study
shows that relevant strategic areas of LP deal with training, regulation, accreditation, and support
measures. Results also highlight the role played by institutions in LP and the presence of language
hierarchies between English and local languages. The discussion of these findings leads to further
inquiry of mismatches between top-down institutional expectations and bottom-up realities regarding
the design and implementation of institutional policies.
Keywords: language policy; higher education; internationalisation; discourse analysis; language
diversity; language attitudes; English linguistic imperialism; Spanish universities

1. Introduction
Over the last decades, internationalisation, regarded as an indicator of excellence and quality,
has become one of the main strategic objectives of universities worldwide (EHEA 2015; Maringe and
Foskett 2010). Following European recommendations (European Commission 2010, 2013), the national
strategy for the internationalisation of Spanish universities 2015–2020 (MECD 2014) is based on four
main pillars: The consolidation of a strong national university system, the increase of the international
attractiveness of the university system, the creation of international competitive universities, and the
promotion of cooperation with other regions of the world (MECD 2014). The actions proposed to
achieve these objectives tend to focus on mobility, international collaboration, and the development of
language-related initiatives, such as the implementation of English-medium instruction (EMI) that
foster the international and multilingual profile of universities (Wächter and Maiworm 2014).
Ferguson (2010) or Hultgren (2014), among others, have noted that there is a direct correlation
between internationalisation and the use of English, which is considered to be the academic lingua
franca for international communication. This hegemonic position of English is also supported by
the concept of language hierarchy that classifies languages according to a series of given values and
functions. Within this hierarchy, English holds the position of a ‘hypercentral’ language, thus becoming
a global lingua franca (de Swaan 2001). This situation is encountered in many contexts, yet the Spanish
sociolinguistic landscape presents some special characteristics. On the one hand, Spanish as the
national official language holds the status of an international language with Spanish-speaking Latin
American countries that works as an attractive factor for those interested in the Spanish culture and
language (MECD 2014; SEPIE 2017). On the other hand, regional co-official languages are promoted
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in universities located in bilingual regions. Thus, the introduction of a powerful foreign language
brings certain challenges that are generally addressed in Language Policy documents (LP), tools whose
purpose is the regulation of languages in specific contexts and domains (Spolsky 2012). Currently, it is
possible to track multiple studies on students and academics’ language practices and beliefs towards
English and multilingualism in universities (e.g., Fortanet-Gómez 2012; Hultgren 2014; Pérez-Llantada
2018; Soler-Carbonell and Karaoglu 2015), but, to the best of my knowledge, there seems to be a lack
of critical studies on the role held by policy documents regulating language(s) use in the Spanish
national context.
This paper aims to explore how non-Anglophone universities integrate English and the local
languages in their LP documents to become more internationalised and to match bottom-up practices.
For this task, the following research questions will be addressed:
RQ1 Do LP documents share similar language concerns to those stated in the national LP (CRUE 2017)?
RQ2 What is the role played by institutional agents in the implementation of LP?
RQ3 How is the relationship between English and the local languages discursively expressed?
2. Methodology
The corpus compiled for this study included 37 institutional LP documents created between
2001 and 2018 from 29 Spanish universities. Depending on the origin of the LP, the documents were
written in Spanish or in the co-official language of the region—Catalan, Valencian, or Galician. Several
analytical approaches were used to analyse the documents following Bocanegra-Valle (2017). Content
analysis and inductive coding were carried out using the qualitative software Atlas.ti v8 to identify key
themes and strategic areas in the LP documents. Discourse analytical techniques were used to examine
the way institutional actors presented themselves, their roles and responsibilities in the creation of LP,
and the discursive strategies the authors of these documents used to align with their readers’ opinions.
Lastly, a comparative analysis was carried out to describe the English language in contrast to the
local languages.
3. Results
3.1. Strategic Actions
Similar to the recommendations included in the Spanish national LP created for higher education
(CRUE 2017), the corpus findings pointed out to the following strategic areas as recurrent concerns
in LP: Language training, language regulation, language accreditation, and support measures. It
was found that the majority of the strategies were related to the dimension of training and aimed at
increasing university members’ language competence by means of language courses and innovative
methodologies—the latter addressed to the teaching staff so they could acquire teaching techniques
that adapt contents and communicative styles when teaching in a foreign language. Other initiatives
referred to the possibility to participate in extra-curricular activities that promoted language learning
outside the classroom. International trends, such as those stated by Wächter and Maiworm (2014),
were also present in the form of modules taught in a foreign language or co-official language in
undergraduate and graduate degrees.
From the content analysis, it became evident that there was a common agreement on the need
to regulate language use, especially in those areas where more than one language could compete for
the same functions. LP was described as the most suitable tool to organise and regulate language
choice and language use, a tool also fostered by European institutions to promote multilingualism
and internationalisation (European Commission 2012). References to language regulation highlighted
the recurrent concept of ‘linguistic security’, which referred to both the LP’s general objective of
communicating the language initiatives taking place at the university, as well as the specific objective
of informing university members about language use in particular settings. For example, in the case of
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EMI courses and bilingual teaching programs, information regarding the vehicular language used in
the classroom should be available to students before the enrolment period.
The third dimension dealt with the accreditation of language competence (CRUE 2017; European
Commission 2012). The corpus results established a direct relationship between accreditation, language
competence, and language requirements. The required language level changed depending on the
initiative’s purpose and target group. For example, undergraduate students were expected to acquire
at least a B1 level for graduation, teaching staff who wanted to participate in EMI courses a B2-C1 level,
students who wished to learn by means of bilingual degrees needed at least a B2 level for enrolment,
and administrative staff working in areas related to international relations or seeking a job promotion
needed a B2 level of English and/or the co-official language of the region.
The last area concerned support measures. In the documents, these measures were considered
essential in the implementation of university LP. The findings explicitly recognised the efforts of
communicating in a second language made by the university staff (CRUE 2017; Pérez-Llantada
2018, p. 38). Support measures included both incentives—financial, job promotion, added value for
participation in mobility programmes and courses—and the creation of language service units that
offered online language resources, translation and proofreading services for academic writing, or the
creation of teaching materials in a language different than the mother tongue.
3.2. Institutional Agency
3.2.1. Accountability towards Languages
It was observed that depending on each university’s context, the LP objectives varied and favoured
certain languages over others. For instance, there was a dichotomy between the goal to become
international through the use of English and foreign languages and universities’ interest in protecting
local languages, which translated into the desire to give them a more predominant use in the university
context. The following extracts suggest a protectionist view of languages associated with co-official
languages, which creates a space for the local community in a globalised world.
1.

2.

Será o que entre todos e todas queiramos que sexa, exactamente igual que o futuro da lingua
galega na nosa universidade (Universidade da Coruña 2006, Plano de normalización lingüística).
It will be whatever we, all of us, want it to be, exactly the same as the future of Galician in
our university.
La UPV/EHU siempre ha mostrado una actitud claramente favorable al euskera, postura que este
nuevo plan pretende mantener, en la línea del esfuerzo que la universidad lleva años realizando
por lograr una universidad bilingüe (Universidad del País Vaso 2013, II Plan Director del Euskera
de la UPV/EHU).
The university has always shown a clear positive attitude towards Basque, an attitude this new
plan is expected to maintain, similar to the effort the university has been carrying out to become a
bilingual university.

Generally, the university presents itself as the actor responsible for fostering the use of a specific
language. In Example (1), the co-official language (Galician) is presented with inclusive possessive
pronouns (nosa, ‘our’) and noun phrases (entre todos e todas, ‘all of us (men and women)’) to turn an
institutional objective into the reader’s objective through a sense of proximity and community. In the
case of Example (2), a more explicit discourse is found in relation to the use of the co-official language
(Basque). The university’s voice is clearly identified in the document with the use of adverbs and
attitude markers that state the importance of language objectives (actitud claramente favorable, ‘a clearly
positive attitude’; postura . . . pretende mantener, ‘attitude [it is] expected to maintain; esfuerzo . . . lograr
una universidad bilingüe, ‘effort . . . to become a bilingual university’) and the current efforts undertaken
by the university to normalise the use of such language in the local context.
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El entorno global en el que los futuros graduados deberán desarrollar sus carreras profesionales
exige la familiarización con contenidos con carácter internacional y el dominio del inglés, actual
lingua franca (Universidad de Navarra 2017, Bilingüismo en la universidad).
The global context in which future graduates must develop their professional careers demands the
familiarisation with international contents and proficiency in English, the current lingua franca.

Example (3), on the other hand, illustrates how the institution must adapt to the external pressures
of a globalised society, which means English should be introduced in the university context as a
consequence of social demands and needs (actual lingua franca, ‘current lingua franca’) (Ferguson 2010;
Hultgren 2014). This situation is reflected in the use of obligation verbs (exige, ‘demands’) and modal
verbs (deberán, ‘must’) that identify universities as the entities responsible for providing the necessary
tools to learn English, the taken-for-granted lingua franca of international communication.
3.2.2. Prestige and Excellence
The institution’s role in LP was closely related to the desire to project an international
prestigious image of the university. Prestige and excellence are two aspects that tend to be linked
to internationalisation, and a way to achieve them is through the introduction of English and other
languages in the university context (EHEA 2015; MECD 2014; SEPIE 2017).
4.

La dilatada historia de la UGR, su reconocimiento como una universidad europea de prestigio y
sus perspectivas de futuro exigen un enfoque constructivo hacia las lenguas y el plurilingüismo
que las considere un importante recurso (Universidad de Granada 2017, Política lingüística).
The extensive history of the university, its recognition as a prestigious European university, and
its long-term plans demand a constructive approach towards languages and plurilingualism that
considers them an important resource.

In Example (4), the institution bases its argumentation on positive features to support the strategic
objective of internationalisation (dilatada historia, ‘extensive history’; reconocimiento . . . universidad
europea de prestigio, ‘recognition as a prestigious European university’). In doing so, it also acknowledges
the importance of languages in the process (exigen un enfoque . . . hacia las lenguas y el plurilingualismo,
‘demand an approach . . . towards languages and plurilingualism’), which relates to Section 3.1 and the
view of LP as a necessary tool for higher education institutions. The institution uses an authoritarian
voice that creates a direct connection between prestige and languages.
5.

Por tanto, la Universidad CEU San Pablo, consciente de que la apuesta por la calidad y la
internacionalización exige dar pasos cada vez más firmes en la exigencia de competencias
transversales a todos sus grados, establece el siguiente Reglamento que obliga a que todos sus
estudiantes, [ . . . ], acrediten un nivel mínimo de conocimientos y de competencias en lengua
inglesa (CEU Universidad San Pablo 2017, Acreditación de nivel de inglés para la obtención de
los títulos de grado)
The university CEU San Pablo is aware of the fact that quality and internationalisation demand
sound steps to move forward, which requires the presence of transversal competences in all
the degrees. Therefore, it establishes the following Regulation that makes it compulsory for all
students [ . . . ] to certify a minimum level of English competence and knowledge.

Similarly, Example (5) explicitly links the discourses of internationalisation and quality to English,
which indicates that the three of them are tools that boost the excellence standards of the university (la
calidad y la internacionalización exige . . . competencias en lengua inglesa, ‘quality and internationalisation
that demand . . . English competence and knowledge’). The establishment of language requirements
also highlights one of the main areas of concern of LP in Spain, which is the accreditation of university
stakeholders’ language competence, as seen above in Section 3.1 and CRUE (2017).
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At the textual level, the exertion of top-down authority is often established by the use of
obligation verbs (exige, exigencia, ‘demands’, ‘makes compulsory’) as well as the external social situation
(perspectivas de futuro, ‘long-term plans’; por lo tanto . . . consciente de que la apuesta, ‘therefore, [the
university] is aware of . . . ’).
3.2.3. Institutional Authoritarian Voice
A more thorough examination of the institution’s voice shows the use of different discursive
strategies to fulfil its demands for language skills. Authority is conveyed not only through the use of
modal verbs and attitude markers, but also through the use of argumentation based on social practices,
global demands, or aligning its objectives to external circumstances like supranational policies, national
and regional regulation, or research studies. Institutional actions are consequently justified by the
government’s policies and experts’ opinions.
An example of the latter strategy is seen in Example (6), which gives a sense of well-founded
argumentation (de común acuerdo, ‘of common agreement’; como queda reflejado, ‘as it is said by’). This
strategy was frequently found when languages were discussed in general, without explicitly addressing
a specific language, giving more predominance to the expert’s voice and reducing the institution’s
voice to a neutral stance.
6.

7.

Respecto al reto particular de la cualificación lingüística del profesorado es de común acuerdo,
tal y como queda reflejado en la literatura científica, que el nivel mínimo exigible es un nivel C1
(Universidad de Salamanca 2016, Plan para la Internacionalización Lingüística).
Regarding the specific challenge of the teaching staff’s language training, it is of common
agreement that, as it is said by the literature, the minimum level that can be required is C1.
Eso, ni qué decir tiene, exige que el personal que atiende al público conozca tanto el euskera
como el castellano (ibid. (2)).
That, without hesitation, demands that the staff who offer public-oriented services know both
Basque and Spanish.

However, a different approach was used when references to a specific language appeared,
especially in the case of co-official languages. For instance, in Example (7), the institution used a
subjective position through the use of attitude markers (eso ni que decir tiene exige, ‘that, without
hesitation, demands . . . ’) that shows implications regarding language expectations—e.g., importance
and obligation. This change of attitude could be linked to what was observed in Section 3.2.1, when
the institution adopted an inclusive and protective stance towards local languages—e.g., Basque and
Spanish in the case of Example (7).
3.3. Languages in LP
3.3.1. Language Functions
Lastly, a comparative analysis was carried out to describe the English language in contrast to the
local languages. One of the objectives of LP is to identify and establish the functions of the different
languages that co-exist in a specific context when a situation demands regulation of use. According
to the documents analysed, languages perform several functions. The introduction of English in the
local context has created two scenarios, either replacement or duplication of uses (Hultgren 2014). For
example, Examples (8), (9), and (10) explicitly state the different statuses and functions that languages
can hold in the university (‘own language’, ‘official languages’, ‘lingua franca’, ‘working language’),
whether granted by law—e.g., Catalan, Spanish—or by daily use in certain domains—English, other
languages/foreign languages. Challenges appear though, in the case of languages whose presence
has become expected in certain spheres, like English, but its implications are not clearly discussed
(Pérez-Llantada 2018; Soler-Carbonell and Karaoglu 2015).
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La transparencia y la efectividad de los derechos y los deberes lingüísticos que se derivan del
estatus de las lenguas: del catalán como lengua propia, del catalán y del castellano como lenguas
oficiales, del inglés como lengua franca de la comunidad académica internacional, y también de
otras lenguas en contextos específicos (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 2016, Plan de lenguas).
The transparency and effectiveness of language rights and duties result from the status of
languages: Catalan as the own language, Catalan and Spanish as official languages, English
as the lingua franca of the international academic community, and other languages in specific
contexts too.
Reconoce el papel de la lengua inglesa como lingua franca académica internacional, lo que se
refleja en la necesidad de regular de forma específica su estatus en nuestra institución (ibid. (4)).
It recognises the role of English as the international academic lingua franca, which is reflected in
the need to regulate its status in a specific way within our institution.
Anglès com a llengua de treball o d’ús corrent a la Universitat Pompeu Fabra té una
sèrie de conseqüències pràctiques i jurídiques (Universitat Pompeu Fabra 2007, Pla d’acció
pel multilingüisme).
English as the common use or working language at the University Pompeu Fabra has a series of
practical and legal consequences.

Several languages can be used when they fulfil a similar function, as seen in Example (11): English
is used for international communication in the domain of research dissemination, while Catalan and
Spanish are used for specific research purposes, which may be influenced by the research topic and
target audience.
11.

En les activitats de recerca i difusió, la UOC vol potenciar l’ús de la llengua anglesa com a
principal vehicle d’intercanvi científic internacional, mantenint l’ús del català i l’espanyol per a la
difusió de la recerca en contextos més específics (Universitat Oberta de Catalunya 2015, Princips
generals de política lingüística).
In the activities of research and dissemination, the university wants to promote the use of English
as the main vehicle of international scientific exchange, keeping the use of Catalan and Spanish
for the dissemination of research in more specific contexts.

It can then be deduced that in this scenario, the functions of languages might be shaped by the
geographical location of the target audience. Example (11) illustrates how the institutional protective
view of local languages reflects concern towards the maintenance of local languages, especially
in domains where English has become the predominant language choice. In general, universities
(Examples (9), (10)) are aware of the need for regulation of the presence of English (en la necesidad de
regular de forma explícita, ‘need for explicit regulation’; conseqüències pràctiques i jurídiques, ‘practical and
legal consequences’), as seen in Section 3.1, but this also brings to the fore implications for policymakers,
e.g., the extent to which it can be institutionalised and become an official working language of the
university; or the language requirements that will be asked for depending on different purposes or
stakeholders’ needs.
3.3.2. Language Hierarchies
I ended the previous section with Example (11) that insinuated a certain level of resistance to
the linguistic hegemony of English. This section specifically focuses on the way in which language
attitudes are translated into the LP documents at a textual level, which on some occasions may favour
English, and in others the local languages. This is generally expressed at the textual level with the use
of attitude markers, adverbs, enumeration, coordination, disjunction, and so on.
12.

A investigación realízase principalmente en castelán ou en inglés (ibid. (1)).
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Research should be done mainly in Spanish or English.
Enseñanza en las dos lenguas oficiales y la posibilidad de impartir en una lengua no oficial,
preferentemente el inglés (Universitat d’Alacant 2013, Plan de política lingüística).
Teaching in the two official languages, and the possibility to teach in a non-official language,
preferably English.
Hacer que el valenciano sea, de verdad, lengua de atención a los usuarios y de relación profesional
[ . . . ], y, en determinados puestos de trabajo, el inglés u otras lenguas no oficiales (ibid. (13)).
Making Valencian, really, the language used for communication with users and for professional
relations [ . . . ] and, in specific job positions, English or other non-official languages.

An analysis of these examples shows a balanced position of Spanish and English in the research
field (Example (12)): ‘In Spanish or in English’); in other cases (Examples (13) and (14)), local languages
hold a privileged position as they are described as the preferred language choice (enseñanza en las dos
lenguas oficiales, ‘teaching in the two official languages’; hacer que el valenciaso sea, de verdad, lengua
. . . , ‘make Valencian the real language of . . . ’). Despite relegating English to a second position in
these two examples, it is still more valued than other foreign languages, which is marked with the
use of adverbs (preferentemente, ‘preferably’) and the position in the disjunctive phrase ‘English or
other non-official languages’ because its name is specified in contrast to the general noun phrase of
‘non-official languages’. Therefore, it still maintains a privileged status, which shows language beliefs
towards the practicality and benefits of English in comparison to other languages.
4. Discussion and Concluding Remarks
In this paper, I have examined how LP documents from Spanish universities convey language
beliefs and regulate language practices. Regarding RQ1, the corpus findings indicated, as expected,
that universities follow a similar line to the one established by the national LP framework (CRUE 2017),
particularly in terms of training, regulation, accreditation, and support. From these areas, language
training gains special attention in the form of, firstly, training staff and students so that they can
communicate in at least two languages—mother tongue and another language—and secondly, the
creation of language resources and real opportunities for (multilingual) language use.
Answers to RQ2 suggest that universities generally show positive attitudes towards languages.
These beliefs and attitudes tend to shape LP objectives and rationales according to the institution’s
geographical and sociolinguistic context. Additionally, a desire is observed to promote language
diversity (European Commission 2012; Fortanet-Gómez 2012), especially in the case of co-official
languages and the introduction of English in the university domains of teaching and research. In
doing so, while universities adopt a protectionist role regarding co-official language promotion, the
introduction of English is regarded as a duty or responsibility. Thus, this supports the view that LP, as
a regulatory tool, is essential when tensions might arise from the introduction of a new language in the
local context.
As far as RQ3 is concerned, English is explicitly linked to the discourse of internationalisation
and excellence, which justifies the introduction of English in a non-Anglophone context (Ferguson
2010; Hultgren 2014; Wächter and Maiworm 2014). Despite the general agreement that English is a
necessary element of modern higher education, its presence is rather seen as a consequence of external
circumstances whereas the references to co-official languages seem to come from an internal motivation
of universities. This may explain the variation of discursive strategies found in relation to languages
(Bocanegra-Valle 2017). While co-official languages present engaging and persuasive strategies, and
Spanish is mentioned with a neutral stance, English is more likely to be found in relation to obligation,
reflected in the use of modal verbs and intertextuality—external sources of argumentation.
To conclude, this paper is hoped to add new insights on the relevance of critical understanding
of institutional documents to the field of LP and internationalisation in the Spanish context; these
hold important implications for establishing the role languages should play in the modernisation of
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universities and academia, either involving the form of the monolingual advancement of English, or,
what seems to be in line with current trends, the promotion of language diversity.
Funding: This research was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness and the
European Social Fund (project code: FFI2015-68638-R) and by the Regional Government of Aragón (project
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Abstract: Research in Crosslinguistic Influence (CLI) has traditionally addressed two broad types of
lexical CLI—transfer of form and transfer of meaning (Ringbom 1987)—which were reconceptualized
by Jarvis (2009) as lexemic and lemmatic transfer, respectively. Whereas the former considers the
phonological and graphemic structure of words, the latter is related to semantic and syntactic
properties. These types of lexical CLI have been analysed in relation to L2 proficiency, but not in
relation to factors such as Study Abroad (SA), which the present study aims to investigate. The oral
production by 107 Catalan/Spanish learners of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) was analysed
in terms of lexical CLI and the amount of input received during their SA. Results show an inverse
relationship between the amount of input in SA and lexical CLI; that is, the higher the number of
hours abroad, the fewer cases of lexical CLI. Statistical differences were found for lemmatic CLI and
for one type of lexemic CLI. In light of these findings, it is suggested that learners that take part in SA
programmes do not rely on L1-based resources when gaps in their knowledge arise.
Keywords: English as a Foreign Language; lexemic transfer; lemmatic transfer; Lexical Crosslinguistic
Influence; Study Abroad

1. Introduction
As defined by Jarvis (2009, p. 99), Crosslinguistic Influence (CLI) is “the influence that a person’s
knowledge of one language has on that person’s recognition, interpretation, processing, storage and
production of words in another language.” Since the number of multilingual speakers has drastically
increased all over the world since the 1960s, research in CLI has been recently gaining momentum,
as evident from the number of publications in the last ten years (e.g., Alonso 2016; Angelovska and
Hahn 2017; De Angelis and Dewaele 2011; Martínez-Adrián et al. 2019; Peukert 2015). Therefore,
many terms and concepts from the first wave of experimental studies have been redefined under
new paradigms. Such is the case of lexical CLI, which has traditionally addressed two broad types,
transfer of form and transfer of meaning (Ringbom 1987, 2001). Jarvis (2009) reconceptualised these types
as lexemic and lemmatic transfer, respectively, following Kempen and Hoenkamp’s (1987) distinction
between lexeme and lemma. Lexeme is related to the phonological and graphemic forms of words,
whereas lemma specifies semantic and syntactic properties. Thus, lexemic transfer reflects “lexeme-level
links and processes, in the sense that they appear to be induced largely by formal cross-linguistic
lexemic similarities and/or by levels of lexeme activation” (Jarvis 2009, p. 112); it includes cases of
borrowings, false cognates and coinages, among others. While the former two types involve the use
of an inappropriate word, the latter refers to the modification of the word stem to make the word
similar to a word in the Target Language (TL) or to the blending of two morphemes or words from
different languages. Lemmatic transfer is realized as semantic extensions (polysemy is represented in
different ways in the languages involved), calques (directly translated compound words, idioms and
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fixed expressions), and collocational transfer and subcategorization transfer, which are related to the
collocational and syntactic constraints on words.
Several studies on CLI have shown that these two types of lexical CLI seem to appear at different
stages in the acquisition of the second language (L2)1 (Celaya 2006; Celaya and Navés 2009; Ortega
and Celaya 2013; Navés et al. 2005; Ringbom 2001), since types of lexical CLI are related to a gradual
change from organization by form to organization by meaning as learners become more competent
in the TL (Ringbom 2001). However, as acknowledged by Ecke (2015), instances of form-based CLI
might still affect the production of advanced learners. This is one of the results that Lindqvist (2010)
found in her study with 14 very advanced learners of L3 French. That is, although her participants
presented more instances of meaning-based transfer (54%), especially of semantic extensions, they still
produced a high amount of form-based CLI (46%). Nevertheless, the impact of factors other than L2
competence on lexical CLI is still in need of research. A case in point is the relationship between Study
Abroad (SA) and lexical CLI, a line of research which very few studies have dealt with so far and which
the present study aims to investigate through the analysis of lexemic and lemmatic transfer. Among
the few studies that have addressed the issue of the relationship between CLI and SA, Andria and
Serrano (2013) and Andria (2014) investigated L1 Catalan/Spanish learners of Greek and the transfer of
thinking-for-speaking patterns of experiential verbs. The results of these studies suggest that both
proficiency and time spent abroad have an effect on the appearance of the type of conceptual transfer
under analysis. Although CLI was more evident in beginner and intermediate learners, advanced
learners still presented cases of transfer, in line with previous studies on proficiency and CLI. On the
other hand, the effect of SA was more salient in pattern recognition than in pattern production, as test
scores were positively correlated between the results of the test performed and time spent in Greece.
The importance of SA learning contexts has been emphasized by several scholars (e.g.,
Collentine 2009; Freed 1995, 1998), who have considered it a very efficient way to learn an L2.
Recent research on the effects of SA programmes on L2 acquisition has highlighted the improvements
that learners make while abroad, especially, but not solely, in the area of oral production—as it is
the area considered to improve the most (see Tullock and Ortega (2017) for a recent synthesis of
studies on multilingualism and SA). This is due to both the quantity and quality of input that learners
obtain in this type of setting, as compared to traditional classroom contexts. SA experiences give
language learners the opportunity to increase their amount of exposure to the TL, as well as to
experience different types of language discourses. That is, learners in a naturalistic environment are
more prone to receive both a higher amount of input and a more varied and interactive type of input in
comparison to the limited language contact that has traditionally characterized instructional settings
(Lightbown 2000). In this respect, the input that learners receive while abroad is richer. Thus, the increase
of both quantity and quality of the input leads to language improvement (i.e., DeKeyser 2007; DuFon
and Churchill 2006; Freed 1995, 1998; Lafford 2004; Llanes and Muñoz 2009, 2013; Pérez-Vidal 2014;
Sasaki 2007; Serrano et al. 2011), although recent research has also highlighted the importance of L2 use,
especially in relation to proficiency before departure, (see Faretta-Stutenberg and Morgan-Short 2018).
This access to rich input, as well as plenty of opportunities to practice the learnt items, enables learners
to automatize and proceduralise new knowledge. As a consequence, learners do not need to rely on
their previously learnt languages as frequently, since gaps in their knowledge have been filled but also
because, as shown in Linck et al. (2009), the L1 seems to be inhibited in immersion contexts. In this
study, the researchers analysed a group of L1 English learners of L2 Spanish in a semester abroad
in Spain and compared it against a group from the same American university that followed regular
classes at home during the same time period. The participants who were abroad produced fewer
category exemplars in the L1 in the verbal-fluency task as well as no sensitivity to L1-related distractors
in the translation task, thus suggesting that L1 influence was attenuated while abroad.

1

L2 is used in this paper as standing for any language acquired subsequent to the first (L1).
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Apart from an increase in the amount of input while abroad, learners are also exposed to different
types of input. It is a good opportunity for them to interact with native speakers of the language,
which guarantees a high-quality type of input. The need for native-like input has been acknowledged
by some researchers, (e.g., Piske et al. 2001) as a key determinant in learning a foreign language. In fact,
in the study by Muñoz (2014) the number of hours abroad of her EFL learners positively correlated
with measures of lexical diversity.
The above findings lead us to pose the following research question: Does SA have an effect on
amount and type of lexical (lexemic and lemmatic) CLI in L2 oral production? It is hypothesized that
those learners who have spent more hours abroad will present a lower amount of lexical CLI, which
will especially affect lemmatic CLI.
2. Materials and Methods
The participants in the present study are part of the “Age, input and aptitude. Effects in the
long run in the acquisition of English in formal contexts Project” from which 107 students of EFL
(87 females, 20 males) at two different universities in Barcelona were selected. All subjects gave their
informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study. The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee
of Project HUM2007-64302. They are all adult bilingual (Spanish/Catalan) EFL learners, with ages
that range from 18 to 32 years of age (mean age 22.6). Their level of proficiency in English is mainly
from intermediate to advanced; proficiency was controlled for, and is used as a control variable in the
present study. The impact of SA was explored through hours spent in an English-speaking country; in
this line, the participants spent between 0 h and a maximum of 4320 h in SA, with a mean of 965.6 h in
an English-speaking country.
Participants in the study performed a series of tests, which aimed to test the learners’ general
proficiency in English, and answered a background questionnaire and an interview to gather data on
the amount and type of input received during their English learning history, including their SA, if any.
A film retelling task (an eight-minute segment, called “Alone and Hungry,” from Charles Chaplin’s
silent film “Modern Times”) was used to elicit oral production by the learners, from which instances of
lexical CLI were identified for analysis. The scene features Charles Chaplin and Paulette Goddard and
shows how a poor young girl tries to steal a loaf of bread, is then arrested and finally escapes with the
help of Chaplin. This elicitation task “provides [learners] with a uniform prompt from which to speak”
(Gass and Mackey 2007, p. 136), and it has already been used in transfer studies by Jarvis (1998, 2000).
Instances of lexical CLI were classified into subtypes of lexemic and lemmatic transfer, the former
divided into 7 types and the latter into 6 (see categorization and examples from the data in Tables 1
and 2 below). The data analysis was data-driven and consisted of the search for forms that exhibited
traces of L1 influence. Interrater measures were used in the coding of the narratives. Interrater
reliability agreement of 10% of the data reached 86.4%. Due to the great deal of variance in the number
of tokens produced by the participants, the percentage of tokens that did not present L1 influence was
obtained and its logarithm was used in the analysis as the distribution of residuals was close to normal.
Table 1. Classification of lexemic Crosslinguistic Influence (CLI) and examples from the data.
Borrowing
Language switches

Lexical invention

There’s a woman that saw all the escena [scene]

Editing terms

She ran away but she bueno she stopped with a man [well]

Meta-comments

A man sees her and follows her and she no sé com es diu xoca and she
finds with another man [I don’t know how to say crash]

Insert implicit elicit

In this time the man that was catch the first time goes to a cafeteria
and takes a lot of food [cafeteria]
They’re eating huge piece of meat a bisteak [steak]

False cognates

And then he presents himself [introduces]

Lexemic self-repairs

He doesn’t pay the com com I don’t know [how how]
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Table 2. Classification of lemmatic CLI and examples from the data.
Semantic extensions

Then the man enters in a coffee and eat a lot of things [café/cafeteria]

Calque

Both the woman and the man meet in the van of the police [the police van]

Collocational transfer

She makes the meal [cooks/prepares the meal]

Subcategorization—Preposition

Then he sees no the police phones to the police department [phones the
police department]

Subcategorization—Type of complement

They are sitting in the table [at the table]

Lemmatic self-repair

There is a girl that he has hungry who is hungry

NVivo was used for qualitative analysis and data were afterwards submitted to statistical treatment
(Multiple Linear Regression) with SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) v20; alpha was set
at 0.05. “Lexical CLI occurrences” was established as the dependent variable and “hours abroad” as
the independent one; a control variable—proficiency—was also introduced in the analysis, since it has
been found to be directly related to lexical CLI in previous research. A backward method through
blocks was used. Normality of the data was tested through the Kolmogorov-Smornov Test.
3. Results
The total number of lexical CLI occurrences was 604 out of a total of 48,748 words. As regards the
two broad types of lexical CLI, lemmatic transfer (480 occurrences, 79.5%) was much more frequent
than lexemic transfer (124 occurrences, 20.5%) (see Table 3 below). However, it is important to note here
that the number of occurrences was not equally distributed across the different participants. Thus,
while 9 of the participants did not produce any instances of CLI, up to 22 instances of transfer were
identified in one of the learner’s oral production. When the data were analysed according to each of
the subcategories, lexemic transfer appeared as language switches in 88 instances (71%), followed by
lexical inventions (21 instances, 17%), false cognates (13, 10%), and, finally, lexemic self-repair (2, 2%).
Table 3. Tokens and percentages of lemmatic and lexemic transfer.

Lemmatic transfer
Total: 480 (79.5%)

semantic extensions
subcategorization transfer
subcategorization CLI
calques
lemmatic self-repairs
collocational transfer

244 (50.8%)
82 (17.1%)
52 (10.8%)
58 (12.1%)
30 (6.25%)
14 (2.9%)

Lexemic transfer
Total: 124 (20.5%)

language switches
lexical inventions
false cognates
lexemic self-repair

88 (71%)
21 (17%)
13 (10%)
2 (2%)

In the case of lemmatic transfer, 244 (50.8%) instances of semantic extensions were traced back.
The second most frequent subcategory was subcategorization transfer that involved the choice of
the wrong complement, as 82 occurrences (17.1%) were singled out in the corpus. The type of
subcategorization CLI that involved the choice of the wrong preposition within the prepositional phrase
was fewer in number—52 cases (10.8%). A similar number—58 occurrences (12.1%)—were identified as
calques, and 30 cases of lemmatic self-repairs (6.25%) appeared in the data. Finally, the less frequent type
of lemmatic CLI was collocational transfer, which has been identified on 14 occasions (2.9%). However, it
is important to highlight that the high number of semantic extensions in the data can be explained by the
appearance of the word “police” instead of “policeman” or ‘police officer,” which accounts for 40% of
the total number of semantic extensions in the data. Learners used the term ‘police’ when they want
to refer to a single policeman or police officer, since “policia” in Spanish or Catalan (although with
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different pronunciation) can refer to both the officer and the department; the learner, thus, extends
these two uses in English.
Table 4 below presents the results of the multiple linear regression. The adjusted R square shows
the amount of variance in each dependent variable that can be explained by hours abroad. As can
be observed in the table, hours abroad explain 24% of lexical CLI (see Figure 1 for the distribution of
values). Regarding lemmatic CLI and language switches, hours abroad account for 27% and 13% of the
variance respectively.
Table 4. Multiple Linear Regression. Predictor variable: Hours abroad. Dependent variables: lexical
CLI, lemmatic CLI, language switches.
Predictor Variable

Dependent Variable

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

Hours Abroad

Lexical CLI
Lemmatic CLI
Language switches

0.25
0.29
0.16

0.24
0.27
0.13

0.01
0.008
0.004

The results of the statistical analysis performed on the data yielded statistically significant
differences between lexical CLI and hours abroad for one of the types of lexemic CLI, namely, language
switches (p = 0.008), and for lemmatic transfer overall (p < 0.001). In both cases, there exists an inverse
relationship between hours abroad and amount of lexical CLI; in other words, a higher number of hours
spent in an SA programme implies a decrease in language switches and in lemmatic transfer. The statistical
analysis performed with the different subtypes of lemmatic transfer appeared to be nonsignificant.

Figure 1. Scatterplot: Lexical CLI—Hours Abroad.

4. Discussion
As explained above, our findings show that lemmatic CLI appeared more frequently than lexemic
transfer in the learners’ oral productions. It is suggested here that the difference in the occurrence of
both types of lexical CLI can be accounted for by the fact that lemmatic CLI is a more complex type that
extends, in most cases, to the word unit. These results are in line with previous studies on lexical CLI;
as Ringbom (2001) pointed out, there seems to be a change from organization by form to organization by
meaning as the learners’ language proficiency develops. In other words, while transfer of form or lexemic
CLI might be most predominant at the earliest stages of acquisition, transfer of meaning or lemmatic CLI
seems to develop at a later proficiency stage. This suggests that CLI might work in different ways
at different levels of proficiency and due to the different needs that learners have. Both factors are
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intrinsic to the definition of SA contexts. Similar findings appear in studies on CLI and proficiency,
such as Celaya’s (2006) longitudinal study of the written productions of Catalan/Spanish learners of
EFL, where the researcher found that whereas borrowings and coinages (two types of lexemic CLI in her
study) decreased as L2 proficiency increased, calques (one type of lemmatic CLI) increased with higher
levels of proficiency. This suggests that not all types of lexical CLI develop in the same way, as also
evident in Navés et al.’s (2005) study where the researchers found a statistically significant decrease of
borrowings as proficiency increased. Lindqvist’s (2010) study with 14 very advanced learners of L3
French points in the same direction, as her participants presented more instances of meaning-based
transfer (54%), especially of semantic extensions, than of form-based CLI (46%). The difference appeared
to be more striking in the present study, which can be accounted for by the fact of having used a slightly
different classification of meaning-based transfer and, thus, including the categories of collocational CLI
and subcategorization CLI, as suggested by Jarvis (2009).
Furthermore, our findings suggest an impact of SA on the amount of lexical CLI, as in previous
studies, (see Collentine and Freed 2004), that is, the more hours spent abroad, the less L1-based lexical
CLI, as in the case of the lower number of language switches (lexemic transfer), and also the less lemmatic
transfer overall. It also has to be highlighted that language switches were the type of lexemic transfer that
occurred more frequently in the data, whereas the other types were scarce. This could account for the
fact that no other statistically significant results were found with the other subtypes. Furthermore, such
findings may also be due to the fact that, as claimed by Kroll and Stewart (1994, p. 168), “cross-language
connections between lexical representations, and between lexical representations and concepts, are
asymmetric” in bilingual memory.
Access to rich input and plenty of opportunities to practise the TL are put forward as the reasons
for such an outcome, since as claimed by Bolibaugh and Foster (2013), immersion settings provide a
better environment for learning the more subtle aspects of the language. In other words, SA allows
for both the automatization and proceduralisation of new knowledge, (e.g., DeKeyser 2007; Llanes
and Muñoz 2009; Pérez-Vidal 2014) and for the inhibition of the L1 (Linck et al. 2009) and this is
why we suggest that SA especially determines the occurrence of lemmatic transfer and one type of
lexemic transfer, namely, language switches, which decrease with a higher number of hours abroad
(see Hammarberg 2001); that is, when gaps in learners’ knowledge arise, they draw on their L1 less
(lexemic transfer). As Tremblay (2006) has argued, exposure to the L2 is needed for the L2 to become
automatized, since high proficiency in the L2 alone is not enough. Cortés’s (2005) study with L1
English learners of Spanish also confirms the importance of language exposure in a naturalistic setting
for the decrease in occurrences of transfer. She pinpointed that the learners in her study that had
studied the language for a longer time, as well as in a naturalistic environment, presented fewer cases
of CLI. Pavlenko and Jarvis (2002) further argued that the level of socialization in the source language
is important for transfer to take place from this language. Therefore, as Andria and Serrano (2013) and
Andria (2014) claimed, more research is needed to analyse the impact of SA contexts on the acquisition
of second languages, since factors other than total time abroad might be reliable predictors of pattern
restructuring, for example, the concentration of the stays, the type and amount of contact with the
L2 while abroad, or whether the learners also receive formal instruction in the host country. In other
words, more detailed information of actual contact with the language is needed in further research.
5. Conclusions
The present study suggests that, since SA programmes provide more hours of contact and a more
varied type of input than regular instruction, the use of L1-based resources in learners’ oral production
is impacted upon; in other words, there seems to exist an inverse relationship between amount of
input in SA and lexical CLI: the more hours of SA, the fewer the cases of L1-based resources, as in the
case of language switches in the present study, and also the fewer the cases of lemmatic CLI. However,
for further research it is essential to obtain very precise information about the learners’ use of the L2
before and after the SA so as to be able to carry out detailed analyses of the impact of SA on CLI, since
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in many cases the amount of input during the SA might be limited due to the lack of opportunities to
interact with native speakers, as Muñoz and Singleton (2011) have thoroughly discussed.
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Abstract: In recent decades, the development of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, put forward by
Lakoff and other scholars. In this light, metaphor and metonymy have been found to provide a
semantic motivation for a considerable number of idiomatic expressions. Within this framework,
the present contribution explores the cognitive motivation of food idioms in English (e.g., ‘be a cup of
tea,’ ‘bread and butter,’ ‘walking on eggshells’) and Spanish (e.g., darse pisto, tener mala uva, cortar el
bacalao). The analysis reveals that idiomatic meaning often relies on metaphoric amalgams and
metonymic chains, or on the interaction between metaphor and metonymy.
Keywords: food; idiom; metaphor; metonymy

1. Introduction
In recent decades, metaphor and metonymy have been investigated within the cognitive linguistics
framework. Metaphor and metonymy are conceptual mechanisms that contribute to providing structure
to the human conceptual system. The development of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, put forward
by Lakoff and other scholars (e.g., Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Lakoff 1987, 2006; Lakoff and Turner
1989; Kövecses 2002; cf. Ruiz de Mendoza and Pérez 2011 for assessment on the later versions) has
led to research along different lines. One such line is the cognitive basis of idioms (Dobrovol’skij
and Piirainen 2005; Langlotz 2006; Boers and Lindstromberg 2008). In this light, a number of studies
have shown the role of metaphor and metonymy in building the meaning of numerous idiomatic
expressions. Within this framework, the present article discusses the metaphorical/metonymic basis of
a set of food idioms in English and Spanish.
2. Theoretical Framework
From a cognitive linguistics perspective, metaphor and metonymy occupy a central role in our
conceptual structure.
The Conceptual Metaphor Theory is based on the following principles (Lakoff 2006):
•
•
•

•

Metaphor is primarily a cognitive mechanism.
Metaphor involves understanding a domain of experience (the target domain) in terms of a more
concrete domain (the source domain).
A metaphor is to be regarded as a mapping (e.g., a fixed set of conceptual correspondences)
between a source domain and a target domain, where one or more features of the source are
projected upon the target. As Lakoff (2006, p. 192) remarks, a metaphor is “an ontological mapping
across conceptual domains,” so that “the essence of meaning is understanding and experiencing
one kind of thing in terms of another” (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, p. 5).
Any linguistic metaphor, or metaphoric expression, is an instantiation of a conceptual metaphor.

While a metaphor is a mapping (i.e., a set of correspondences) between two different conceptual
domains, a metonymy is a domain-internal mapping. Ruiz de Mendoza and Otal (2002, p. 58) suggest
two types of metonymy based on the domain-internal nature of metonymic mappings:
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Source-in-target metonymies are those in which the source domain is a subdomain of the
target domain, e.g., sign for state (‘to raise one’s eyebrows’). They involve domain expansion,
which consists of broadening the amount of conceptual material associated with a domain.
Target-in-source metonymies are those in which the target is a subdomain of the source, for example
part-for-part metonymies. They involve domain reduction and the consequent highlighting of
part of a domain.

Following Ruiz de Mendoza and Galera (2014), metaphors may occur within metaphoric amalgams,
and metonymies can be integrated within metonymic chains. There are two types of metaphoric
amalgam: (i) A single-source metaphoric amalgam consists of integrating one of the metaphors in
a complex into the conceptual configuration of the other; (ii) A double-source metaphoric amalgam
results from mapping two different source domains onto the same target domain. Metonymic chains
consist of combining two or more metonymies in such a way that the target domain of the first
constitutes the source domain of the following one.
Metaphor and metonymy often interplay. Some authors (e.g., Radden 2000; Barcelona 2000;
Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez 2002; Ruiz de Mendoza and Otal 2002) have discussed the conceptual
interaction between metaphor and metonymy. In this contribution, we follow Ruiz de Mendoza and
Otal (2002) that, whenever metaphor and metonymy interact, it is the latter that is subsidiary to the
former. This claim results from the nature of the two mappings. While a metaphor involves two
conceptual domains, a metonymy involves just one. Therefore, the two domains of metaphor cannot
operate within the single domain of a metonymy. Ruiz de Mendoza and Otal (2002) propose several
patterns of interaction between metaphor and metonymy:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Metonymic expansion of the metaphoric source or one of its correspondences, as in “to turn
one’s back on somebody.” The action of turning one’s back in the metaphoric source domain
is metonymically expanded onto a situation in which a person turns his back in order to
ignore somebody.
Metonymic reduction of the metaphoric source or one of its correspondences, as in “to have big
ears.” The ears metonymically stand for good hearing (organ for sense).
This element of the source domain is then projected upon a target domain in which a
person eavesdrops.
Metonymic expansion of a metaphoric target or one of its correspondences, as in “to clear one’s
throat.” There is a metaphoric correspondence between clearing one’s throat and coughing.
The result of this metaphoric mapping is then expanded by means of a metonymy, cough being
understood as a sign to attract somebody’s attention.
Metonymic reduction of the metaphoric target or one of its correspondences, as in “to open one’s
eyes to something.” The person who opens his eyes describes metaphorically the person who
becomes aware of something important. This metaphor relies on a metonymy, inasmuch as the
open eyes represent the reality seen through a person’s eyes.

3. Methodology
We selected a sample of 50 metaphorically- or metonymically-based food idioms (25 in English
and 25 in Spanish) from two dictionaries: Diccionario de dichos y frases hechas (Buitrago 2012) and Oxford
Dictionary of English Idioms (Siefrig 2004).
4. Discussion
The source domain of food is used in both English and Spanish to represent people, as shown
in the idiomatic expressions ‘top banana’ (most important person in a group/organization), ‘bad egg’
(bad/dishonest/unreliable person), ‘tough cookie’ (determined person), ‘smart cookie’ (intelligent
person), ‘a big cheese’ (very important person), ‘the cream/la flor y nata, un pedazo de pan ‘a piece of
bread’ (very kind person), un bombón (beautiful woman), and un coco (ugly person).
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Food also provides the source for the conceptualization of money, as exemplified by the English
3 of 8
idiom ‘peanuts’ (a very small amount of money).
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In much the same way, a double metonymy underlies the idiom hacer buenas migas, which evokes
1
the
migrating
habit of
meeting
up to cook and then eat this dish 2. Cooking this dish
Cocido is a dishshepherds’
made with chickpeas,
meat
and vegetables.
metonymically represents the good relationship between the shepherds who prepared it together.
Such a good relationship then stands for good relationships between people in general.
The interpretation of a set of idioms in our sample relies on four types of interaction between
metaphor and metonymy: (1) Metonymic expansion of the metaphoric source; (2) metonymic
reduction of the metaphoric source; (3) metonymic reduction of the metaphoric target; and (4)
metonymic expansion of the metaphoric source and metonymic reduction of the metaphoric target.

1

Cocido is a dish made with chickpeas, meat and vegetables.

2

The dish consists of breadcrumbs fried with garlic and paprika.
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metonymy. This metaphorical process is schematized in Figure 4.
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find where
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made
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meat inside it through an operation of metonymic expansion. Then finding the meat hidden in the
pastry is mapped onto hidden information in order to yield the idiomatic meaning.
(2)

Metonymic reduction of the metaphoric source

The idioms mandar a freír espárragos, ‘to have your cake and eat it’ and ‘walking on eggshells’
are all based on the specific for generic target-in-source metonymy. In the expression mandar a freír
espárragos frying asparagus, which is a useless task, since it is easier to boil it, stands for any useless
task though an operation of metonymic reduction. Making someone do something useless is then
understood as keeping them away for as long as possible.
To have your cake and eat it at the same time is impossible. This situation metonymically stands
for any situation in which somebody attempts to obtain two incompatible things. Trying to have two
incompatible things is then understood as wanting more than one deserves or can handle.
The same specific for generic metonymy gives rise to the meaning of the idiom ‘walking on
eggshells.’ The action metonymically stands for any action requiring caution. Hence the metaphorical
meaning ‘to act sensitively to avoid offending somebody.’
The idioms estar a la sopa boba, darse pisto and ‘meat and potatoes’ reflect another target-in-source
metonymy, namely the genus for the species. In estar a la sopa boba, the word sopa evokes the broth
given to the homeless outside convents in the 16th century. The soup is made to stand for food.
The metonymy allows for the interpretation of being fed by someone as living at their expense. In the
idiom darse pisto, pisto (fried vegetable hash) used to be a dish made up of different kinds of minced
meat that well-off people ate. Again, the dish metonymically stands for food, particularly the food
that only some people could afford. Eating fine foods and dishes is then metaphorically understood
as showing off. In much the same way, ‘meat and potatoes’ stand for basic food. Basic food in the
metaphorical source domain is then made to correspond with the basic needs of life, or of something in
the target domain.
The expression atar los perros con longanizas is based on the metonymy the sign of wealth for
wealth. Sausages being used as a leash indicate a person’s wealth, hence the idiomatic meaning ‘to
live in opulence.’
A further target-in-source metonymy integrated into a metaphor is exemplified in the idiom ‘to
have one finger in every pie,’ where the finger metonymically represents the action of eating from
many pies (gesture for action). The metonymy allows the action of eating to be interpreted as doing
many different things.
A similar interactional pattern underlies the interpretation of the idiom tener mala uva, although
the metaphorical mapping integrates a metonymic chain rather than a single metonymy. The grapes in
the metaphoric source domain undergo a process of metonymic reduction that serves to highlight those
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aspects that are relevant to the metaphoric mapping. Such a process involves four consecutive domain
reduction operations (see Figure 5). The first operation highlights wine by virtue of a part-for-whole
metonymy. The second operation gives access to drinking through an object for action metonymy.
In the third operation, wine drinking is made to stand for its effects, namely aggressive behavior.
Aggressiveness as a result of wine drinking is then set in metaphoric correspondence with bad temper.
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(tener huevos) or anger (estar hasta los huevos).
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Abstract: In recent decades, the development of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, put forward by
Lakoff and other scholars. In this light, metaphor and metonymy have been found to provide a
semantic motivation for a considerable number of idiomatic expressions. Within this framework,
the present contribution explores the cognitive motivation of food idioms in English (e.g., ‘be a cup of
tea,’ ‘bread and butter,’ ‘walking on eggshells’) and Spanish (e.g., darse pisto, tener mala uva, cortar el
bacalao). The analysis reveals that idiomatic meaning often relies on metaphoric amalgams and
metonymic chains, or on the interaction between metaphor and metonymy.
Keywords: food; idiom; metaphor; metonymy

1. Introduction
In recent decades, metaphor and metonymy have been investigated within the cognitive linguistics
framework. Metaphor and metonymy are conceptual mechanisms that contribute to providing structure
to the human conceptual system. The development of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, put forward
by Lakoff and other scholars (e.g., Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Lakoff 1987, 2006; Lakoff and Turner
1989; Kövecses 2002; cf. Ruiz de Mendoza and Pérez 2011 for assessment on the later versions) has
led to research along different lines. One such line is the cognitive basis of idioms (Dobrovol’skij
and Piirainen 2005; Langlotz 2006; Boers and Lindstromberg 2008). In this light, a number of studies
have shown the role of metaphor and metonymy in building the meaning of numerous idiomatic
expressions. Within this framework, the present article discusses the metaphorical/metonymic basis of
a set of food idioms in English and Spanish.
2. Theoretical Framework
From a cognitive linguistics perspective, metaphor and metonymy occupy a central role in our
conceptual structure.
The Conceptual Metaphor Theory is based on the following principles (Lakoff 2006):
•
•
•

•

Metaphor is primarily a cognitive mechanism.
Metaphor involves understanding a domain of experience (the target domain) in terms of a more
concrete domain (the source domain).
A metaphor is to be regarded as a mapping (e.g., a fixed set of conceptual correspondences)
between a source domain and a target domain, where one or more features of the source are
projected upon the target. As Lakoff (2006, p. 192) remarks, a metaphor is “an ontological mapping
across conceptual domains,” so that “the essence of meaning is understanding and experiencing
one kind of thing in terms of another” (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, p. 5).
Any linguistic metaphor, or metaphoric expression, is an instantiation of a conceptual metaphor.

While a metaphor is a mapping (i.e., a set of correspondences) between two different conceptual
domains, a metonymy is a domain-internal mapping. Ruiz de Mendoza and Otal (2002, p. 58) suggest
two types of metonymy based on the domain-internal nature of metonymic mappings:
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Source-in-target metonymies are those in which the source domain is a subdomain of the
target domain, e.g., sign for state (‘to raise one’s eyebrows’). They involve domain expansion,
which consists of broadening the amount of conceptual material associated with a domain.
Target-in-source metonymies are those in which the target is a subdomain of the source, for example
part-for-part metonymies. They involve domain reduction and the consequent highlighting of
part of a domain.

Following Ruiz de Mendoza and Galera (2014), metaphors may occur within metaphoric amalgams,
and metonymies can be integrated within metonymic chains. There are two types of metaphoric
amalgam: (i) A single-source metaphoric amalgam consists of integrating one of the metaphors in
a complex into the conceptual configuration of the other; (ii) A double-source metaphoric amalgam
results from mapping two different source domains onto the same target domain. Metonymic chains
consist of combining two or more metonymies in such a way that the target domain of the first
constitutes the source domain of the following one.
Metaphor and metonymy often interplay. Some authors (e.g., Radden 2000; Barcelona 2000;
Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez 2002; Ruiz de Mendoza and Otal 2002) have discussed the conceptual
interaction between metaphor and metonymy. In this contribution, we follow Ruiz de Mendoza and
Otal (2002) that, whenever metaphor and metonymy interact, it is the latter that is subsidiary to the
former. This claim results from the nature of the two mappings. While a metaphor involves two
conceptual domains, a metonymy involves just one. Therefore, the two domains of metaphor cannot
operate within the single domain of a metonymy. Ruiz de Mendoza and Otal (2002) propose several
patterns of interaction between metaphor and metonymy:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Metonymic expansion of the metaphoric source or one of its correspondences, as in “to turn
one’s back on somebody.” The action of turning one’s back in the metaphoric source domain
is metonymically expanded onto a situation in which a person turns his back in order to
ignore somebody.
Metonymic reduction of the metaphoric source or one of its correspondences, as in “to have big
ears.” The ears metonymically stand for good hearing (organ for sense).
This element of the source domain is then projected upon a target domain in which a
person eavesdrops.
Metonymic expansion of a metaphoric target or one of its correspondences, as in “to clear one’s
throat.” There is a metaphoric correspondence between clearing one’s throat and coughing.
The result of this metaphoric mapping is then expanded by means of a metonymy, cough being
understood as a sign to attract somebody’s attention.
Metonymic reduction of the metaphoric target or one of its correspondences, as in “to open one’s
eyes to something.” The person who opens his eyes describes metaphorically the person who
becomes aware of something important. This metaphor relies on a metonymy, inasmuch as the
open eyes represent the reality seen through a person’s eyes.

3. Methodology
We selected a sample of 50 metaphorically- or metonymically-based food idioms (25 in English
and 25 in Spanish) from two dictionaries: Diccionario de dichos y frases hechas (Buitrago 2012) and Oxford
Dictionary of English Idioms (Siefrig 2004).
4. Discussion
The source domain of food is used in both English and Spanish to represent people, as shown
in the idiomatic expressions ‘top banana’ (most important person in a group/organization), ‘bad egg’
(bad/dishonest/unreliable person), ‘tough cookie’ (determined person), ‘smart cookie’ (intelligent
person), ‘a big cheese’ (very important person), ‘the cream/la flor y nata, un pedazo de pan ‘a piece of
bread’ (very kind person), un bombón (beautiful woman), and un coco (ugly person).
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metonymically represents the good relationship between the shepherds who prepared it together.
Such a good relationship then stands for good relationships between people in general.
The interpretation of a set of idioms in our sample relies on four types of interaction between
metaphor and metonymy: (1) Metonymic expansion of the metaphoric source; (2) metonymic
reduction of the metaphoric source; (3) metonymic reduction of the metaphoric target; and (4)
metonymic expansion of the metaphoric source and metonymic reduction of the metaphoric target.

1

Cocido is a dish made with chickpeas, meat and vegetables.

2

The dish consists of breadcrumbs fried with garlic and paprika.
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pastry is mapped onto hidden information in order to yield the idiomatic meaning.
(2)

Metonymic reduction of the metaphoric source

The idioms mandar a freír espárragos, ‘to have your cake and eat it’ and ‘walking on eggshells’
are all based on the specific for generic target-in-source metonymy. In the expression mandar a freír
espárragos frying asparagus, which is a useless task, since it is easier to boil it, stands for any useless
task though an operation of metonymic reduction. Making someone do something useless is then
understood as keeping them away for as long as possible.
To have your cake and eat it at the same time is impossible. This situation metonymically stands
for any situation in which somebody attempts to obtain two incompatible things. Trying to have two
incompatible things is then understood as wanting more than one deserves or can handle.
The same specific for generic metonymy gives rise to the meaning of the idiom ‘walking on
eggshells.’ The action metonymically stands for any action requiring caution. Hence the metaphorical
meaning ‘to act sensitively to avoid offending somebody.’
The idioms estar a la sopa boba, darse pisto and ‘meat and potatoes’ reflect another target-in-source
metonymy, namely the genus for the species. In estar a la sopa boba, the word sopa evokes the broth
given to the homeless outside convents in the 16th century. The soup is made to stand for food.
The metonymy allows for the interpretation of being fed by someone as living at their expense. In the
idiom darse pisto, pisto (fried vegetable hash) used to be a dish made up of different kinds of minced
meat that well-off people ate. Again, the dish metonymically stands for food, particularly the food
that only some people could afford. Eating fine foods and dishes is then metaphorically understood
as showing off. In much the same way, ‘meat and potatoes’ stand for basic food. Basic food in the
metaphorical source domain is then made to correspond with the basic needs of life, or of something in
the target domain.
The expression atar los perros con longanizas is based on the metonymy the sign of wealth for
wealth. Sausages being used as a leash indicate a person’s wealth, hence the idiomatic meaning ‘to
live in opulence.’
A further target-in-source metonymy integrated into a metaphor is exemplified in the idiom ‘to
have one finger in every pie,’ where the finger metonymically represents the action of eating from
many pies (gesture for action). The metonymy allows the action of eating to be interpreted as doing
many different things.
A similar interactional pattern underlies the interpretation of the idiom tener mala uva, although
the metaphorical mapping integrates a metonymic chain rather than a single metonymy. The grapes in
the metaphoric source domain undergo a process of metonymic reduction that serves to highlight those
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aspects that are relevant to the metaphoric mapping. Such a process involves four consecutive domain
reduction operations (see Figure 5). The first operation highlights wine by virtue of a part-for-whole
metonymy. The second operation gives access to drinking through an object for action metonymy.
In the third operation, wine drinking is made to stand for its effects, namely aggressive behavior.
Aggressiveness as a result of wine drinking is then set in metaphoric correspondence with bad temper.
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Abstract: EcoLexicon is a terminological knowledge base on environmental science, whose design
permits the geographic contextualization of data. For the geographic contextualization of landform
concepts, this paper presents a semi-automatic method for extracting terms associated with named
rivers (e.g., Mississippi River). Terms were extracted from a specialized corpus, where named rivers
were automatically identified. Statistical procedures were applied for selecting both terms and rivers
in distributional semantic models to construct the conceptual structures underlying the usage of
named rivers. The rivers sharing associated terms were also clustered and represented in the same
conceptual network. The results showed that the method successfully described the semantic frames
of named rivers with explanatory adequacy, according to the premises of Frame-Based Terminology.
Keywords: named river; conceptual information extraction; geographic contextualization; text
mining; Frame-Based Terminology

1. Introduction
EcoLexicon (http://ecolexicon.ugr.es) is a multilingual, terminological knowledge base (TKB) on
environmental science that is the practical application of Frame-Based Terminology (Faber 2012). Since
most concepts designated by environmental terms are multidimensional (Faber 2011), the flexible
design of EcoLexicon permits the contextualization of data so that they are more relevant to specific
subdomains, communicative situations, and geographic areas (León-Araúz et al. 2013). However, the
geographic contextualization of landform concepts depends on knowing which terms are semantically
related to each landform and how these terms are related to each other.
This paper presents a semi-automatic method of extracting terms associated with named rivers
(e.g., Nile River) as a type of landform from a corpus of English coastal engineering texts. The aim is to
represent that knowledge in a semantic network in EcoLexicon according to the theoretical premises of
Frame-based Terminology.
The following subsections provide the motivation for the research and the background on
distributional semantic models. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the
materials and methods applied in this study, namely, the automatic identification of named rivers, the
selection procedure for terms in distributional semantic models, and the clustering technique for rivers
sharing associated terms. Section 3 shows the results obtained. Finally, Section 4 discusses the results
and presents the conclusions derived from this work as well as plans for future research.
1.1. Motivations for the Research
Despite the fact that named landforms, among other named entities, are frequently found in
specialized texts on the environment, their representation and inclusion in knowledge resources has
received little research attention, as evidenced by the lack of named landforms in terminological
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resources for the environment such as DiCoEnviro1 , GEMET2 , or FAO Term Portal3 . In contrast,
AGROVOC4 basically contains a list of named landforms with hyponymic information, whereas
ENVO5 provides descriptions of the named landforms with only geographic details and minimal
semantic information consisting of the relation located_in (and tributary_of in the case of named rivers
and bays).
Until now, knowledge resources have limited themselves to representing concepts such as bay,
river, or beach, on the assumption that the concepts linked to each of them are applicable, respectively,
to all named bays, rivers and beaches in the real world. To cope with this type of situation, TKBs
should include the semantic representation of named landforms.
To achieve this aim in EcoLexicon, regarding named rivers, the knowledge should be represented
in a semantic network according to the theoretical premises of Frame-Based Terminology, which
propose knowledge representations with explanatory adequacy for enhanced knowledge acquisition
(Faber 2009). Hence, each named river should appear in the context of a specialized semantic frame
that highlights both its relation to other terms and the relations between those terms. The construction
of these semantic networks and the semi-automatic extraction of terms from a specialized corpus are
described in this paper. As far as we know, this framework has not been studied in the context of
specialized lexicography, which is an innovative aspect of this work.
1.2. Distributional Semantic Models
Distributional semantic models (DSMs) represent the meaning of a term as a vector, based on its
statistical co-occurrence with other terms in the corpus. According to the distributional hypothesis,
semantically similar terms tend to have similar contextual distributions (Miller and Charles 1991).
The semantic relatedness of two terms is estimated by calculating a similarity measure of their vectors,
such as Euclidean distance, or cosine similarity.
Depending on the language model (Baroni et al. 2014), DSMs are either count-based or
prediction-based. Count-based DSMs calculate the frequency of terms within a term’s context
(i.e., a sentence, paragraph, document, or a sliding context window spanning a given number of terms
on either side of the target term). The Correlated Occurrence Analogue to Lexical Semantic (COALS)
(Rohde et al. 2006) is an example of this type of model.
Prediction-based models exploit neural probabilistic language models, which represent terms by
predicting the next term on the basis of previous terms. Examples of predictive models include the
continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) and skip-gram (SG) models (Mikolov et al. 2013).
DSMs have been used in combination with clustering. Work on lexical semantics applying DSMs
and clustering techniques includes the identification of semantic relations (Bertels and Speelman 2014),
word sense discrimination and disambiguation (Pantel and Lin 2002), automatic metaphor identification
(Shutova et al. 2010), and classification of verbs into semantic groups (Gries and Stefanowitsch 2010).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Corpus Data
The terms related to named rivers were extracted from a subcorpus of English texts on
coastal engineering, comprising roughly seven million tokens and composed of specialized and

1
2
3
4
5

http://olst.ling.umontreal.ca/cgi-bin/dicoenviro/search_enviro.cgi.
https://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/en/themes/.
http://www.fao.org/faoterm/en/.
http://aims.fao.org/en/agrovoc.
http://www.environmentontology.org/Browse-EnvO.
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on the
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certainty
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devised. Multiscale
Multiscale bootstrap
bootstrap resampling
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a method
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inin
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which
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in
(Suzukiand
andShimodaira
Shimodaira
2004)
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clustering,
which
was
implemented
in Rthe
R package
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(Suzuki
and Shimodaira
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this method
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a
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package
pvclust
(Suzuki
and Shimodaira
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this method
produces
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with
p-values
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supported
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than
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supported
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in Figure
4.
asdata,
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rectangles
in the dendrogram
in Figure
4.
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and the
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Table 1. Designations and locations of the rivers in the first and twelfth clusters.

Table 1. Designations and locations of the rivers in the first and twelfth clusters.
Cluster 1 (Japan)
Cluster 12 (Japan)

Cluster
Sakawa
River1 (Japan)
Sakawa
River
Sakawa River Mouth
Tenryu
River
Sakawa River Mouth
Tenryu River
Mouth
Tenryu
River
Tenryu River Delta
Tenryu River Mouth
Magome River Mouth

Cluster
12 (Japan)
Omaru
River
Omaru
River
Mimigawa
River
Mimigawa River

Tenryu River Delta
Magome River Mouth
For the description of the frames, the semantic relations were manually extracted by querying the
corpus For
in Sketch
Engine (Kilgarriff
et al. 2004),
and analyzing
“a
the description
of the frames,
the semantic
relationsknowledge-rich
were manuallycontexts,
extractednamely,
by querying
context
indicating
at
least
one
item
of
domain
knowledge
that
could
be
useful
for
conceptual
analysis”
the corpus in Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al. 2004), and analyzing knowledge-rich contexts, namely,
“a context indicating at least one item of domain knowledge that could be useful for conceptual
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and
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riverbed
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and
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rivers
decreased,
resulting
in beachrespectively.
erosion on both
the Seisho and
Enshu-nada
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Sakawa and
Tenryu rivers
discharge,
Additionally,
since
submarinecoasts,
canyonsinto
have
which
the
Sakawa
and
Tenryu
rivers
discharge,
respectively.
Additionally,
since
submarine
canyons
developed very close to the shoreline on the Seisho Coast, most river sediment from the Sakawa
River
have developed very close to the shoreline on the Seisho Coast, most river sediment from the Sakawa
sinks
into them because of the fluvial fan at its mouth, thus causing sand loss. Since urgent measures
River sinks into them because of the fluvial fan at its mouth, thus causing sand loss. Since urgent
were required to protect both coasts, beach topography changes were predicted. For that reason, the
measures were required to protect both coasts, beach topography changes were predicted. For that
beach modifications were simulated using the contour-line-change model considering the following:
reason, the beach modifications were simulated using the contour-line-change model considering the
the variation in grain size of the beach sediments, the longshore sand transport through the submarine
following: the variation in grain size of the beach sediments, the longshore sand transport through the
canyons, and the sediment supply from both rivers.
submarine canyons, and the sediment supply from both rivers.
InIn
the
the most
most favourable
favourableresult
resultwas
wasobtained
obtained
when
thecase
caseofofthe
theSakawa
SakawaRiver
River (see
(see Figure
Figure 5),
5), the
when
nourishment
was
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using
fineand
coarse-sized
materials,
known
as
mixture
materials,
because
nourishment was performed using fine- and coarse-sized materials, known as mixture materials,
thebecause
Seisho Coast
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and the seabed
erosion
the near
submarine
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was prevented.
the Seisho
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and the
seabednear
erosion
the submarine
was prevented.
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Sakawa
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Figure 6),
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of the
the coast
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against
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SakumaDam
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measure
against
beach
erosion
theEnshu-nada
Enshu-nadaCoast
Coastwas
was taken to recover
breakwaters,
previously
beach
erosion
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recoverthe
thesandy
sandybeach,
beach,but
but
breakwaters,
previously
constructed
as
a
measure
against
beach
erosion,
were
a
barrier
to
the
movement
of
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constructed as a measure against beach erosion, were a barrier to the movement of sand by longshore
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4. Discussion
To extract knowledge for the semantic frames or conceptual structures (Faber 2012) that underlie the
usage of named rivers in coastal engineering texts, a semi-automated method for the extraction of terms
and semantic relations was devised. The semantic relations linking concepts in the semantic frames
were manually extracted by querying the corpus in Sketch Engine, and analyzing knowledge-rich
contexts. The query results were concordances of any elements between the river in a cluster and related
terms in a ±40 span. It was a time-consuming task, although essential for the explanatory adequacy of
frames (Faber 2009). In future research, the automatic extraction of semantic relations for named rivers
by means of knowledge patterns (KPs) (Meyer 2001) will be tested. KPs are lexico-syntactic markers
that generally convey semantic relations in real texts. For instance, examples of generic-specific KPs are
such as, is a kind of, and other. In (León-Araúz et al. 2016), a KP-based sketch grammar for Sketch Engine
was developed, which automatically provides a list of terms that hold a specific semantic relation with
a target term. In future work, these KPs will be applied to our corpus, as already done in Rojas-García
and Cabezas-García (forthcoming) for other purposes.
The method for the extraction of terms closely associated with named rivers combining, on the
one hand, the use of a count-based DSM, weighted by the log-likelihood association measure, and
on the other hand, a selection procedure for terms based on four statistical criteria. Although this
term selection procedure offered successful results to construct the semantic frames, Topic Modelling
(Blei et al. 2003), a domain-specific dimension reduction technique for texts, will be also applied, and a
comparison of both methods will be carried out.
The semantic frames presented in the previous section reflect that most terms related to named
rives are multi-word terms (MWT) since specialized language units are mostly represented by such
compound forms (Nakov 2013). MWT extraction was possible because they were previously matched
and joined by means of underscoring in the lemmatized corpus, thanks to the list of MWTs stored in
EcoLexicon. This confirms that EcoLexicon is a valuable resource for any natural language processing
tasks related to specialized corpora on environmental science. Furthermore, the profusion of MWTs
underlines the importance of applying methods (automatic, semi-automatic, or manual) to recognize
them for the knowledge representation of a specialized domain.
Finally, the conceptual structures also highlighted that coastal engineering texts attach great
importance to the study of the processes that each named river triggers, the processes that affect a
certain named river, and the crucial role that a named river plays in preventing coastal erosion. The
effective acquisition of this specialized knowledge about named rivers is necessary in communicative
situations, such as specialized translation of coastal engineering texts to appropriately render terms
into another language (Faber 2012). The semantic networks that underlie the usage of named rivers
provide this background knowledge and make the semantic and syntactic behavior of terms explicit by
means of the description of conceptual relations and term combinations (Faber 2009).
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Abstract: English for Specific Purposes (ESP) courses are present within most non-linguistic
undergraduate studies offered in Spain. In particular, the University of Cádiz has a wide range of
ESP teaching being delivered in the four campuses of the institution. Whereas this ESP instruction is
thought as a way to help students develop language skills to be applied to their career paths, this
very practical and useful goal may not be easily recognized by certain students. While previous
research has revealed students’ attitudes towards learning ESP were generally positive, little has
been said on their progression throughout the whole course. The aim of the present paper is to
identify Law students’ approaches to a Legal English course taught through a specific methodology.
Certain teaching strategies, which are also characteristic of the Content and Language Integrated
Learning approach, were applied. For that purpose, the opinions of 88 respondents were collected
and analysed during the second phase of their ESP course. Results revealed that although students
showed a certain level of rejection before the course started, once they became well aware of the
teaching methodology, their opinion changed positively. This would definitely be influenced by
promoting students’ motivation, as well as the teaching methodology applied.
Keywords: English for Specific Purposes; Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL); business
English; legal English; teacher training; foreign language teaching; Integrating Content and Language
in Higher Education (ICLHE); English as a medium of instruction (EMI); teaching methodologies in
Higher Education; internationalization of the curriculum

1. Introduction
English for Specific Purposes (ESP) courses are offered in most undergraduate programmes in
Spanish universities. A good example of this is the University of Cádiz, where the Department of
French and English Philology is the second largest in this institution, with approximately 50% of its
teaching staff committed to delivering ESP courses.
Particularly, in the case of Law students studying in our institution, they are required to pass
an ESP course during the last semester of their degree. With this being thought as a way to foster
the internationalization of their curriculum once there are about to finish their studies and start their
professional career, a considerable number of students have identified this insertion of ESP teaching in
their undergraduate programme as an obstacle to terminating their degree. This controversial situation
has made teachers concerned about the rationale behind these specific students’ negative attitude
towards what was intended to be a benefit rather than a disadvantage.
In previous studies, ESP students showed to have positive attitudes towards the teacher, the
evaluation method and the learning of English as a Foreign Language (Martinović and Poljaković
2010). It is a fact that students getting into university in recent years are enjoying a progressively more
international environment, as some of them have already participated in bilingual or plurilingual
Languages 2019, 4, 45; doi:10.3390/languages4020045
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academic programmes. They may also have a minimum level of the Foreign Language (FL) certified1 .
Most of them are also used to travelling abroad, therefore communicating in a FL in an international
context. Nevertheless, having acquired a certain level of the FL, students may show some reluctance to
having ESP courses when their studies are not directly related to linguistic content. One of the main
reasons for including ESP teaching in undergraduate study programmes is the internationalization of
the curriculum, as studying ESP is intended to help students develop the competences their degree
offers in international contexts, with international clients and colleagues. Having appreciated the
reluctance of a number of students in the Law Degree at the University of Cádiz towards ESP, the
present paper is aimed at studying if there is a change in these students’ attitudes at the end of the
course, and analysing the possible reasons for that change.
The aforesaid reluctance to ESP courses is explained by the students themselves as a consequence
of the process of setting aside certain credits (and therefore, academic schedule) to be employed in
a language rather than a content course. In most Spanish universities, as ESP courses are present
in non-linguistic undergraduate studies through an individual course in isolation during the whole
programme, students perceive ESP teaching as anecdotal content and skills to develop.
While this study was conducted within a monolingual undergraduate programme, results will be
compared to those obtained in a bilingual teaching scheme in the Degree in Business Administration.
As the rejection level in bilingual programmes seems to be less than in monolingual programmes, we
wonder whether Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)2 is offering our students a unique
opportunity through which learning ESP can become a motivating challenge.
2. Materials and Methods
The survey was conducted during the last sessions of the course under the name “Basic Legal
Terminology in English” which is located in the Spring semester of the fourth year of the Law Degree.
It must be mentioned that the exams had not been held yet and that the survey was circulated under
two specific circumstances which might have shortened the number of responses collected, including
the following ones: the lesson chosen was one particularly devoted to theory analysis, which prevents a
considerable number of students from attending the lesson, as students’ attendance is rather prevailing
in seminars. This fact is a consequence basically originating from the student/teacher ratio. As the
number of students per theory group reaches 76 (in previous years it surpassed 180 students per
group), students feel more motivated to attend the seminars in which the 152 students are divided into
smaller groups. During the course of 2017–2018, there were no more than 38 students per seminar
group. It is also quite revealing to comment on the consequences of dividing lessons between theory
and practice, as it provokes a general belief that theoretical lessons are delivered in the form of lectures,
thus avoiding the interaction between students and the teacher. As taking part in such big groups of
students definitely does not facilitate a student-centred teaching methodology in which the student
can play an active role in class, seminars are considered a better context to get trained, particularly in
the productive language skills as well as in the field of listening comprehension.
Our survey was conducted in a population of 152 students3 , out of which 88 were the final
participants in the sample. In total, 69% of the participants were female while the remaining 31% were
male students (this gender gap reflects the disparity that can accurately be observed in Law students at
the university we are analysing). They were aged from 19 to 51 years old and they were all studying

1
2

3

In a study carried out at the Business Faculty in the University of Cádiz in 2017, 50% of the students said to have a B1 or
higher level of English certified before coming into tertiary education.
CLIL is compared by many researchers to “English as a medium of instruction” (EMI) as well as the term “Integrating
Content and Language in Higher Education”, ICLHE (Bradford 2016). We will be using the CLIL approach as applied by
the project “Quality assurance in Andalusian plurilingual programs in Higher Education” (P12-SEJ-1588) and Pavón and
Gaustad (2013).
All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study. The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki of 1975 and revised in 2013.
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the Law Degree in the Faculty of Law at the University of Cádiz4 . Regarding their English language
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I can apply the knowledge from the subjects taught in English in my real life.
8. 3. Results
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skills expected to be developed by the students in an ESP course; (2) students’ positive attitude
towards an ESP course which has already been delivered; and (3) students’ awareness of the
Results
usefulness of ESP in real life. These findings will be described in detail in the subsequent sections.

The results obtained from our study can be classified into the following three main topics: (1) skills
3.1. Skills Students Expect to Develop in an ESP Course
expected to be developed by the students in an ESP course; (2) students’ positive attitude towards an
ESP course which has already been delivered; and (3) students’ awareness of the usefulness of ESP in
real life. These findings will be described in detail in the subsequent sections.
4
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While the results show us a considerable disparity in the age of the respondents, we must clarify that only
seven students out of the 88 respondents were older than 30. That means more than the 90% of the students
were in their twenties.

While the results show us a considerable disparity in the age of the respondents, we must clarify that only seven students
out of the 88 respondents were older than 30. That means more than the 90% of the students were in their twenties.
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3.1. Skills Students Expect to Develop in an ESP Course
The surveyed students were asked whether they were expecting to develop law-related or
language-related skills throughout this legal English course, as this course seems to help students
acquire cross curricular competences.
However, before analysing the students’ expectations towards the competences to be acquired
in this course, we might need to examine what the course description says regarding this item of
the syllabus. In fact, in the description of the course the University of Cádiz5 offers for its students,
the section referring to competences presents no additional information regarding the general skills
mentioned in the main description of the Degree. It is only the section related to cross curricular
competences which specifically makes reference to the “understanding of legal language in the foreign
language” (Official record of the Law Degree as verified by the (Andalusian Agency of Evaluation and
Accreditation 2016, p. 73)).
Nevertheless, other institutions make a more precise description of the competences law students
are expected to acquire in the legal English courses offered within their undergraduate or even
postgraduate law studies. The following five institutions offer different perspectives towards apparently
similar courses, at least, according to the content they cover.
The first of the cases to examine is the University of Granada6 which focuses its attention
on two main skills, namely, “getting to know contrastive legal terminology in English, French,
Italian or German”, as well as “communicating and writing legal texts in English, French, Italian or
German”. This implies that studying legal English is basically offering the possibility to students to
learn legal terminology in a FL, and, additionally being able to communicate in legal contexts with
non-Spanish speakers.
When observing the cases of the following institutions, we came across these same two competences
in institutions like the Distance University of Madrid (Universidad a Distancia de Madrid). The course
“English for jurists”7 is said to help the students develop the following competences:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To develop the capacity of analysis and synthesis.
To acquire organizational skills and planning ability.
To communicate in English in both its written and oral forms.
To encourage interpersonal relationship skills and manage communication techniques.
To work in multicultural environments and international contexts.
To improve the flexibility of the student’s communicative capacity to produce specific discourse
for different functions, contexts, means, activities and situations in her/his work environment,
which will allow her/him to adapt to new situations.

Another institution to mention in the region of Madrid is the University Carlos III de Madrid, as it
offers a course titled “Legal and Business English”. This course is part of a postgraduate programme,
in particular, the Master’s Degree in Business Legal Consultancy8 , which is described in its syllabus by
having the following objectives:
•
•
•

5
6
7
8

To learn the basic concepts of the Anglo-American legal system.
To master the basic English legal terms regarding the six aforementioned branches of law.
To know the peculiarities of Anglo-American legal language, including the differences between
British English and American English about legal matters, above all, on so-called false friends
which, despite their apparent similarity, may have opposite meanings in English and Spanish.

https://derecho.uca.es/docs/Centros/Derecho/Oferta_academica/9045.pdf.
http://masteres.ugr.es/negocios/pages/info_academica/asignaturas-pdf/inglesjuridico/!.
https://www.udima.es/es/ingles-juristas.html.
https://aplicaciones.uc3m.es/cpa/generaFicha?est=317&asig=16821&idioma=1.
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To be able to use these skills to explain (oral and written forms) basic aspects of Spanish Law in
English in the six areas of Law covered in the course.

In the Andalusian context, it is worth mentioning the course “Introduction to legal English”,
offered in the Law Degree at the University Pablo de Olavide (Seville)9 , which incorporates the
following competences:
•
•
•
•
•

Resolution of legal issues within the context of English law.
Management and understanding of the main institutions of the English Legal System.
Knowledge and interpretation of legal texts within the framework of English law.
Development of teamwork synergy to solve problems.
Acquisition of skills in the management of a proper legal language vis-à-vis the basic institutions
of the Legal English System.

Finally, the last institution we will be commenting on is the University of Jaen, where their legal
English course10 does not specify the competences to be acquired by the students in its syllabus but
presents the following objectives which may refer to certain skills:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

To encourage students to acquire competence in reading skills to facilitate the reading of legal
texts in English.
To develop speaking skills to improve oral communication skills on topics in their field of expertise.
To become familiar with the historical and conceptual singularity of the legal system that is
applied in the U.K, since this has influenced Civil Law.
To become familiar with the basic terminology of the sources of the U.K Legal System and the
organization and administration of justice.
To become familiar with the distinctive morphosyntactic features of legal language.
To improve oral competence through debate technique, which will be based on reading informative
texts in the field of Law.
To acquire vocabulary from different didactic activities.
To apply strategies to infer the meaning of unknown words from reading activities considering
the context in which they appear.
To know when and how to use a dictionary.
To become familiar with the different strategies of extensive and intensive reading.

This observation of the descriptors of the legal English courses present in Law Degrees in similar
contexts to the one of the University of Cádiz suggests there is a very close tie established between
law-related and language-related skills. This was confirmed by the results obtained in our survey
(Figure 2), as most law students (75%) were expecting to develop both legal as well as language skills.
Whereas, only 15% of the students predicted they would only be trained in language skills. If we
compare these results to the ones obtained in previous studies (Contero forthcoming), there is a slightly
higher proportion of business students (83%) that agreed to state that they were expecting to develop
both content-related and language-related skills11 (Figure 3).

9
10
11

https://www.upo.es/cms2/export/sites/facultades/facultad-derecho/es/oferta-academica/grados/grado-en-derecho/
descargas/guias-docentes/2015-2016/opt-semestre1/101039-Introduccion-al-Ingles-Juridico.pdf.
http://www4.ujaen.es/~{}avcasas/programa_ingles_juridico.pdf.
It must be mentioned that by content-related skills we are making reference to skills to be developed when acquiring content
knowledge, that is to say, facts, concepts, theories, and principles that are taught and learned in specific academic courses
(The Glossary of Education Reform 2016: https://www.edglossary.org/content-knowledge/). In the case of language-related
skills, we are essentially covering the four basic language skills (speaking, listening, writing and reading).
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Although the previously mentioned neutrality was leading the results of our survey regarding the
nine statements displayed to our students, we can also emphasize the statement whose results were
closer to 5, that is, to total agreement. It was the assertion that they noticeably saw the application of
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12

We may always bear in mind both content and FL teachers’ worries on the spread of CLIL due to its implications in their
roles (Pavón and Rubio 2010).
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The final results of our survey demonstrate students’ attitudes towards learning ESP are rather
positive. However, we should take into account that this study was conducted at the very end of the
course. As we explained in the introduction to this paper, students’ attitudes were not that positive at
the beginning of the course, in which certain preconceptions of what the ESP course would consist of
lead students be rather skeptic towards this module of their degree. One of the causes which might
have provoked this skepticism is the scarcity of information offered to students regarding the course’s
competences to be developed and goals to be achieved. If students are convinced from the very first
lesson of the purpose for the inclusion of that course in the last phase of their undergraduate studies,
they will probably be taking the course in a much more positive attitude.
The reason why this survey was compared to the results obtained in a previous study conducted
in the Business and Administration Degree within the same institution is that the business students
were also studying ESP. However, this ESP course had the characteristic of being located within the
framework of a CLIL context. Students immersed in a CLIL programme are certainly more used to
the integration of content and language in a natural way. This suggests they are more accustomed to
acquiring and using a FL in an authentic context in which the connection between the teaching goals
and their real life is highly perceptible. That made the data obtained in this prior study more positive
regarding the students’ attitudes towards the course.
The generation of an authentic context in which the acquisition of a FL is facilitated is recommended
both within CLIL and non-CLIL contexts. Developing a positive attitude towards an ESP course can
be stimulated by a clear recognition of the competences expected to be acquired by the students. This
can be done by means of teaching strategies which can be used by the ESP teacher both within CLIL
and non-CLIL programmes in order to foster authentic exposure to the FL, therefore creating a real
necessity and willingness in the students to learn.
Funding: This research received no external funding.
Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: During the last decades, the promotion of multilingualism has been key when designing
linguistic policies in Europe. Previous research studies have focused on how languages are employed
in fields such as education, media, and urban sites, among others. Bearing all this in mind, the aim
of this paper is to analyse the linguistic landscapes of three municipalities located in a bilingual
region in Spain, that of the Valencian Community. Thus, issues such as language contact, language
dominance, and the languages used by a number of institutions on private and public signs were
examined. As for the method, over 140 pictures of language signs were taken in order to examine
language contact, language dominance, and the influence of official and foreign languages on private
and public signs. The results suggest that the presence of languages may vary depending on the
population living in these settings, the citizens’ mother tongue, and the policy regarding the minority
language. The findings also indicate that the power of the two co-official languages is reinforced by
public signs, whereas rich linguistic diversity is shown in private signs. All in all, it can be stated that
the linguistic policy in the Valencian Community is not homogeneous throughout the region.
Keywords: linguistic landscape; minority language; bilingualism; multilingualism; language contact

1. Introduction
In recent years, official institutions have regulated linguistic policies dealing with the protection
of minority languages (European Parliament 2017) and the introduction of foreign languages within
a given territory, particularly in Europe (European Commission 2015). In this sense, bilingual and
multilingual phenomena may occur in the linguistic landscape of an area.
This concept has been regarded as the “language of public road signs, advertising billboards,
street names, place names, commercial shop signs, and public signs on government buildings which
is combined to form the linguistic landscape of a given territory, region, or urban agglomeration”
(Landry and Bourhis 1997, p. 25). These signs may be categorised into top-down or bottom-up
depending on their nature. Top-down signs are those which have official status since they are issued
by the government, whereas bottom-up signs are nonofficial signs regulated by private organisations
or individuals.
Previous research studies have acknowledged bilingual and multilingual practices in urban sites
(Cenoz and Gorter 2006; Gorter 2006; Huebner 2006; Ben-Rafael et al. 2006; Shohamy et al. 2010).
Gorter (2006) compared the linguistic landscape of two commercial streets set in Basque Country and
The Netherlands, giving special emphasis to the use of the minority language. The case study about
multilingualism in some Israeli cities was based on the use of Hebrew, Arabic, and English on public
and private signs, also known as top-down and bottom-up signs, respectively (Ben-Rafael et al. 2006).
Another major contribution by Huebner (2006) explored language mixing in Bangkok.
Languages 2019, 4, 38; doi:10.3390/languages4020038
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This paper focuses on language contact, language dominance, and the languages used on the
private and public signs of three municipalities located in the Valencian Community: Benasal, Almazora,
and Valencia.
Benasal, a small village set in the Castellón province, is a traditional Valencian-speaking area
where most individuals have Valencian as their mother tongue. Its economy is mainly based on rural
tourism and pig farming as well as on cheese and meat production.
Almazora is a town located in the southeast of the Castellón province. Even though Valencian
has been the predominant language of the area, the linguistic repertoire of the city has increased due
to several factors. These include waves of immigration in past decades as well as the promotion of
Almazora as a tourist destination.
Valencia, which is the capital city of the Valencian Community and the third largest city in Spain,
has roughly 1.6 million inhabitants. Unlike Benasal and Almazora, in Valencia most individuals have
Spanish as their mother tongue. As it is one of the most popular tourist destinations in Spain, a wide
range of nationalities and languages can be found in the area.
That being said, the languages of this study are not limited to the national and regional languages,
but other foreign languages are also considered. Thus, the languages included in this study are
Valencian—a dialectal variety of Catalan—as a minority language, Spanish as the official language of
the state, English as the language of international communication, and other languages.
The objective of this study is twofold. On the one hand, the linguistic landscape of rural and
urban settings is examined to determine the number of languages displayed as well as how the power
and status of minority, national, and international languages are portrayed in these urban and rural
settings. On the other hand, the study of these linguistic landscapes is aimed at examining how the
coexistence of several languages may have an influence on language use.
The current paper departs from the following hypotheses:
(a)

(b)

(c)

The linguistic landscape of Benasal portrays the preference of the Valencian language in
monolingual and bilingual signs set up by local and regional authorities. The opposite occurs in
the private sector, where Spanish is the language of communication.
The linguistic landscape of Almazora is more likely to have bilingual and multilingual patterns
in official and nonofficial signs, where Valencian is the dominant language. As to bottom-up
signs, bilingual or multilingual instances are not likely to be identified given that Spanish is the
preferred language.
The linguistic landscape of Valencia is likely to have Spanish as the dominant language
in monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual signs issued by official institutions. Similarly,
most bilingual and monolingual signs are in Spanish, followed by English due to its prestige
as an international language. On the contrary, Valencian-only signs may not appear on
private enterprises.

The relevance of this research has to do with the implementation of language policies in urban
and rural settings. The findings indicate that citizens’ and tourists’ origins may not only differ, but they
also shape official and nonofficial language policies.
2. Method
2.1. Materials
As for the method, a corpus was developed for this study. The linguistic landscape of three
municipalities was examined to address existing issues in urban and rural areas related to language
contact, language dominance, and the distribution of official and foreign languages on private and
public signs. To achieve this goal, a total of 185 pictures was collected. Some bottom-up signs were
analysed as a combination of monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual signs since they belonged to the
same business.
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2.2. Procedure
A coding scheme (based on Shohamy et al. 2010) was developed for this study. The variables
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Figure 18. Valencia: Valencian-only sign on an archeological centre.
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Figure 18. Valencia: Valencian-only sign on an archeological centre.
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Multilingualism (30%) in Valencia involves the use of Spanish, Valencian, and English (24%).
The power relations established suggest that Spanish is the dominant language as it is the first
language employed to address locals and tourists (Figure 22). The inclusion of the minority language
involves2019,
the 4,use
Languages
38 of italics and a light colour, which makes it difficult to read. However, even though
11 of 19
English is the third language, it can be read without difficulty.
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bakery.

Bilingual signs are addressed to potential customers. Hence, local businesses try to develop
appropriate communication strategies by addressing individuals in Spanish and Valencian. In
Figures 27 and 28 there is no doubt that Valencian is the most relevant language, as it highlighted in
bold, whereas its translation in Spanish may appear in italics and different colours.
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Figure 26. Benasal: Valencian-only sign on a bakery.
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Figure 27. Benasal: Bilingual sign on a butchery.
Figure 27. Benasal: Bilingual sign on a butchery.
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Figure 28. Benasal: Bilingual sign on a bank office.

Unlike in Benasal, there is no considerable differences in the use of Valencian-only (27%) and
Spanish-only (23%) signs in Almazora (Figure 29). Valencian patterns are found in a variety of areas,
such as2019,
architecture,
podiatry, butchery, haberdashery, bakeries, and language academies, among
Languages
4, 38
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others. Similarly, Spanish items can be identified in dentists, cafés, hairdressers, and butcheries.
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Figure 30. Almazora: Bilingual sign on a health food shop.
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Figure 31. Almazora: Bilingual sign on a stationery shop.
Figure 31. Almazora: Bilingual sign on a stationery shop.

Notwithstanding, bilingual signs in English-Valencian (4%), English-Spanish (15%), and
Notwithstanding, bilingual signs in English-Valencian (4%), English-Spanish (15%), and
Romanian-Spanish (4%) can be observed. English is the dominant language in the items below as
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Figure 35. Almazora: Italian sign on a restaurant.

When it comes to Valencia, 65% of nonofficial signs are monolingual. The linguistic landscape
of the city seems to be dominated by Spanish (26%), closely followed by Valencian (23%) and English
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
Focusing on the number of languages displayed on signs, several languages can be identified:
Valencian as the minority language, Spanish as the national language, and other foreign languages.
English is the most prestigious international language in Almazora and Valencia, which tends to appear
alongside Spanish. In this sense, the use of English in top-down signs may have a communicative
function with tourists, while its use in commercial signs evidences their international orientation,
success, or sophistication (Piller 2003). Languages other than English, such as Arabic, Romanian, or
Italian, which are only placed by private initiative, are less frequent and are limited to urban contexts.
Thus, it can be inferred that if Arabic is used, it is likely to be a bottom-up sign set in areas where those
linguistic communities live.
As to power and language relations, the findings show that the power of the two co-official
languages is reinforced by public signs, whereas rich linguistic diversity is shown in private signs.
All municipalities have Valencian as the most prominent language in top-down signs, followed by
Spanish as the second language. In third place, the presence of English is barely noticeable in Benasal
and Almazora in contrast to Valencia, where it plays a significant role in tourism. The order of languages
differs when it comes to bottom-up signs. Spanish is strongly present in Benasal and Valencia as the first
language, followed by Valencian and English, whereas Valencian is much more salient in Almazora,
followed by Spanish and English. The prevailing pattern in Benasal and Almazora concerning bilingual
items is Valencian-Spanish. Valencian is thus the dominant language in these small urban and rural
settings. Unlike Benasal and Almazora, bilingual patterns show that Spanish is the recurrent language
in both official and nonofficial signs.
Language mixing occurs in areas where multiple languages coexist. Borrowing and adaptation
from one language to another are found at lexical and syntactical levels. The fact that such a
phenomenon is observed in official signs may reflect the need for local authorities to preserve their
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identity. In bottom-up signs, the incorporation of these traits is designed to attract potential clients by
stressing their international and sophisticated status (Piller 2003).
All things considered, even though the weaker or stronger presence of Valencian in private and
public institutions depends on whether Spanish or Valencian is the most predominant language in
a certain area (Statute of Autonomy of the Region of Valencia), it seems that the linguistic policy is
not implemented homogeneously. The languages displayed on signs have an impact on society’s
perception and attitudes towards them. Further research on the linguistic landscape of the Valencian
Community is needed to determine the efficiency of its regional language policy.
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